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"What mean these stones?" 
Scripture. 

"T have seen a medecine 
That's able to breathe life into a stone, 
Quicken a rock". 	

All's tell that Ends well. 

"Here's a change indeed" 
Othello. 

"The blest infusions 
That dwell In vegetives, in metals, stones". 

Pert des. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Loch Doon complex is one of the larger of the 

Galloway "Granites". 	It is situated in the northern belt of the  

Southern Uplands of Scotland, in the counties of Ayr and Klrkcud-

brighte Here the country rocks consist of highly folded strata 

of Ordovician age, which in the Loch Doon area are mainly prey- 

wackee with some shale.. 	Over an area of nearly fifty square 

miles between Loch Doon and Loch Dee the piece of the sediments 

is taken by granitic and allied rocks lncludlnp tyt*s that have 

been described as granIte, tonalite, and norite. 

The main object of the present investigation was to 

determine whether the granitic rocks represent (a) consolidation 

products of a magma which rose In a liquid state from depth with 

the simultaneous mechanical displacement of the original sediment 

or (b) transformation products of pre-existing sediments recon-

structed in situ by chemical interchange with migrating materials 

The first is the 	gmtIc yothats; the second is the Solid 

Diffusion ilyothesis. 

The problem may be put thus: Is the boundary between 

the altered aureole sediments and the prenitic rocks at any par-

ticular locality an igneous, tranagresaive junction, or a dif-

fusion limit? Pre the inclusions within the camnlex etoped-

blocks / 
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blocks from the aureole, or do they represent relics of the 

transformed material at a stage of alteration different from 

that of their surroundings? 

Ma used in this thesis, the term solid diffusion is not 
restricted to such simple two-way diffusion as t'kes niace at a 
lead-gold interface, but includes the conrnlez sequence of 
chemical interchanges, and chain-reactions, which are initiated 
by (one-way) migration through the solid rocks, of small quntiti 
of material (presumably tonic), whether through the crystal 
lattices, or by way of the Intergranular surfaces. 	If the 
reactions were exothermic., such a process might well generate 
magma. 

II / 
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II. FEVIOUS WMK 

(I) 	In 1866 James Geilcie contributed a paper "On the 

Metamorphic Origin of Certain Cranitoid Rock. and C;ranites in the 

Southern Uplands of Scotland" to the Geolocrical Magazine (1866, 

p. 529). Referring to the Loch Doon mass as "a very characterta 

tic granite of the district under review", he observed, "here 

the hard slaty shales Impinge upon the granite we have no diffi-

culty in laying our finger  upon the lire that separates the one 

rock from the other; but at the point Ihere the granite and the 

felspathic greywackes come together, the union of the two rocks 

Is so intimate that we have usually no line of demarcation, but, 

on the contrary, a gradual p5g5gØ• 	lie stressed that "Tie must 

beware of assuming an igneous character merely from the appearance 

of veins ramifying from crystalline into granular non-Igneous 

beds. 	This may in general be an excellent test of eruptive 

origin, but it certainly cannot always prove that the main mass, 

from which the veins a'-ar to have come,, has been forcibly thrual 

Into Its present position". 

Qeikie considered that the inclusions characteristic 

of the Ayrshire granites "either retreaent such little detached 

portions of shales as are of common occurrence in the Lower 

Silurian greywackea, or they may be the remnants of thin bands or 

beds / 
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beds of shale that interleaved the original strata". They are 

thus interpreted as relics of undigested material, the greyvacke 

in which they were contained having been altered to granite. !I 

dismissed the hypothesis that the inclusions represent etoped-

blocks from the aureole because, as he believed, though erroneoui 

ly, they are scattered ind1scrtmtntely throughout the mass, and 

are not more abundant near the margin. 

Although giving his opinion that the dioritic rock. 

"perhaps evince a less intensity of metamorphic action" than do 

the true granites, Geikie repeatedly asserts that differences In 

metamorphic rocks reflect differences in the composition of the 

original sediments; "the ultimate character of a metamornhic 

rock must always depend upon the composition of the atratum 

acted upon". The possibility of change of conmoalt ton during 

metsmor'htam was not considered. 

"It I. obvious", wrote flelkie, "that many of the so-

called eruptive granites must be re-examined, their igneous 

character having been assumed at a time when as yet the study of 

metamorphism had made little rogre.s." Having considered the 

available evidence bearing on the genesis of the granites of the 

Southern Uplands, he sums up thus: "I am therefore forced to 

conclude that the crystalline rocks described above have reeultec 

fro!'l the iteration in situ of certain bedded deposits'. 
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This paper by Geikie stimulated David Forbes to 

initiate a vigorous correspondence in the Magazine* The only 

point of importance In Forbes' criticism is the chemical diffi-

culty: "How, may It fairly be asked, can any educated man, 

whether geologist or not, be expected to believe that greywacke 

may be converted into granite; unless, first of all, he is 

shown by chemical analysis that you have present in the first, 

the chemical elements requisite for the formation of the latter, 

or if not, that you have a rnttonsl mode of explaining bow any 

deficiency in component parts has been supplied, or any surplus 

removed". (1337, p. 154), 

Forbes engaged in similar cxitroverey with P.H. Green 

1r 1871 over the granitic rocks of Donegal (1871 (1), p. 428; 

172 (2), p. 450). 

The chemical difficulty was first faced boldly by J. 

Clifton !ard when he dealt with the granites of the Lake District 

(1876 9  o. 30) • 	Be wrote: "P lthougti a simple melting down of 

clay-slate might never produce granite, yet a moist fusion, 

accompanied by elementary substances, brought upwards from still 

greater dertba, might effect a great transformation. 

Hence a rock of the composition of s1te may be converted into 

granite by undergoing a change In the arrangement of the elementi 

pre-existing in it, together with the addition from below of 

some! 



some of those elements which were lacking in the original elate" 

At this time Xard was alone in realising that some 

sort of diffusion accompanied by chemical interchange was neces-

sary to reconcile theory with observation. Hi.. CIC aetion - 

only recently proved to have a real foundation was still-born. 

It is a remarkable fact that for two generations no petrologist 

or chemist considered it worth while to put the matter to the 

test. 

(ii) 	The first detailed descr1 - tion of the area and its 

rooks was by J.J.d. Teall (Teall, 1399 0  p. 810). 	Posh dis- 

tinguished and described the following rock-types from the Loch 

Doon complex: Liottte-granite, hornblende-btotitegranite, 

quarts-diorite of the Tonale tyre, qunrts-augite-diorite and 

hyperite. 	lie noted the gradations between these types; their 

distribution, however, Is not indicated on the Survey map (Sheet 

8). 

The presence of feldspar in the rocks of the aureole 

was observed by Teahl. Describing an altered ctiert with ortho-

clase "moulded on the larger quartz grains which represent the 

chart t , he stated that "there can be no doubt that the felspar 

of the altered rock has been derived from the granite magma". 

He/ 
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He also recded that ' t in a few abnormal rocks from the tmmediat 

neighbourhood of granite masses plagioclase has . . been ob-

served. ........ The individuals are often zoned and 1db-

morptiic, and closely resemble the Plagioclase of the granite 

rocks. 	..... In many cases the felspar has doubtless been 

formed out of the constituents of the original rock, and in the 

few in which it has been introduced the action has occurred only 

In the immediate neighbourhood of the granite." (1899, p. 637) 

No chemical evidenos is given to su'pori -  ti1s contntton. 

Teall significantly described the mAcrocline crystals 

in the granite as flpseudo_porphyritlet' (1999, p. 611), but he 

did not attempt to develop the Implications of this observation. 

Pccording to "eal1, the local differences observed in 

the mess cannot be correlated with the nature of the country 

rocks; moreover, be says, 'tiie junctions of the granite with the 

surrounding rocks are in general perfectly sharp, and furnish no 

support to the view that the granite either represents the sedi-

ment crystallised in place or has even had its composition appre-

ciably modified by the assimilation of portions of the aurroundir 

rock" (1999, P. 623). 	In 1896 C. Callaway (1885 9  p. 229) drew 

attention to the sharply defined margins of schist inclusions in 

the Donegal granite.. These sharp junctions would, he said, 

"surely be an Impossibility if these fragments were merely the 

unmelted / 
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unmelted remnants of a series which had undergone partial fusion 

Recent work, including the present investigation (T). 49 ), has 

shown that with diffusion this assurance to unfounded. Basing 

his views on an inadequate study of the relationships in the 

field, Teell ignored Oeikie's evidence and Ward's suggestion. 

Teall concluded that the evidence supports the magmeti 

hypothesis, maintaining that the differences observed within the 

complex are in part due to the intrusion of heterogeneous magma 

but mainly to Thifferentiatton after the magma had reached its 

present position" (1899, no 823). 

(iii) 	In 1932 C.I. Gardiner and S.H. Reynolds published a 

paper on "The Loch Doon 'Granite' Area #  Galloway*  in the Quarter 

Journal of the Geological Society of London. These authors mad 

a valuable contribution to the solution of the problem by pub-

lishing a map snowing the distribution of the three main types 

present In the comtlex. These types they designate as, norite, 

at the northwest and south-east margins; tonalite, forming the 

main body of the complex; and granite, at the centre. 	After 

presenting much fresh data, for example on the occurrence of 

Inclusions within the complex, rardiner and 'eyno1da failed to 

recognise the significance of their findings, and postulated 

three successive intrusions, in order of decreasing basicity. 

Gardiner / 
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Cardiner and Reynolds thus agree with Teahl ttvt the evidence 

supports the magrnetic hypothesis. 

The mechanism of differentiation, whether in depth or 

in situ; the space problem involved by the intrusion of a lerpe 

body of magma; and the possibility of solid diffusion, were 

not discussed by Teehl or by Gardiner and Reynolds. 

(iv) 	In 1942 H. Rutledge submitted to Professor Prthur 

Holmes a renort (unpublished) on the Complex which he had invest] 

gated as the independent field work required for the P.So. 

Honour. Degree in Geology at the University of Durham. For us, 

the main importance of the report lies in its demonstration that 

the diffusion hypothesis was worthy of consideration. Rutledge 

questioned the traditional megnrntic hypothesis and was the first 

Investigator to give serious consideration to the merits of 

"pyro-metasoniatiem" SI i possible mode of genesis of the rocks of 

the Loch Doon complex. He concluded his report thus, "If stopir 

could be ruled out as the major process (of emplacement), and a 

general tirhtening up of the evidence would quite likely lead to 

such a result, then the complex would become on important one 

for the study of emplacement by yro-metasonism and rheomorphiE 

processes of which at present very little is known". 

I 
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III. TOPOOPAPRY 

The area is one of the most desolate in the south of 

Scotland. To the east it is bounded by the Rtiinns or Kells, 

which, for P distance of six miles, maintain an aititude of over 

2,000 feet, culminating in Corserine (2,668 feet). To the west 

it is bounded by n similar lofty ranpe, culminating in the hiphei 

hill in the south of Scotland, the Klerrick (2,764 feet). 	The 

elongated basin lying between these two rares is blocked at the 

northern and southern ends by lesser hills. 

Pour gaps lead into the basin through the enclosing 

mountain-girdle: Blloch in the na'th-west, Loch Doon in the 

north-east, the river Dee in the south-east, and Loch Trool in 

the south-west. 	These gape all drain out of the basin, with the 

exeertion of that at Falloch which forms a low wind-gap between 

the drainage basins of ft-,E Doon and the Girvan. Thus the Doon 

th'eina the northern half, and the Lee and the Trool the southern 

half of the basin. 

fog, pest, and broad laths cover much of the surface 

of the basin, the monotony of which is broken by a long north-

south central ridge. This ridge, the highest point of which is 

Mullwhsrchar (2,270 feet), has gentle elopes on the west, but on 

the east is flanked by a fine line of cliffs. The Eglin Lane' 

on/ 
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on the west of the ridge, and the (ala Lane on the east, drain 

Into Loch Doon. 

The two largest loche in the northern half are Loch 

Mscaterick and Loch Riecs'wr. The former drains into the "gltn 

Lane by the Black Carpel s  the latter by the Vhitespout Lane, the 

united waters being called the Carrick Lane. although Loch 

Enoch, which is the highest loch in the area, les between the 
0.1! Lt 

Merrick and Mulisharoher, itbdratna  into the Gala Lane by the 

Pulakaig Burn through a gap in the Mullwhnrchar ridge. 

This basin was an important centre of ice dispersal 

during the Pleistocene Glaciation. 	In consequence s  clean, ice- 

moulded exposures abound - even amongst the bogs of the lowlying 

areas and the outcropping rook is generally very fresh. The 

absence of trees, inhabited dweliinpa, paths and roads (except 

for a rough track from Loch Doon to Loch riacair), and the pre-

sence of abundant ice-1noulded, rocky exposures, combine with the 

locha and the outlines of the hills to rtve a topography that is 

neither highland nor Lowland. 	It to uflique. 	It is Galloway. 

Topography is fairly closely related to geological 

structure. The mountain-girdle surrounding the basin oorreepont 

to the aureole, the central ridge to the granite. Tonalite 

forms the weak element in the structure and topography, and out-

crops but sparsely over the loch and peat covered basin. Norit 

outcropping / 
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outcropping In the nortbii..est and south-east, Is Charactertied 

by an intermediate type Cf relief, with h' rocky bill of 

cralgMssheenie (1,769 feet) in the north-west as the most 

striking feature. 

Lane: 1. A brook, of which the motion is 50 slow a s  to be 
scarcely perceptible. Galloway, Lanarkshire. 

2. Those parts of a river or ri-ulet which, are so 
smooth as to answer this description. Calloway. 

Icelandic: Lona. to stagnate. 	Jamieson. 

Iv, 
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IV. FORM and AGE of the COMPLEX 

The Loch Doan complex is elongated in a north-south 

direction, oblique to the fold axes of the country rooks. The 

relation of the inner marp1n of the aureole to the contours 

shows thEt both roof and wall are present. 	It apeara that 

tonslite Is directly adjacent to the aureole along the walls, 

while norite intervenes at the root of the complex. The roof 

position of the north-western occurrence of norite is particular] 

clear. 

The contact is everywhere dircordant, and the term 

laccolitti used by Gardiner and Reynolds is in no sense Sr rroprlat 

It a "batholith" in defined as a discordant plutonic mass with 

sides generally steeply inclined and with no visible or determin-

able floor, then the Loch Doon complex is a small betholitti. 

The complex is younger than the poet-Silurian movements  

which folded the Lower alaeosoic rocks of the Southern Uplands. 

It is shown in a later section (op,12J) that while the conmlex 

Is older than the rnjority of the associpted dykee, some of these 

dykes are older then the complex. These facts are in accord 

with a Lower Old Red Sandstone are. 

v/ 
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V. PR INC IPLES and 7TOCEDUP3 

Problems of space and of magmatic differentiation are 

often ignored by those workers on plutonic rooks who defend the 

magmatic hypothesis. In this Loch Dom has been no exception. 

Nevertheless at Loch Doon those problems are so weighty, and to 

the present writer appear •o impossible of solution, that the 

solid diffusion hypothesis has been given serious consideration 

throughout the present Investigation. In testing the two rival 

hypotheses, the principles and technique of phase petrology, as 

enunciated by S.J. Shand and 88 opposed to the older conception 

of species petrology, have constantly been employed. 

Referring to the Cortlandt Complex, New Yori, Shand 

states, "If we wish to make progress in understanding the Cort-

landt complex we shnll have to abandon the traditional practice 

ofmapping'rock-types', which characterise the observer rather 

than the rocks, and proceed instead to map the distribution of 

critical phases which afford clues to the cooling history of the 

system. 	In short, we must abandon 'species petrology' and put 

'phase petrology' In Its place (1942, p. 414; see also 1944, 

p. 45). 

Accordingly, a very detailed Investigation of the most 

crucial region was undertaken. The part thus exanthed was an 

area of the north-western norite, about one mile square, includli 

ttie/ 
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the areas of tonalite and transitional norite-tonalito manped by 

Gardiner and Reynolds between this norite and the rocks of the 

aureole. 	Particular attention was directed to the inclusions 

within the norite and to the sicta11y critical zone on either 

aide of the norite-aureole contact. To auprlement that study, 

serial specimens were collected nerosa the relevant nart of the 

aureole, traverses were made through the tonnitte to the granite, 

and part of the tonalite-aureote contact was examined in detail. 

The data available on those parts of the complex not 

included in the nresent investigation have, of course,, been con-

sidered,, but it is nevertheless recognised that continuation of 

detailed work over a wider area may entail minor modifications or 

extensions of some of the conclusions presented here. 
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Vt. COUNTRY ROCKS 

(i) Litbology 

The country rocks round the nart -vest pert of the 

complex consist of greywackee, flaggy beds, and black shales, 

amongst which the greywackes predominate. The term "greywacke" 

has given rise to considerable controversy; here it is used for 

rocks which are greyvackee according to the definitions given by 

Milner (1929, p. 291), Palley (1930 0  p. 87) and 1etttjobn (1943, 

P. 944). 	after detailed analysis of the terr, Pettijohn sums 

up thus: "&reywa  eke connotes a type of sndst one marked by (1) 

large detrital quartz and feldspar set in a (2) pr ominent to 

dominant 'clay' matrix which may on low grade metamorphism be 

converted to chlorite and sericite and partially replaced by 

carbonate, (3) a dark colour, (4) generally tough and well in-

durated, (5) extreme angularity of the detrital components, (6) 

presence in emnller or larger quantities d rock fragments, nisinl: 

chart, quartzite, elate, or phyllite, and (7) certain macroscopic 

trcures (graded bedding, tntra format ional conglomerates of 

shale or shale chize, elm be1ding, &c.), and (8) certain rock 

associations. 

specimen of greywacke (485), collected on the south 

side of Craiglure Hill, has been analysed (Table 2 ). The 

nlysc1 / 
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analysed specimen is a greyish-blue s  medium-grained rock in which 

quartz and muscovite can be recognised nacroecopicn1 ly. Thin 

sections show that it Is composed of about 509 of Ill-sorted and 

angular quartz grains, most of which show shadowy extinction. 

While grains may reach maximum dIameterof 1 mm., they are usually 

learn than 0.5 mm. 	Flakes and splinters of muddy and silty 

material occasionally reach a length of 2 mm. Other composite 

grains commonly present include spilitec and fine-grained quartz 

aggregates, which may be chert. 	Fragments of plagioclese are 

rather common. 	Muscovite is present*' - ell-rounded grains of 

zircon are frequent* The matrix of the rock is a mixture of 

green chioritic and dark muddy nrnerta1. 	Signs of metamorrhiam 

are shown In the rock by the formation of a little new 1IotIte 

from the muddy fragments and matrix. 

Although other specimens show variations in coarseness 

and in amount of muddy material, this rock may be taken as re-

presenting the dominant type in a rather monotonous series of 

country rocks at the north-west part of the Loch 

ifl c;ix are highly folded Ordovician sediments, the fold 
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axes of which trend E.N.E.- .S.. The strettgranhical sequence 

of the Ordovician of the Southern Uplands of Scotland is: 

Upper Hartf ell Shales 

Lower Hsrtfell Shales 

Glenktln Shaleg 

In 1899 the Survey geologists referred the (lenkiln Shales to the 

Upper Liandsilo, and the Uartfell Shales to the Cradoc. 	In 

1935 J. Pringle regrouped tte stratigraphical divisions and 

placed the GlenklLn Shales and the Lower Hartfell Shales in the 

Caradoc, and the Upper Hertfell Shales in the atigill. 

Less than three quarters of a mile from the norite-

aureole contact at Balloobbeatties there occirs a bed of black 

grcptolitic sale, well seen in a roadside quftrry near Cratglure 

Old Lodge. 	Isoclinal folding re- peats th bed two or three times 

but it does not outcrop in the aureole. The zonal ranges given 

by Dr. Gertrude Ellee for $h- r"r'aptolttes collected by the Survey 

geologists 'ire shown in Tall ,--. I 	The graptolitic evidence is 

tht the bed belongs to eubzonea 9 and 10, Nemegraptus gracilts 

and Climacograptus peltifer, and may include part of subsone 11, 

Climacograptus tilsont, above, and part of subrone 8, cflyptograp- 

tus teretiusculus, belov. 	The black shle is thus the equivalent 

of the Glenkj].n Shales of the central belt of the Southern Uplands 

and possibly also of the lowest beds of the Lower Hartfell Shales. 

The/ 
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The etratipraphical evidence collected by the Survey 

geologists shows that mudetone and chart, and not greywacka, 

underlie the equivalents of the Olenki]si Sh1es in the northern 

belt. The outcrops of the shale are therefore at the crowns of 

successive anticlines., and the Creyweelptes of the aureole are 

rounger. 

To the south-south-west and south-east of the area under 

review, the some aheles ngatn outcrop In thp cores of the anti- 

dines. 	At these localities, however, t!mv arA I'irediately over- 

lain by shales with a Hortfell fauna* 	Py laterel variation grey- 

wackee therefore replace the Hartt,ll shales towards the north 

and west, in agreement with the well-known fact that Ordovician 

sediments bccome conraer in grain and i'c'aaed in thickness as 

they are traced from Moffat to Girvr. Yie region now under 

consideration tell within the zone of shale deposition during the 

Olenkiln stage; at the 1f.rtfell stage, however, the margin of 

this zone lay Iiit'iediately to th' south-east. 

The grey'ackea of the north-west art of the aureole 

are thus above the eubrone of Climacograptug peltifer, and pos-

sibly above that of Climacograptue Wilsi. They are equivalent 

to the tower 119rtfell Shcilee of th cen'ral belt, and probably 

the Balelatchie and 'rdwejl Groups at the base of the P'rdmillan 

Series of the Gtrvan district. They fall within the Caradoc of 

both / 
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both the Geological Survey, 1899 and J. Pringle, 1935. 

An already pointed out, the underlying black shales 

outcrop just outside the ureo1e and again about three or four 

miles to the south, across the strike. 	This irnitea that the 

general structure from noth'west to south-east approximates to 

that of a syncitnorium, the axial pleriss, however, nearly all 

dipping at high angles to the south. As a consequence of the 

structure, amply confirmed by field investigation, the same 

greywackes are constantly repeated alonp a north-west to south-

east traverse of the aureole taken across the strike. 
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VII, THE AUREOLE 

(1) General 

The most detailed nart of the present investigation has 

been the study of the fonts of the north-west part of the com-

plex, but an investigation of the surrounding aureole was essen-

tial if decision was to be nide between the rival Magmatic and 

Solid Diffusion hypotheses. The purpose of the investigation of 

the aureole was not so much to study grades of metamorphism 

around the supposed intrusion, as to determine whether or not 

changes in the aureole could be interpreted as stages in a procesi 

resulting in nonite. 	It was important, therefore, to study the 

dominant rock-type, preywacke, even though, being qunrtroae, it 

Is not such a sensitive index to changing conditions as the more 

flaggy beds. 

'coordingly serial specimens were collected along the 

strike frwi Cairnadloch to the Shepherds' Cntrn on Shiel t1ill. 

Some sixty snecirnena were collected on this traverse and twenty 

.r sections have been cut. Owing to the form of the complex 

jnsidersb1e length of the strike-traverse to parallel to the 

ortte-aureole contact and to that extent is unsatisfactory. 

everthelese significant changes were observed as the contact 

as approached at the Shepherds' Cnirn. The phenomena observed 

it confined to this locality, but were found wherever the 
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norite-aureole contact was examined in detail. 

Serial specimens were also collected on a traverse 

from the south slope of Craiglure Hill to the Cow Craig near 

Ballochbeatties. It has been demonstrated above that, although 

ttL2 traverse in across the strike, isoclinal folding repeats the 

same beds throughout. The forty specimens collected are all 

derivatives of the same type 80 that successive comparisons are 

possible. 	Fifteen thin sections have been prepared. The 

analysed greywaoke (485), described above, to the first member 

of this series. 

The contact zone was examined at other localities also, 

in particular on Creigbrock where twenty specimens were collected 

Of these, fifteen thin sections have been prepared. 

(ii) Petroyra_pty 

(a) Plotite and Quartz. 	The first step in the altera- 

tion of the greyweckea Is the development of biotite from the 

muddy and chioritic nieteriol. 	ryan  half a mile from the contact 

and twice as far out as the Survey geoloiata' mapping of the 

outer limit of the aureole, the analysed greywacke (485) contains 

a little hew biotite. 	Its content of nearly 3% of 1120 (+ 1050) 

is probably in the muddy and ehioritic material, and much of this 

water / 
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water is driven off during further metamorphism. The biotite 

Is rather pale and shapeless at first, but soon develops strong 

pleochroisin and regular habit. The dimensions are not preat, 

the diameter of the plates being seldom more than 0.5 ma., even 

in proximity to the contact* 	A decussate arrangement is charac- 

teristic, the rock being largely massive, but this pattern is 

occasionally interrupted by the intervention of bedding-planes. 

X = almost colourless; Y a 7 = dark red-brown. Pleochrotc 

haloes are common. With the formation of biotite many of the 

composite fragments, e.ge spilitea, soon lose their identity, but 

some of the fine-'grained muddy pellicles can be recognised as 

Inclusions throughout the altered greywacke and even in the norit 

Soon after the formation of the first biotites a physic 

change cad be observed in the detrital quartz grains; the larger 

of these break down into smaller individuals closely bound to-

gether by interlocking sutures, but with varying optical orients-

tiona. 	At a later stage the smell quarts and fine-grained 

chert fragments become coarser. The product resulting from 

th6P C flfE 18 8 homogeneous granulite with a background of 

(icJsse ictites set in a matrix of a more or less even-prained 

'rt-mosatc. The term "granulite" has been used In a number 

senses; it is used here to designate a rock with granulitic 

exture, i.e. with even-sized and closely-fitting grains (Brit. 

.1 	 - 
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'etrograrth. Nomen. Ccni. 1921, Mine Mag., Vol. 19). 

These changes are well seen under the microscope, and 

are reflected to some extent in the hand-specimens. With the 

driving off of combined water, and the alteration of ohioritic 

and 1iuddy material to biotite, the prey'wnckea lose their greyi.h-

blue colour and become grey or black. The oripinel preywnckes 

are well-consolidated, massive rocks, and further induration is 

therefore not consnicuouae 	a the contact is approached the 

rocks become so homogeneous that stratification may disappear 

completely within sixty or seventy yards from the contact. 

(b) Feldspar. 	Migration of diffusing materials into 

the rocks of the aureole is shown by the rather common occurrence 

of tourmaline in the contact granulite. 	It is in small grains 

usually with a dark-blue and often zoned colouration, and is 

identical, with the tourmaline occurring in the leucocrntic veins 

which traverse the granite (". Ill . 

When the preywackes are traced to within some fifty or 

.iyty yards from the contact, patches are observed in which praini 

• Plagioclase are abundant. 	Mineralogical and chemical work 

p. 3) shows that these crystals do not all represent detrital 

fragments, as Teafl (1899 0  p. 637) believed, but that there has 

een definite introduction first of Na and Al, and later of Ml,, 

Ca from an extraneous source. 
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Specimen 506, from the Cow Craig, and some forty-five 

yards from the contact, illustrates an altered greywacke in which 

feldepathisat ion has commenced but has not gone so tar as to 

destroy the essentially sedimentary structure of the rock. This 

enecimen has been analysed (Table 2 ). 

Description of Specimen 506 - 

The body of the rock is a quartz-mosaic (the individuali 

of which are usually less than 0.25 mm. in dtemter but occasions:  

ly up to 1 mm.) with a superimposed pattern of decuseate btotites 

averaging about 0.1 mme in length. The pleochroism of the 

biotite is X a almost colourless; Y = Z = reddish brown. In-

tensely developed p].eoohroic haloes round zircon inclusions are 

rather common. 

A snall amount of pale-green isotropic material is 

present; this to probably prasiolite after cordterlte. 	Zircon 

is a common accessory; it is usually in rounded grains, but 

rare examples of a skeletal habit occur, due either to extensive 

ecrystalli.ation or to introduction of zirconium. Tourmaline 

present, having a maximum diameter of nearly 1 mm. It is 

'ongly foned and has a natchy dark-blue colour. There is a 

.ghtly turbid and In thus easily 

ad from the quartz. There is a tendency for the 
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development of lath-shapes. Many of the individuals are over 

0.5 mm. In length, one crystal being 2 we long and 0.6 mm. 

broad. This big crystal encloses quarts grains end, indeed, is 

divided in two by a continuous belt of these. Its relation to 

other minerals as seen in thin section shows clearly that this 

crystal grew in the solid granulite s  either by local diffusion 

from neighbouring detrital grains or by inoduction of material 

to the granulites 	Chemical evidence (p.hI ) shows that there 

has been addition of Na and Al  to this rock. 

Feldspathisettofl in isolated "pods" or "kernels" a foot 

or two in diameter, is well seen in the greysackegrenulite of 

the Cow Craig. 	Mineralogical, textural, and chemical gradation 

to the granulite, the occurrence of detrital strooni, and of 

blotite with the same decussate arrangement as in the granulite s  

and the field-fact of their isolation from the norlte, show that 

the pods have indeed been formed by the feldspathiaettofl of the 

greywacke-granulite. 

A thin section cut from specimen 727 from the Cow Craig 

shows in the bounds of a single slice ii inches long, the gradual 

transition from s slightly teldapathised granulite rather coarser 

than 506, to a highly feldipathised granulite containing euhedral 

lates of plagioclase up to 3-4 mm. in diameter and 0.5-1 mm. 
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thick, and poikllitl.c plates of potash feldspar upwards of 1 mm. 

in diameter. 

Specimen 507, from the Cow Crair, 10 of c ntrr1y fclt-

pathised granulite and has been analysed (Tr'ble 2 )* 	lntes of 

plagloc].a.e are conspicuous in hand-specimen, and are sometimes 

over 1 cm. in diameter. 	In thin section the occurrence of 

decussate biotitee links It to the normal granulite, but the 

biotite is rather coarser and darker than that in 506. 

Description of Specimen 507 - 

Plagioclase is zoned from andeathe (An45) at the centre 

to oligoclase at the margin. Large and en1l crystals have the 

same range of composition. The core often has oscillatory sontni 

but the gone, differ but litUe from each other. The oligoclase 

sone has a sharp boundary against the rest of the crystal. In-

clusions of biotite abound in the larger crystals, and "schiller" 

Inclusions are sometimes present. Internal irregularities and 

patchiness of composition are common in the nlagioclase crystals. 

This is no dvubt due to growth in the solid, some of the porphyro 

blasts being formed by the union of several smaller crystals - 

xaot parallel orientation of the individuals not always being 

rh1 

ie plates of potash feldspar sometimes reach 2 mm. in 

aeter, but, being anhedral and highly polkilitic, are easily 
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overlooked. Quartz now appears as irregular, interstitial 

grains, and is much less abundant, showing that the process of 

feldepetbisat ion has been one of desilicetion. 

Plagioclase may appear without potash feldspar but not 

vice versa, thus showing that in feldspathiaation pingiocisee 

forms first and Is followed by potash feldspar. 

(c) Cordiertte. 	Specimen 685/1 from the contact zone 

on Craigbrock, illustrates a type which, though not common, is 

of considerable significance. Though closely allied to 506, It 

differs from that rock in containing cordierite and no new felds-

par. The biotite tends to be rattier more coarsely crystalline, 

and its colour rather redder (! and 7) than in 506. Cordierite 

is in part fresh, colourless, and subhedral, and in Tort repreeen 

pole-green prasloiite. Yellow haloes occur but are rare. 

;.i specimen the rock is remarkable for its even-grained 

')'roc'cfleoua character. 

his biotite-cordierite-granulite has many points of 

eb1114e to the mobilised sediment from the Newry complex, 

and figured by D.L. T!synolds (1934, p. 802), who has 

44, pp.  234-238) it to represent the "secondary Fe-Mg 

expelled from the zone of feldspathi- 

In the Loch Doon granulites cordierite 

i s  / 



In found immediately adjacent to the teldapethised pods. 

When the flag beds are traced into the aureole they 

become "spotted" with crystals of cordierite 0.5-1 mm. long and 

about 0.25 nun. in diameter, easily recognised by sector twinning, 

and usually crowded with inclusions. rven  at a distance of 

three hundred yards from the contact, cordierite forms such a 

large proportion of th rock that Fe-Mg enrichment is suggested. 

These elements were perhaps able to pass through the more 

quartzoae beds with greater ease, becoming fixed as cordierite 

in the more flaggy beds. 

(d) 71yroxenee Where feldspathisntion has locally been 

intense, potash feldspar becomes less conspicuous, and the 

dominant feature of the rock is the presence of lathe and plates 

of plagioclase with decussate arrangement. At this stage pyroxei 

appears and the resulting rock could easily be mistaken for one 

of igneous origin had thE stages in its formation not been trnced, 

and had its mode of occurence as ''O(8 within the nureole not been 

known. 

Specimen 685/5 from Craigbrook, a typical example of 

such a feldspathised and pyroxenised pod, has been analysed 

(Table a ). 	In hand-specimen it is a grey, rather tine-premed 

rock in which the pyroxene and nlagiocla.e porphyroblase can 

easily / 
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easily be recognised. 

Description of Specimen 695/5 - 

Almost colourlese, non-.pleochroic, orthorhombic pyro-

xene, and almost colourless, pale-green, non-pleoohroic mono-

clinic pyroxene, with Z o a 420,  and probably beat described 

as diopaidic augite, are both present. The pyroxenes occur 

as sieved porptxyroblaats 2-3 mme long, and also as small granules. 

The larger individuals are often rimmed with biotite and are 

sometimes altered to almost colourless, fibrous amphibole which 

is commonly flecked with blotite. 

Plotite is poikihitic or skeletal and preserves its 

decussate nrranpement, although this is less conspicuous than 

the decussate arrangement of the plagioclase. 	It is pleochrolc 

from X = almost colourless, to Y = Z xx reddish-brown, and pleo-

chroic haloes are common. The developing biot its - and less 

frequently the pyroxene - is sometimes highly skeletal, being 

composed of numerous isolated individuals which, although en-

closed by several adjoining quartv grains, are at least approxi- 

mately parallel. Occasionally two such crystals, one of pyroxen 

the other of hiotite, are mutually parallel and intergrown; 

each is fcrmad or numerous individual unite, none of which cornea 

Into contact with its neighbours. 	In such cases the biotite 

tends / 
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tends to occur around and outside of the area occupied by pyroxen' 

Good examples of this are seen in a similar rock, specimen 401, 

from the Shepherds' Cairn. 

Plagioclase OCCUD8 as )lates usually 1688 than 0.6 mm. 

In diameter but sometimes up to 2 mm. There is a strong tendenc; 

for this mineral to be euhedral. 71yroxene granules are often 

enclosed In the larger crystals and may have a rough zonal 

arrangement within the host. The larger crystals are often 

dusted or clouded with minute inclusions. 	Internal irregulari- 

ties are characteristically seen between crossed nicols. The 

plagioclase shows highly complex oscillatory zoning and large 

and small crystals alike have the some sequence of composition. 

Seventy zones were counted in one of the smaller crystals, but 

these, as in other cases, can be grouped into a few major zones, 

each of ithicli consists of numerous minor oscillations of composi-

tion, differing but slightly from one another. For example, in 

one particular crystal (cut parallel to 010) about forty subsi-

diary zones can be grouped to form six major zones, thus: 

Core: 45-35-40--45-50---35--b45-50--9 , 2025 i'n : margin. 

Potash feldspar is interstitial or poikilitic, but is 

not so abundant an In toe feldapathised types without pyroxene. 

Apatite is abundant, generally as very fine needles but 

occasionally an more stumpy crystals. Oro is rqthr ore coirnon 

than In the types already described. 

rrh I 
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The mineralogical and textural changes described 

above relate to the dominant rock of the aureole, medium to 

coarse-grained greywacke, and are in the main gradational. 

'When finer grained beds are traced within the critical contact-

zone rather different changes take place. These changes involve 

coarsening of grain-sire and tend to the homogenisation, or 

convergence in type, of the varied rocks of the aureole as these 

approach the contact. 

(iii) Vein-like Podies in the Aureole Pocks of the Cow craig 

Specimen 728 shows the ocritact of a three-inch wide 

"vein" against rather fine-prained biotite-granulite from the Co. 

Craig. This "vein" cuts abruptly across the direction of bed-

ding, and in hand-specimens s-'enrs to have a hair-sharp junction 

with the granulite. The pranulile traversed by the "vein" con-

sists of a quarts mosaic, the individuals of which are usually 

less than 0.15 nme in diameter, and decussate biotitee about 0.1 

mm. in diameter. A little feldspar, some blue tourmaline, and 

possibly some cordlerite are present. 

The "vein" also consists of a quarts mosaic and decus-

sate biottas. and the blot Ite. of both "vein" and granulite are 

rather reddish and contain intense pleocbrotc haloes. The 

"vein" / 
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"vein" is, however, coarser than the granulite, the grain-sire 

of the quarts mosaic being 0.5 nme and of the btotites 0.4 mm. 

More or less euhedrnl, platey plagioclases are present and reach 

2 mm. in diameter. They are zoned from a calol.c core to a sodic 

margin, and sometimes have oscillations of ccnposit1on* 

little interstitial potash feldspar, a little muscovite, and 

also a certain amount of greenish and yellowish material, pro-

bably secondary after cordierite, are iresent. 	Some of the 

biotite is highly skeletal. 

In thin section, while some parts of the contact are 

sharp, other parts - even in the some slice - are gradational, 

showing that the "vein" formed by coarsening and feldapathisation 

of the granulite. 

Relics of fine-grained granulite occur in the "vein" 

and must be distinguished from picked-up xenoliths in an intruaiv' 

vein. Many of the feldspathiaed pods in the aureole have simi-

lar relic-inclusions,, the margins of which are sometimes (e.g. 

729) enriched in ore. Vhile many of the Inclusion are elFen-

tially relics of the some parental material of the host, but 

less altered, some (e.g. 510) represent detrital fragments in the 

original grit which proved more resistant than the dominant type. 

(iv) / 
11 
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(iv) Contacts on the Shepherds' Cairn 

Near the Shepherds' Cairn inclusions of fine-gralned 

blotite-granulite s  up to three or four inches across, are en-

closed in a coarser and feldebonthised hiotite-granulite. 	!'etro 

graphically these granulites are similar to those of the "country 

rock" and of the "vein" occurring on the Cow Craig and described 

above. 

The btotttee of the feldepathised rock, i.e. of the 

host, are coarser than those of the inclusions, but show the same 

r'leochroism and decussate arrangement; some are highly skeletal. 

!2uhedral plagioclase and large poikilitic Dotash feldspar (pos-

sibly microcline) are both present. 	In thin-section the contact 

is seen to be the same "abruptly gradational" type as that of the 

"veid' from the Cow Craig  described above; by this it I. meant 

that the contact is gradational, but that the gradation takes 

place in a small compass. 

The coarsened and feldspthised biotite-granulite, i.e. 

the rock containing the inclusions, is in contact with an igneous 

looking rock with large platey plagioclase and conspicuous pyro- 

erie. Macroscopically the junction is sharp, but in thin sec-

tion there is no sharp line of ctact. 

The plagioclase of the igneous-looking rock may be up 

to 1 cm. in diameter, has pronounced internal irregularities, and 

contains / 
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contains inclusions of biotite and of proxene granules as well 

as being dusted with minute and 'aehiller inclusions. The 

biotite and pyroxene inclusions are often zonal in distribution 

and are sometimes in contact in a manner suggesting the develop-

merit of one from the other. Oscillatory zoning is common and 

the following are examples: 

Core: 45-50-440-45--s45-50--440----,425 	 'n : margi 

Core: 45-50--440-45 --+45-50--25-30'-4O-45 —ø20-25 An : margi; 

Another crystal in the same slice varies uniformly from An5 0  at 

the core to 'n40  towards the margin, and has a narrow marginal 

zone of Pn25 . 	Some specimens (e.g. 400a) illustrate In a re- 

markable manner the formation or large porphyroblasts of plagio-

clase with Internal irreguinrities by the union of several smalle 

crystals in sn'oximnte parallelism. 

In the Igneous-looking rock pyroxene occurs In crystals 

2-3 mme long and also in granules. Both orthorhombic and mono-

clinic forms are present. 	Piotite is reddish on both sides of 

the contact, but is noticeably darker near and at the contact 

Itself. On the "Igneous-looking" side it is coarser and usually 

skeletal, and frequently fringes the pyroxene and finger, into 

the cleavages of that mineral. 

The matrix consists of small plagioclase laths In a 

poikilitic quartz background, and is very rich in "pegs" of ore 

which / 



which are sometimes twenty times as long as broad. The ore 

gradually decreases in amount towards the contact with the felda-

pethised grariullte, there being an almost linear "front" beyond 

which very large plagloolnaes and pegs of ore are not found. 

Ore is not enclosed in the large plagloclases excert in their 

marginal zones, and, accompanied by qurt and biotite, along 

the junction of two or more plagioclases which have united in 

approximate parallelism to form a porphyroblaat. Minute apatite 

needles are abundant. 

Similar "igneous" types with peg-like ore occur at the 

Craigbrock ccntnct, and it is interred that these have the same 

genesis as the Shepherds' Cairn rocks. 

(v) The r'otaeh Feldsrar end 'uscovlte De prinods and Vein-1 
7odlealn the tureole oks of Cr9igbrock 

Remarkable miniature pods are found in a rock near the 

Cralgbrock contact. The rock is a biotite-cordierlte-grsrmulite. 

The quartz grains are up to 1. mme in diameter and enclose the 

other constituents poikilitically. 	Plot ite is rather reddish 

and about 0.25 mu, in diameter. 	Cordierite Is fairly abundant. 

Muscovite may e 1-2 mm. long, encloses biotite flakes, and some 

examples are skeletal. 

Standing out from the weathered surface are little 

"knots" / 
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"knots", silvery with muscovite, and from 0.25-1 cm. In diameter. 

The incidence of these "knots" Is very variable; at one point 

there are none, but lees than a foot away a square inch yields 

half a dozen. 

The "knots" are winiature pods of bleached biotite and 

of new plagioclase and potash feldspar. The rock containing 

these "knots" sometimes crosses the strike like an intrusive vein. 

The breaking-up of bedding (fig. 4- ), a very rare occurrence, 

shows that locally the "knotted" rock became mobile. 	Though 

on a much smaller scale, this is comparable with the wholesale 

mobilisation of sediment along some of the !ewry contacts (D.L. 

Reynolds, 1934, 1936). 

1onp the craigbrock contact "veins" and fine stringers 

Intersect the aureole rocks. 	The mnterial of the "veins" is 

similar to that of the knots, and is silvery with muscovite. 	In 

hand-specimen the contacts usually appear very sharp, and the 

colour difference between the silvery "veins" and the black granu-

lite Is most striking. 

In thin section the "vein"-rock is seen to consist of a 

quartz mosaic, the grain-size of which is from 0.25-1 mm. 	As In 

the granulite, the rock contains decussate blotites but these are 

mostly bleached and are criss-crossed with rutile needles, only a 

few unbleached, reddish-brown blotitee remaining. Muscovites 

are / 
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are large and often skeletal. The rock is very rich in anhedral 

potash feldspar (at least some of wtiich to microcline), the plagio 

clase being inconspicuous in comparison. 

(vi) The Nodules of the tureole 

One feature of the aureole remmina to be described; the 

occurrence In the greywacke-granulites of nodules, seldom more 

than a foot In diameter, which stand out on the weathered surface. 

They are usually finegrained, siliceous rocks shoving no effer-

vescence with dilute HC1. 	It Is not known whether these nodules 

represent sediment deposited in situ, pebbles due to contempora-

neous erosion, concretions within the sedimentary series, or the 

products of metamorphic diffusion. 

Thin sections show tti?t the nodules contain elastic 

quartz grains, on occasion reaching 2 mme in diameter, set in a 

very fine-grained matrix. 	Some of the nodules are rich In brassy 

or bronze-coloured sulphides. Highly poikilitic tourmalines are 

sometimes present, e.g. In 454 	Pale-green or almost colourless 

bornblendes are often abundant and in such types aphene is usually 

present. In some specimens colourlesa pyroxene and idoorase 

appear to be present to the exclusion of amphibole, but these have 

not been diagnosed with certainty. 
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A thin section (753) of the contact of a nodule with 

the surrounding gr'eywacke-granulite shove that the only difference 

between the nodule and the p!ranulite is the occurrence of pale-

green anphibole in the nodule instead of biotite in the granulite. 

Brassy sulphides occur in both. 

(vii) 8umn 	of vidence Bearing on the Pet 
Tureöle Pocks 

Metamorphism of 0ywacke toOronulite. As the 

Ordovician greyvec1es are traced into the aureole of thermal 

metamorphism, granulites are seen to take their place. The 

sequence of mineralogical and textural changes linking representa-

tive greywacke to the corresponding biotite-quarts-granulite 

(with a little feldspar) I. described, and is interpreted as a 

sequence in time as well as in space; that is, in the formation 

of the granulites inside the aureole, the same sequence of changee 

was passed through in time se is passed through In space when the 

greyvacke-granulites are traced across the aureole. 

Feldapathisation of Granulite* 	'ode or kernels, 

without link by visible feeding-channels to the rocks previuely 

supposed to be igneous, but containing abundant feldspar, occur 

in / 
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in the granulites close to the norite contact, and are described. 

The following evidence demonstrates that greywacke, metamorphosed 

first to granulite, was, with change of chemical czipoeition, 

transformed in the solid to the feldspathic but still more or 

less granulitic rock of the pods: 

The absence of possible feeding-channels precludes a 
magmatic genesis. 

There is a petrograihic gradation (field and microscopic) 
to the granulite. 

(0) The same pleocbroic biotites occur as in the granulite. 

Rounded zircons occur as In the granulites 

The quartz is similar in habit and other characters to 
that of the pranulite, but its quantity is inversely 
proportional to the quantity of feldspar; the pro-
cess of teldapsthjsation has been one of deetlication. 

T'elIcs of the detrital fragments in the original gritty 
sediment are sometimes present. 

The following mineralogical evidence demonstrates that 

the minerals of the pods rrew in the solid: 

Internal irregularities and the manner of "trapping" in-
clusions along the boundaries of the component indivi-
duals, show that the large plagioclase crystals are 
porphyroblaats which developed by the union, with 
incrensthg parallelism, of smaller crystals. 

The plagioclase crystals are trequently sieved with 
biotites, identical with those of the granulite, in 
the manner common in the cordierites of a hornfela. 

(C) Where plagloclase is present in two orders of size, both 
have the some composition. Had crystallisation been 
from magma, the smaller crystals would have been more 
sodic than the larger. 

(d) / 
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Continuous and oscillatory coning are often present in 
adjoining plagioclase crystals. 	It is most unlikely 
that ti-its phenomenon could have occurred had crystal-
lisation taken place in a medium where equilibrium 
Is attaincd filrly readily, as it is even in viscuous 
liquid:. 

Both plagioclase and biotite have decussate arrangements; 
a pattern common in metamorphic rocks. 

U') The highly poljb&litic habit of the potash feldspar eugrats 
growth in & solid rather than in a liquid medium. 

Chemical analyses (Table 2 ) demonstrate that 

There is a chemical gradation between the feldepathic node 
and the biotite-quart7-granulite. 

The formation or feldspar reflects a change of chemical 
composition and is not merely a thermal change. 
TenlVa assertion that "In many cases the felapar has 
doubtless been formed out of the constituents of the 
original rock", is thus without foundation. 

The elements introduced were first Na and Al, and later 
t]., K, Na, and Cs; which implies that the comronents 
of the new feldspar were added severally, not an 
"molecules" or crystals of feldspar, but as atoms (or 
tons) in the proportions required, so to say, from 
time to time and from point to point. 	Teall's 
assertion that "in the few (cases) in which it has 
been introduced" the feldspar "has been derived from 
the granite magma" is disproved chemically; it is 
already dianroved by the mineralogical evidence 
demonstrating growth in the solid, and by the obvious 
mechanical imnosatbility of such bodily introduction. 

Cd) The presence in the contact granulites of tourmaline, 
identicnl with that associated with the central granite, 
shows that certain chemicil elements did diffuse 
through the solid granulite. 	In order to effect the 
chemical change from greywacke to fully feldspathtee1 
granulite about 1.87, K. 1.6 Al, 1.2 Na, and 0.77 C 
must have diffused into an been fixed in the prsnulite, 
and appropriate amounts of Si, combined water, and a 
little / 
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little Fe, Mg, and Mn must have been expelled. 	 The 
migrating elements naat have formed a highly dispersed 
system, and it is probable that the diffusion 'was 
Ionic. 

That an igneous-looking rock was produced by the 
process diacuFsed In obvious from the petrographic 
description; that the product approrched an tgneoua 
rock from a chemical standpoint is well seen by com-
parison of the proportions of corundum in the norms: 

Oreywacke (485) Slightly feldapathised 
	

Fully 
granulite (506) 
	

feldepathise 
granulite (50 

5.91% 	 4.48% 	 2.23 

39 Pyroxeniaat ion of Feldipathised Granulite s. As-

sociated with the feldspathteed granulite which has been descri-

bed and discussed above, and occurring tDgether with Le in the 

same pods, is a pyroxene-bearing rock. The following evidence 

shows that, after feldepathientlon of the granulites had taken 

place, further change of chemieni corinoettion trnn - formed the 

already altered rocks, which v.'erc still in the solid state,, into 

the pyroxenised rocks of the pods: 

fte with the feldspathieed rocks, the absence of possible 
feeding-channels precludes the introduction of magma, 

There is a petrogranhic and field gradation to the felde-
pathised granulite. 

/ 

*Percent ages  refer to bulk composition, assuming no change in 
density or porosity. 
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The same plagioclase, with its many individual characters, 
occurs as in the feldspsthieed granulite. 

The same pleochroio blotite occurs as in the feldapathised 
granulite. 

Both potash feldat'er and quartz have the same habit and 
other characters as the in the feldapethised granulite. 

Ag in the feldspathised granulite the individual minerals 
show evidence of growth in a solid and not in a liquid 
medium. 

The following is the mineralogical evidence which 

demonstrates that the minerals of the pyroxene-bearing rocks 

grew in the solid. 

The presence of internal irregularities in the pingiocirise. 

The only difference in the plagioclase inclusions in the 
rocks being compared is that, in the pyroxnised rock, 
pyroxene granules take the place of some of the biot Ito 
Inclusions* 

The small plagioclase crystals are not more sodic than 
the big crystals. 

riagioclase crystals with continuous and oscillatory 
zoning are present aide by side. 

Both plagioclase and biotite have decussete arrangements. 

Both pyroxene and bIottte are often sieved, and both are 
sometimes hiphly skeletal. 

The highly polkilitic habit of the potash feldspar sug-
gests growth in a solid medium. 

Chemical analyses (Table 2 ) demonstrate that: 

(a) The formation of pyroxene has reflected chanre of chemical 
composition and is not merely a thermal change. 

(b)/ 
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(b) In order to effect the chemical change from feldspathiaed 
granulite to the T,yroxene-bearing rock about 1.91 Ca, 
1.0% Mg, 0.91 Al, and a little Fe must have diffused 
into and been fixed in the feldapathised pranulite, 
and about 2.5% 5t, 1.30 K. and 1.01 Na must have been 
expelled. 

(o)Pis with feldapathisation, the new pyroxene was not intro-
duced as "molecules" or crystals; the necessary elements 
migrated individually. 

(d) Pyroxenisatton made the altered rock even more igneous-
like in composition than feldepathisatiori did. This 
Is shown by the reduction ct corundum in the norm to 
2.0C)% 

4. Feldspathiaatiofl and Coarsening of Fine-graine4 

Oranulite. That this process, which usually gives rise to 

pseudo-veins, does operate is shown by the following evidence: 

The rock of the "vein" is a granulite with decussate biotit€ 
with the same pleochrotsm as in the fine-p!rained granu-
lite trave teed. 

The contact is of the type described above as "abruptly 
gradational". 

Cordierite is present in the "vein". 

Some of the biotite is highly skeletal, the components 
being distribuW?d between several adjoining quartz 
crystals. 

The plogioclase shove internal irregularities. 

Plagioclase crystals with Continuous and oscillatory zoning 
are present side by aide. 

The potash feldspar is highly potkilttiC. 
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(h) ielica of fine-grained granulite occur within the "vein" 
and the margins of some of these relics are enriched 
In ore. This shows that diffusion was taking place. 
(cf. F.F. Cout, 1926 s  p. 29; 1937 0 p.  1559). 

5. Pyroxenisation of Coarsened and Feldspathised Oranu-

lite in the Form of Pseudo-veins. 	In the field the feldepathised 

granulite, characteristically found as pseudo-veins, is sometimes 

aseocistec with a pyroxene-bearing rock of igneous npearance. 

The following evidence demonstrates that the latter in not 

igneous, but was formed from the feldapathised granulite in a 

manner more or less analogous to the pyroxeniaat ion described 

under heading 3, above: 

There is no sharp line of contact between the two rocks 
when the junction is examined in thin-section. 

The plagioclase of the "igneous" rock is merely larger than 
that in the granulite; in both rocks the plagioclase 
has the same composition and charc$eristIcs, and shows 
all the signs of growth  In the solid detailed above 
under the a - proprtate headings. 

Both large nnd small plagioclases have the same compositior. 

In the igneous-looking rock, pyroxene granules take the 
place of some of the biotite inclusions In the lsgio-
clase. 

The biotite Is characteristically skeletal. 

There is a "front" of ore-pegs beyond which very large 
plagioclase, crystals of pyroxene, and reps of ore are fbi 
This is a typical diffusion limit. 	 \ouncI 

6./ 
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6. !v1dence of Solid Diffusion from the Mareole Rocks 

of Craigbrock 

Miniature pods occur and the absence of feeding-channels 
Is demonstrable on any hand-e'ectmen. ,a the mineral 
composition of these pods shows, the formation of the 
pods involved change in chemical composition. 	Passage 
for the incoming and outgoing materials was possible 
only through the solid rock. 

"Vein"-like bodies are found in the field in the vicinity 
of these pods, and the mat,rial of the "veins" is 
similar to that of the pods. 

(C) The background of the rock both of the "vein" and of the 
granulite, Is a quartz mosaic, the "vein" being rather 
coarser than the prunulite. 

Decussate brown biotites are characteristic of the granulit 
In the "vein" similar biotitee occur but these are al-
most entirely bleached. There unbleached biotite 
occurs In the "vein" it has the some oleochroism as the 
biotite of the granulite. 

Muscovite is present in both rocks but is larger and more 
strikingly skeletal In the "vein". 

The "vein" is very rich in snhedral potash feldspar, the 
Irregular habit of which suggests growth in the solid. 

In hand-specimen, the margin of the "vein" npsinst the 
granulite Is very sharp. 

There is a narrow zone of cordlerite nrIchment of the 
granulite against the "vein". 

This evidence shows that both pods and "veins" have •s 

similar origin; both have been produced frin the granulite by 

solid diffusion In which potassium has clearly played an importani 

part. These rocks offer an excellent demonstration that ab,art 

boundary lines can be produced by solid diffusion. 

VIII / 
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VIII. THE N0MENCLATtrnE OF THE POCKS OF THE COMPLEX 

As is shown in detail in the conclusion, the aureole 

rocks and the rocks called norite, tonaitte, and granite, are 

successive stages in a process leading eventually to homogenisa-

tion. 	Discussion of the position of these stages in the general 

sequence, and of the relative significance of the various boundary 

lines on Gardiner and Peynolda' map of the complex, must await 

the presentation of the field, microscopic, and chemical evidence. 

Phase petrology, and not species 'Detrology, is the 

philosophy of sporoach required for the study of the effects of 

an evolving process. Nevertheless, for ease of reference and 

simplicity of ex'lanation, the use of rock names is useful, and 

is justified if the background of development of mineral savemb-

lages and of changing phases Is kept in mind. 

The sub-divisions of the complex to which the terms 

norite, tonalite, and granite were given by (ardther and Peynolds 

are all, though not all equally, of petro'enetic significance, 

and must be severally distinguished. !hich labels are attached 

is not believed to be a matter of great importance so long as the 

series is pictured as a whole and in its interrelations. Never-

theless continued use of the unqualified terms norite and tonolit 

is likely to lead to misunderstanding should the rocks of Loch 

Doon be compared with those of other complexes. 

Distinction / 
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Distinction between diorites and gabbros is a matter 

on which petrologists have expressed a variety of opinions. 	At 

different times the.e two groups have been distinguished on the 

bans of silica percentage, occurrence of amphibole or ryrOxefle, 

composition of the plagioclase, colour index, M. The eommitt.e 

on British Petrographic Nomenclature, 1921, adopted the following 

definitions and recommendations:  

Oabbro: a plutonic rock of basic, I.e* subellic, compost-

tion, consisting essentially of a calcic lagioc1nae with one 

or more ferromagnesian constituents, usually pyroxene but some-

times hornblende, and with or without olivine. 

Morita: a plutonic rock of intermediate, i.e. niediostitcic 

composition, the dominant feldspar being sodic plagioclase. 

Grariodiorlte: a plutonic rock intermediate between quartz-

diorite and granite, In 'which orthoclase, while present as a 

notable cox&t1tuent, is nlwtys subo"dirinte in nr'ount to the 

plagioclase. 

The Committee recommended that the term tonalite be renlaced by 

quart?-diorite, Tonale type; i.e. a hornblende-biotite-quartr-

diorite with very little potash feldspar. 

The so-called nortte of Loch Doon is very variable and 

according to these definitions and recommendations I. partly 

quartz-diurite, partly grenodiorite. 

The / 
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The so-called tonalite has been foixid aiways to contain 

an appreciable proportion cf rotash feldspar, and is therefore 

properly speaking, a granodiorite. 

The core of the complex contains more potash feldspar 

than pinrioclase and is therefore a true granite. 

Although it is demonstrated below that the so-celled 

norite must be subdivided, it is impossible to distinguish between 

the two types in hand-specimen. As the three types of Gardiner 

and Reynolds are easily reco'niaed in hand-aecimen, it is useful 

to retain the terms "narita" and "tonalite" as convenient 

"sack-names". 

Ix, 



IX. THN PETROLOGY OF THE SO-CALLED NOR ITE 

(1) The Variations; their Petrography and Serial 'elationships 

A field investigation was made of the "norite" of the 

north-west part of the complex, especially that of Shiel Hill 

and the masses of "tonalite" and "transitional Norite-tonaitte" 

mapped by (ardiner and Reynolds between the "nortte" and the 

aureole In the vicinity of Loch Cornish. 

In the field the macroscopic variations within the 

"norite" were found tobe so considerable that it was impossible 

to map the innumerable varieties. 	In hand-specimen most varietie 

are dark in colour, generally grey, but the Frain-sire varies 

enormously - from fine to coarse. Furthermore, the variations 

In rock-types throughout the Loch Cornish area were found to be 

the same as occur in the main body of the "'norite"; the existence 

of a tonalitic border fades along part of the contact, 08 suppea-

ted by Gardiner and !eynolds, was not confirmed. 

From an area of snrroximately one square mile, 325 

specimens of the "norite" and the supposed "tonelitic" border 

tacies were collected and the loenlittes of these plotted on the 

scale of six inches to a mile. 	Other specimens were collected 

outside the square mile and studied in detail to make sure that 

the main varieties had in fact been collected. To systematise 

the large number of varieties, the specimens were arranged in some 

thirty / 
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thirty groups, those included in any particular group being 

macroscopically similar. From each group 1-5 specimens were 

selected for sectioning, the number derending on the size of the 

group and the minor variation, within it. Over one hundred 

thin-sections were prepared, so providing a systematic sarn"ling 

of the rocks of the north-vest part of the complex. 

An examination of these sections showed that the rocks 

consist of the following minerals: plagioclase (averaging 

andesine), potash feldspar, quart!, biotite, pyroxene (both 

orthorhombic and monoclinic), amptii bole (which can generally be 

demonstrated to have developed from the pyroxene), and the 

accessories black ore, apatite, and zircon. These minerals 

will now be described in turn. 

(a) Plagtocla,e. The plagioclase occurs as lath or 

plate-shaped crystals of varied dimensions. 	J'lthough the 

elongation may be upwards of 1 cm., the commonest length is about 

0.5 to 0.75 mn., with subsidiary frequency maxima at about 2mm. 

and 5-7 mm. There is sometimes a definite tendency towards 

development of plagioclase in two orders of size. The ratio 

of the larger to the smaller is variable, sometimes reaching 14 

(0.5 and 7 mm* respectively) but most commonly about 2-3 (e.g. 

0.75 and 2 mm. respectively. 

The/ 
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The crystals are a'- proximately euhedral, but adjacent 

crystals may mutually interfere and potash feldspar may "corrode" 

the plagioclase. 

Zoning is common and may be either continuous or 

oscillatory. 	Poth may be shown in the same slice, and individual 

oscillations may themselves show continuous zoning. In 130 

determinations of anorthite percentage only eleven are more calcic 

than An50 ; none Is more ealcie than An60  or more sodic than An,20 . 

The bulk average is probably near sodic andeethe ( about An35.40 ). 

Crystals showing continuous zoning usually have cores of andeelne-

labradorite (about An 50 ) and margins of calcic oligoclase (about 

ftn25 ). 	Crystals showing oscillatory zoning tend to become more 

sodic toirds the nrgin; examples are:- 

40 -* 50 - 40 - 45 - 35 - 45 —*50 - 35 —145 - 25 

40 -b 35 —p  25 - 35  

When oscillatory zoning ILm present the number of zones may be very 

great, e.g. 70; these may, however, be grouped into broader zonei 

consisting of oscillations of only slightly varyinr composition. 

7'qtchiness of composition Is often nresent in addition to concen-

tric zoning. When two orders d si7e of plagioclase are present 

the smaller nra not more sodic than the larger; the bulk com-

position of each 18, as for as can be estimated, the same. 

Inclusions are common and are of three types: (a) blabs 

of! 



of pyroxene (or sometime, of biotite), often arranged zonally, 

(b) minute dusty inclusions giving a "clouded" appearance, often 

absent from the outer eons of the plagioclase, (c) minute "schil-

icr" plates with crystallographic orientation within the plagio-

clase. Occasionally S clear outer zone is separated from a 

clouded core by a zone of pyroxeno granule., the junction being 

abrupt and sometimes "unconformable". 

The optic sign is often anomalous with respect to the 

composition as determined by extinction angles. Crystals of 

the same composition as judged by extinction angles, and of the 

same dimensions, occurring in the same slice, may differ in sign. 

This implies that the published data linking composition with 

optic sign and with extinction angles does not fit the feldapars 

present in the Loch Doon rocks. 	It is suggested that the reason 

for this may be the presence of potassium or other "foreign" 

atoms in the lattice. 

Twinning is common on?albite,CarlsbBd, andpertc1ine 

laws, in thnt order of ?requency. The width of the twin lamellai 

varies from very fine to moderately coarse without obvious rd.-

tion to the tones of composition. 

Curvature of many Cf the crystals and shadowy extinctiol 

of others indicate either growth under conditions of stress, or 

subsequent deformation. An mechanical deformation would be 

likely to leave V-shaped gaps, which are not in fnrt present, it 

is / 
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is probable that the crystals did grow under conditions of stress 

What may be termed "internal irregularities" are common within 

the plagioclase; between crossed nicole many of the crystals are 

seen to be mosaics, the individual components of which are some-

times only in approximate parallelism. 	Inclusions of biotite 

or quartz have occasionally been trapped along the junctions of 

these individuals and may remain even after sensible parallelism 

has been achieved, the mosaic structure then being soparent only 

by interruption of twin lamellae. 

Alteration to materials akin to kaolin and sericite is 

sometimes observed. 	Such altered plagioclase crystals have an 

opaque porcellanous appearance In hand-specimen, and are rather 

more common in specimens with little potash feldspar, and usually 

with little quartz and with more amphibole than pyroxene. 

(b) Potash Feldspar. This varies from 0-20 but is 

rarely more than 152. 	Microcline cross-hatching is sometimes 

observed; perthitic intergrovtha, nnd microgranhic intergrowths 

with quartz are also to be seen. The potash feldspar is inter-

stitial, often poikiloblastic, sometimes skeletal, and, in 

specimens with but little of the mineral, I. found as minute 

blebs within the plagioclase and frequently slightly elongated 

along the plaptoolnee cleavage. Where it mantles the plagioclae 

the/ 
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the junction is often highly irregular, fingers of potash felds-

par penetrating the plagioclase. The relation between the two 

minerals is clearly a replacement one. The potash feldspar 

often remains fresh and clear when the platoclaee hns been nar-

tinily decomposed. 

(c) juarta. 	quartz is interstitial, normally as anhedral 

crystals which are optically continuous over an area often of 

2 mm. but so.-'etimea as much as 5 mm. in diameter. 	Quartz occurs 

as inclusions in crystals of plagioclase, biotite, and pyroxene. 

It is sometimes in micrographic intergrovth with potash feldspnr. 

Pother shadowy extinctions suggest growth under conditions of 

stress. In some cases the reintlons of quartz to surrounding 

minerals are suggestive of development at the exrense of its 

neighbours (e.r. plapioclase). 	The similarity in habit to that 

of potash i"eldsper suggests a similar type d origin. 

(d) Eiottte. 	riotite is variable in amount, in dimen- 

sions, and to some extent in pleochrotam. 	It Is,, however, a 

characteristic mineral in all the varieties. 	It is usually 

strongly pleoctiroic; X pale-yellowish brown , or almost colour-

less, Y = 7 = dark reddish-brown, foxy red, or almost black. 

?leochroic haloes are common around inclusions of zircon and 

apatite. 

Thai 
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The crystals are usually poikiloblastic and frequently 

skeletal. Biotite is often moulded on pyroxene, amphibole, and 

ore, and may occur within pyroxene, armhibole, or plagioclase. 

Curved crystals are sometimes seene 

iteration to pale-green pleochroic chlorite, in pert 

an an aggregate and in part as single crystals, is sometimes 

observed. 	The single c'ystala show straight extinction, distinct 

pleochroieTn, and pleochrolc haloes. Putile needles, in three-

fold clusters on the cleavage planes of the blotite, may develop 

with or without chlorite. 

(e)yroxene. 	nyroxene is generally rather abundant 

and, although the relative proportions are variable, orthorhombic 

pyroxene usually predominates over monoclinic. The crystals 

occur both as small rounded bleba and as larger crystals with 

rectangular development. The latter may reach elongations of 

1.5 cmo but are usually not more than 2 mm. The small blebs are 

usually enclosed within the plapioclase and often have a zonal 

arrangement; the larger crystals are usually sieved. 	Crystals 

are occasionally seen with a massive centre and a crystalloblsstii 

margin. 	Piofitea enclosed in the nyroxene sometimes have a more 

foxy brown-red colour than the normal blot itea of the rock. 

Clusters, about 2 mm. in diameter, of pyroxene granules are some- 

time. / 
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sometimes observed, usually in association with abundant minute, 

dark granules, often brown and almost opaque, which may be 

picotite. 	"Schiller" inclusions are common and herrinp-bone 

structure is often seen. 

The orthorhombic pyroxene Is variable In the intensity 

of its nleochroism. 	Commonly It is faint but definite from 

pale green-grey to pale red-grey. The optic sign is negative. 

Striations resembling twinning are frequently seen parallel to 

the elongation, and probably-to (100). 

The monoclinic pyroxene is very pale grey-preen, almost 

colourless. 	7 A o = 400. This diopaldic nugite is sometimes 

seen to mantle the tiypersthene. 

(f) Amphibole. The pyroxene is frequently more or 

less thoroughly aniphibolitised, and all stages between 100 pyro-

zene and 100 amphibole can be observed. Of the pyroxene-

bearing specimens 25 contaIn hornblende, 13 being without It; 

of the soecimena without pyroxene 25 contain hornblende, only 4 

being without it. 

The colour is very variable and patchy variation may 

be observed in single crystals. Green, brown, and colourless 

varieties predominate, but oth'-'rs of Frey, yellow, and blue tones 

are also seen. 	X. < y 	' A c = 20-28° . 	Haloes are some- 

times seen round epatite inclusions. 

In, 
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In the sense that one mineral mantles another, the 

following "reaction series" can be recognised: 

hyperathene -b diopsidic augite -., colourless amphibole —p brown 

amphibole -+ green amphibole —p iotite. 

This however is never complete in any one nesemblage and hypers-

thene can be mantled directly by biotite. Amphibole may develot 

from pyroxene either marginally or along the cleavages. 

(g) tccessoriee. 	Opaque Ore: 	this occurs in irrep'u- 

lax' grains or sometimes as peg-like rods. 	It is often rimmed 

with ferromegnesian minerals, especially biotite. 	Sometimes tit 

ore and the enclosing blotite have ragged edges of a peculiar 

"cockscomb" type. 	In reflected light some of the ore shows S 

brass or bronze colour. 

'petite: this is variable in amount but is sometimes 

very abundant either as slender needles or more stumpy crystals. 

leochrotc haloes are sometimes seen round anatite crystals. 

particularly when these are enclosed in biotite. 	This shove 

that the apatite is in part radioactivee 	Hollow crystals oct'ur. 

Zircon: this is a common accessory in smell rounded 

grains. when enclosed in biotite it usually Elves rise to 

pleochrotc haloes. 

Sphene: although aphene has been observed In these 

rocks it is of rare occurrence. 

'In, 



In addition to the minerals noted above, the rather 

doubtful, and certainly very rare occurrence of garnet, spinel, 

and orthite is tentatively recorded. 

Part of the area was reconstructed by laying out sped-

mans on the scale of eight feet to a mile. This reconstruction 

confirmed the impression gained in the field that the distrtbuttor 

of the numerous macroscopic varieties is in complete disorder. 

Approximate modal analyses of 70 thin-sections were 

made, and various mineralogical elniatficettona were devised. 

The only one of these giving a mappable geogrmhic distribution 

of the different types was on the basis of the presence or absence 

of potash feldspar. 

The percentage d potash feldspar in 20 selected thin-

sections was determined by measurement on a Shand Stage. 	Stan- 

dard powders were then rrepc'red cont tr 	'einectively l and 

101 of potash feldspar. 	owders of each of the 325 specimens 

were then compared with the standards and the results plotted 

on the six inch maps. 

It is possible to draw a line (Fig. 2 ) separating 

rocks with leap than V. of potash feldspar from those with more 

than l. 	' marginal tone with l-l5, and probably averaging 

about 107 of potash feldspar is separated from the (potash-

feldspar / 
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feldspar-rich) TtonaliteI  of Gardiner and Reynolds by a tone 

with less than 12 of potash feldspar. 

Conspicuous pyroxene and blot ite tend to be restricted 

respectively to the marginal and inner zonese 	ft one point, 

in the Balloch Lane, the potash-feldspar-rich marginal zone 

passes directly into the "tonalite". 

To check the accuracy of the technique adopted, serial 

specimens were collected near the summit of Shiel Hill where 

the potash feldspar 1 line doubles back on itself in an S-ahped 

bend. As is sh*n in Fig.3 the reality of this bend is con-

firmed in a remarkable manner. 

It is clear that the so-called norite of the north-

west part of the complex, and including the "tonalite" border 

fades mapped by Gardiner and Reynolds, may be subdivided into 

two types, (I) a marginal type with more than 17. of potash felds-

par, and (ii) an inner type with less than 1 14  of potash feldspar. 

It has already been stressed tht emphasis should be 

laid on phases rather than on suposed roc' species, but D Is 

convenient to have two aeparnte names for the two rock types just 

distinguished. To avoid controversy the recommendations of the 

1921 Committee on British 1"etrogra'hic Nomenclature are followed. 

This gives the following subdivision of the quartz-bearing 

plutonica: 

Potash / 
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potash feldspar 	 'lagiool9se dominant 
dominant 

Potash feldspar 	Potash feldspar absent 
present 

Less thanIore than 
An50 

Granite 
	

Oranodtortte IQuartz-diorite Quart E-gebbr 

iccordinp to this classification the "noritic" rocks 

under consideration are pranodioritee and quarts-.diorites. 

Teall termed the rocks "hyperite", but the 1921 Committee, of 

which Teall was a member, recoended that the name should be 

abandoned. 

r,uartr-dLorite 

Almost without exception the specimens of this type 

are btottte-quartz-dioritea. Out of 21 specimens only 5 contain 

appreciable amounts of pyroxene. The remaining 16 are almost 

completely ernphiboliUsed, 8 having more hornblende than biotite, 

5 more biotite than hornb1nne, and 6 a r''oximately equal nounte 

of these minerals. 

Such / 
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Such rocks may be described as amphibolit teed pyroxene-

blot tte-quartr-'diorite. 

0ranodtorj 

All but two or the specimens of this type are biotite-

granodtorit es. 

Out of 44 specimens, 20 have both pyroxene and horn-

blende, 11 pyroxens only, 10 hornblende only, while 3 have neithe 

pyroxene nor hornblende. 

Such rooks may be described as more or lees amphiboli-

tised aupitebypersthen._biottteigranodiOrlte. 

(Note: Following convention, the more important 
mineral names are closest to the primary rock-name. In the 
case of "quarts-diorite", however, it is not meant to imply 
that quartz (of the rock name) is necessarily more abundant 
than, say, biotite.) 

After reading a description of the augite-hyperetliene-

biottte-granodiortte of Loch Doon, rotesaor V.M. Ooldschmidt 

(personal communication) writes: 

"If the modal amount of btottte is comparable with 

about half the total amount of orthorhombic and monoclinic pyro-

xne, I think you are quite correct in naming the rocks opdelitei 

.......I would not have the least objection to the use of the 

name "opdalite" for a rock considered to be of metasoniatic origii 

If only the chemical and modal composition is near the original 

description. At the present time, when the truly magmatic or 

metasomatic / 
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m•tasomatic status of so many crystalline rocks is under dis-

cussion, we cannot afford to create two different sets of names.' 

(ii) Inclusions: their Origin and Fvolut ion 

Gardiner and Teynolda reported that while "tonalite" 

"frequently contains inclusions of altered sediments", inclusions 

In the "norite" are "very rare". This view is unfounded. 

Although to estimate the proportion ct inclusions is a matter 

of great difficulty, it is believed that inclusions are as 

numerous in the "norite" as they were recognised to be in the 

"tonalite". 	That inclusions in the "tonalite" should attract 

attention during the preliminary surveys, while those in the 

"norite" passed unnoticed, is easy to understand. The inclusion 

being dark, are conspicuous only where they occur in light-

coloured "tonalite"; where enclosed in dark "nortt" they must 

be specially searched for. 	Moreover, inclusions in "tonalite" 

are usually upstanding from the weathered surface, while those 

In "norite" have more often weathered at the some rate as the 

enclosing rock. This difference of response to weathering 

reflecs on a small scale the relative strengths of the three 

rock-types in the topograzhic relief. 

Obvious inclusions in the "narita" may measure as much 
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as twenty yards in maximum diameter, but examples more than 

three yards in diameter are uncoimnon@ sore frequently the 

diameter of the inclusions is under two feet, and many thin.. 

sections of "norite" siO inclusions of microscopic dimensions. 

Rocks which were referred to during the first field-season as 

"patches of fine-grained ?norite" (measuring 10 to 250 yards 

in diameter), have since been found to differ in no respect 

other than magnitude from Pom e of the Inclusions measuring five 

or six inches. 	They are, in fet, very urge Inclusions. 

On occasion, proof that some of the inclusions are 

altered sediments is shown ty preservation, either or angular 

quartz grains, identical with those in the greywackes, or of 

sedimentary bedding, which, whePe it has been observed, 12 ci- 
v' 	1 

ways parallel to that of the adjacent nureole-rocks. 

The few inclusions found to contain detrital quarts 

grains occur on the north side of Shiel hill* 	Petropranhically 

these closely resemble the "nodules" Occurring in the aureole, 

but whereas the inclusions are up to ter feet in diameter, the 

"noiles" are seldom more than one toot. The qunrtr grains 

are about 0.5 mm. In diameter and, with round granules of diop-

aide averaging 0.05 mm. are set in a fine-grained matrix. Such 

rocks are similar to those described as diopaide-hornifels by 

M. MacOregor (1937, p.  470; 1938 0  p. 484) and by D.L. Reynolds 

(1943 9  p. 235). 

Every / 
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Every gradation can be traced from these inclusions 

of sedimentary type through progressively more altered varieties 

resembling fine-grained igneous types (usually opdalite), to 

the most coarse-grained and thoroughly igneous-looking "norite" 

of the complex. V.htle the inclusions represent a vnriety of 

petrographic types, the majority belong to the diop.ide-hornfels 

- opdnlite series, go do also the innumerable large and small 

"patches of fine-grained ?norite". 

The series evolves by the more or less successive 

development of four mineral.: 

(a) 	ne: 

Early development of granular pyroxene is characteris

tic. 	In the early stages diopsidic augite normally predominatei 

but no evolution advances, and in particular when porphyroblasta 

of pyroxene arpear hyperathene usually becomes the dominant 

form. 	In some specimens pyroxene is almost absent, whereas in 

others it may form more than 50 of the rock. The extreordina-

rily varied character of the pyroxene extends even to the colour 

which varies from colourless, to distinctly preen in monoclinic 

varieties, and from almost colourless, to strongly pleochroic 

in red and green in orthorhombic varieties. Diopside sometimes 

mantles the hyperathene, but this is not commonly seen. 

"Schiller" inclusions are common and are occasionally so densely 

concentrated / 
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concentrated that some of the crystals are almost completely 

opaque* Oggregates up to 8 mne across occur; in these the 

pyroxene is usually associated with ore and with a little biotite. 

(b) Pigioclaae 

Contrary to the sequence in the aureole, plagioclase 

here develops after the pyroxene. At first it is highly 

cryatelloblastic, and even in later stages the crystals are 

often curved, and the bigg=r ones characterised by typical in-

ternal irregularities. 	Inclusions of pyroxene granules are 

common, being arranged zonally in some of the nlnprioclsse 

crystals. The crystals are occasionally heavily dusted with 

minute inclusions, but others remain quite clear. 	In the more 

advanced stages of the series, the crystals have clirricters 

identical with those of the "norité" plagioclase (. SI ); 

"norite" is, indeed, * member of the series. 

(a) Potash Feldspar 

'a in the aureole, potash feldetar nr'ears after the 

plagioclase, and at the expense of the latter. 	It often 

"fingers" along the cleavages and sends "veins" into the plaglo- 

cinse, rs well Ps rnintJinr it. 	If s dveio rier.4 	 f , re 

the anrie ns In the orcthlite of 	cum-lo x (.54.). 

(d) ,' 
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(d) Plot its 

This rarely becomes conspicuous until a late stage in 

the evolution of the series. rhen it does develop it is always 

skeletal and typically cryatalloblo.ttc. Very rarely biotites 

as large as 1-2 cm. in diameter have formed; these have a 

marked foxy-red pleochroiam and are associated with colourless 

amphibole. 

Other minerals occurring in the rocks of this series 

are: 

Opegm ore: Normally this is rather ntundant, but its 

distribution is patchy and it may be almost absent from some 

parts or the same inclusion. Some of the ore has a brass or 

bronze colour in reflected lighte then plagioclase begins to 

develop the or. Is occasionally aegregsited into patches. 

Rounded zircons are common and apatite needles are 

locally abundant. (reen and colourless hornblende are sometime 

present, and green epthel occurs sporadically. 

Among inclusions other than those of the dtopside-

hornfels - opdnlite series, the commonest are chracterised by 

abundance of biotite nnd noverty of iyrcene. The biotite is 

foxy-red or grey-brown in colour, and sometimes has curious 

"frayed" / 



"frayed" edges which are believed to be crystefloblsstic in 

origin. 	Plagioclase in often untwinned and poikilitic, while 

potash feldspar with Its typical replacement habit is sometimes 

present, sometimes absent. 	Ln some of the biotite-rich In- 

clusions large euhedral rinpioclese crystals, identical with 

those of the "norite", occur as pornhyroblaate. (reen apinel 

In often abundant. 

The inclusions of microscopic dimensions sometimes aeei 

In thin-sections of "norite" are always more tine"prained titan 

the enclosing rock. They are characterised by an abundance of 

granules either of opaque ore or of red epinel. Small biotites 

are usually abundant and these may locally be in aproximate 

parallelism, as if representing an early stage in the formation 

of skeletal crystal.. 	Plnpioclase is common, and where deter- 

minable hoe the same composition as that in the enclosing 

"norite". 	Quartz and orthoclase are absente 	little pyroxeni 

or amphibole is sometimes present. 

Although mscroeconically the litnetion between inclusior 
fo 

and "norite" is normally sharp, in thin-section it is seldom so 

well defined. 	Frequently the mineral assemblages of both in- 

clusion and host are the some and the distinction between the 

two rocks may then depend on degree of granularity, slightly 

less well developed crystalloblastic textures in the host, or 

relatively greater abundance of ore in the inclusion. 

of, 
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Of the numerous inclusions which have been observed 

and studied all but two individuals are considered to be 

derivatives from sedimentary rocks. This view is based on (a) 

the tact that many of the inclusions are linked in petrographic 

series to inclusions which retain sedimentary structures, and 

(b) that the remainder are rich in biotite, contain abundant 

spinel, and sometimes show relics of bedding. 

The two exceptions are considered to represent members 

of the Cledonian lamprophyric (and related types) dyke-swarm 

(p. 11*) intruded immediately prior to the formation of the rocks 

of the complex. 	The first, measuring 12 feet in diameter, 

occurs on the suth-west side of Shiel dill. 	In thin-section 

It is seen to consist of small semi-parallel lathe of rlagioclase 

about 0.25 mm. in elongation, with interstitial blades of pale 

green hornblende. The second, measuring five or six inches in 

diameter, was found on the east side of Cornish Hill. 	It con- 

sists of numerous and conspicuous prisms of brown hornblende, 

sometimes 5 mm. or more in length and often with zoned coloura-

tion, with a few small and rather stumpy crystals of plagioclase, 

set in a grey cryptocrystalline base. 	Prnea coloured are is 

rather common. (of. tmeall 1899, pp.  628, 630-1; Qardiner and 

Peynol.do 1932, pp. 25-6) 

The interest of these two camptonitic inclusions lies 

in the evidence they provide with regard to the age of the com-

plex / 
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complex. As some members of the Caledonian "lamprophyric" 

suite out the rocks of the complex and others, even though 

rarely, are enclosed within it, it 18 clear that vhile the com-

plex 1s earlier then the period of maximum Injection of dykes, 

the dykes and complex do overlap in time. 

(iii) Summary of Trtidenoe Penring on the etrogenesisof the 

So-called Norite. 

The following phenomena demonstrate that the minerals 

of the "norite" crystallized (or re-crystallized) in a solid and 

not in a liquid medium: 

Internal irvrulerities are present in the plagioclase 
(cf. '-.4.0) 

The manner In which inclusions are "tranyed" along the 
boundaries of the individuals composing the pinpio-
close porphyroblaste. 

The inclusions of pyroxene granules in the plagioclase 
of the "norite", and the fnct that they are genticlly 
related to the biotite inclusions In the plagioclase 
of the feldapathised granulite. 

Large and small nlagioclage crystals have the same range 
of composition. 

Continuous and oscillatory zoning can co-exist in neigh-
bouring plagioclase crystals, or even in the same 
individual. 

l'iopioclase crystals are often curved. 

(g)/ 
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In all their individual characters, the plagioclases 
both of the "norite" and of the feldapathised granu-
lite (the non-magmatic genesis of which has been 
demonstrated above) are identical. 

(Li) The potash feldspar has a replacement habit, in -'rticu1nr 
In relation to the plagioelnae. 

(I) The bio'ite, and to some extent the quartz also, has a 
poikiloblaitte and skeletal character. 

The biotite is sometimes curved. 

The pyroxene is often crystalloblastic. 

(1) The pyroxenes of the "norite" and of the pyvoxnised 
granulite (the non-niagintic reneats of rhich h'a 1'n 
demonstrated above) are identical. 

The amphibole seems verywhere to hve develor*d from 
the yroxene. 

Small rounded grains of zircon are present no in the 
granulite. 

It is important to recall that in the preliminary 

survey of the complex Card iner and T?eynolds (1932, '. 14) 

recognised that at least part of the "norite" has textures which 

are not ex - licable in terms of simple crystallization from magma 

They based that view on the following evidence: 

"The development of small ryroxenes in some of the felspari 
leadthg to a kind of granultttzotion" (italics mine). 

"The re1acement of some of the pyroxenes ty actinoitte". 

"The frequent development of brown hornblende and biotite 
at the margins of the r'y'roxenes". 

The "curious turbidity sometimes to be seen in the tel.-
pare". 

Occasional "signs of shattering" to be seen in thin eectioi 

I 
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(r) In one specimen "the earlier feispara are bent". 

These phenomena were attributed to the intrusion of 

"tonalite" after the "norite" had undergone normal magmatic 

crystallization; to "contact alteration" and to "hybridization". 

Gardiner and reynolds concluded that "It is probable that a 

large part or the Loch Doon norite is to some extent affected 

(by contact 9lterstion), but we have no evidence to lead us to 

believe thnt this is the case with the whole". 	It Is, of 

course, certain that simple heating could not cause the develop-

ment of amnil pyroxene granules within plagioclase crystals. 

lthough Gardiner and eynolda never considered the possibility 

that the pyroxene-granulite led to the "norite" and no' vice 

versa, they did realise that something more than simple crystal-

lization was required to explain the textures of the "norit". 

The order of crystallization of the minerals in the 

Loch Doon "norite" has not been determined in the course of the 

present investigation, for the evidence given above demonstrates 

that crystallization of the conrnonent minerals has been more or 

leaf simultaneous, as in metamorphic rocks. 	In 1946 S.Re 

rockolda published a paper (1946, p. 206) on "The Order of 

Crystallization of the Minerals in some Caledonian Plutonic and 

HypabyBsal Pocks". 	As the criteria adopted in the determinatior 

of the order of crystallization are nct given, the sequence 

stated Is open to question. The supposed order of crystallize- 

tiori / 
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crystallization determined by Nockolds has been shown by the 

present writer (1946, p. 291; 1947, p. IN ) to be inconsistent 

with the principles of phase-rule chemistry. 	It must therefore 

be supposed that the rocks dealt with by Fockolds do not owe 

their textv'res to crystallization from matiia. 	'a his paper 

Included the Galloway Granites (Loch Doon was not, however, 

mentioned specifically), we have here another line of evidence 

assuming :ockolds' order to be correct - showing that the 

minerals of the "norite" crystalli?d (or re-crystallized) In 

a solid and not in a liquid medium. 

Two possibilities are now evident: does the "nortte" 

represent (1) igneous rocks which, after normal magmatic crystal 

lization, have lost to some extent their primary igneous texture 

by the action of subsequent metamorphism; or (it) rocks or 

sedimentary origin which, by reactions in the solid state, have 

been feldepathised and pyroxentaed, basif ted and destlicated, 

and in this way have acquired a pseudo-igneous texture? Is the 

crystallobinstic texture (I) igneous texture "going', that is, 

being lost by later metamorphism, or (ii) igneous, or pseudo-

igneous, texture "coming", that is, being produced in non-igneou 

rocks as a consequence of solid diffusion? 
p.  

The solution or this problem may be reached by three 

Independent lines of evidence: 

1./ 
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1. The distribution of crystallotlestic texture in 

relation togologiee.l structure. 	If the crystalloblastic 

"norite" is an igneous rock which, by metauiorphto action, has 

pertly lost its igneous texture, one would expect to find, (t) 

a sharp break between the aureole end thoroughly igneous-looking 

"norite", (ii) the Unjtefl becoming increasingly crystalloblasti 

away from the aureole, and (iii) an intrusive contact between 

highly orystalloblestic "norite" and thoroughly igneous, and 

perhaps chilled "tonalite' 1 . 

If the crystalloblastic ' 1 norite" is a non-igneous rock 

which, by changes attendant on solid diffusion, has nequired a 

pseudo-igneous texture, one would expect to find (1) gradational 

types between the "norite" and the rocks of the aureole, (ii) the 

"norite" becoming decreasingly crystalloblastic away from the 

aureole, and (iii) the absence of an intrusive contact between 

"norite" and "tonalite", and perhaps (iv) signs of c"yatallo-

blastic texture in the letter also. 

What, in fact, is found in (1) highly crystalloblastic 

"norite" against the aureole, and the occurrence of intermediate 

types between these, (ii) that the less cryatalloblastic types 

are distributed patchily throughout the mess, (iii) that the 

"tonalite" is as crystalloblastic against the "norite" as the. 

latter is ngainat the former, and (iv) detailed phenomena, such 

as the development of pyroxene granules within the plagioclase, 

inexplicable / 
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inexplicable by etmole contact alteration. 

This evidence shove that the crystalloblastic nott." 

represents a more advanced stags of alteration ci  the grey'wacicen 

than do the granulites of the aureole. The distribution of 

crystalloblastic textures demonstrates a non-magmatic genesis 

of the Loch Doon "norite". 

2. The changes in the aureole i-'ocks as they are traced 

towards the contact. These changes have been detailed above, 

where it is shown that plapioclase, potash feldspar, and pyroxene  

(both orthorhombic and monoclinic) are successively developed 

in the granulite at isolated loot in the neighbourhood of the 

contact. 	Mineralogical and chemical evidence indicates that 

these crystsla grew in the solid by the addition to the rocks of 

the arproprtate element, and not by the inaosktng of "felds-

pathic" or other liquids. Mechanical consideration had already 

precluded forcible introduction of the crystals as much. 

Through the chemical and mineralogical changes thus undergone 

by the granultte that rock is indistinguishable from some of the 

fine-grained varieties of "norite". then the granulites of 

finer grain were affected, these changes coincided with an abrupt 

coarsening of grain size. The 'rocese was therefore one of 

homogen teat ion. 

The! 
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The individual porphyroblaste in the aureole "pods" 

are identical in habit and other characters to the some minerals 

occurring in the "norite". This is so striking in the case 

of plaioc]gee, with its numerous oscilltiorie of composition, 

Its internal irregularities, its inclusions, and its form, that 

there is no room for doubt that the porphyroblaats, both of the 

aureole nnd of the "norite", have the some origin. 

The evidence furnished by the iPnres in the rocks 

of the aureole demonstrates that the cryatallobleatto texture 

of the "norite" is a pseudo-igneous texture developed by the 

same process which metamorphosed the preywackes in the aureole, 

but which, in the production of "norite", was carried further 

and with greater intensity. 	rThe  changes in the aureole are 

stages in a roceas Involving ailid diffusion and resulting 

In "norite". 

3. The relation of the inclusions to the sedtmentsry 

rocks of the aur eole and to the "norite". 	's Is described 

above, amongst the Inclusions are some of diopside hornfels, 

of undoubted sedimentary origino 	ll gradations are found 

between such inclusions and others d' fine-grained "norite". 

It is therefore beyond doubt that those inclusions of fine-

grained "norite" are sedimentary rocks which have changed 

mtheralogicnlly / 
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mineralogically and texturally in response to change of physico-

chemical environment, and this conclusion is as valid for the 

inclusions measuring 250 yards in diameter as it is for those 

only a few inches across. 	But such mineralogical changes 

cannot take place without o'nnge of coniposiPion, and, indeed, 

chemical ranlysea show that the fine-grained "norite" lying 

within the mass is setually a little more altered than the 

-yroxenised end feldapethised granulite of the aureole. 	1 here 

is now no corundum in the norm, and the rock is chemically and 

mineralogically an opdalite. The biotite-rich inclusions are 

probably to be interpreted as relics of the more flngpy beds 

in the original greywecke series. 

This demonstration that the numerous large and small 

patches cf fine-.grained "norite" are altered sedimentary vcke 

Is of the utmost significance, for the fine-grained "norite" is 

as much an integral part of the complex as is the con'ser rock. 

Both are intimately intermixed in their field-association, and 

there is every gradation, mineralogical, textural, and chemical, 

from the one to the other. The junctions at actual inclusions 

with their hosts, though sometimes gradational, are, however, 

usually sharp. 

The relations of the inclusions to the sedimentary 

rocks of the aureole on the one hand s  and to the "norite" on the 

other, demonstrate that the whole body of "norite" represents 

altered / 
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altered sediments. Feldspathieation and pyroxeniaatton, 

basiricatton and desilication, have caused these metamorrthoaed 

sedimentary rocks to acquire a pseudo-igneous texture, and the 

Inclusions are to be Interpreted as masses of the oripthal rocks 

which have been altered to a different degree from their sur-

roundings and nearly always to a less degree. 	Most of the in- 

clusions represent relics of early stages in the evolution of 

their hosts. 

These three Independent lines of evidence thus lead 

to the some conclusion, namely, that the so-called norite of the 

north-vest pert of the Loch noon complex, together with the In-

clusions of fine-gratned "norite" contained therein, are In no 

sense igneous rocks. Of a sedimentary origin, they have been 

so altered, both chemically and physically, as to assume com-

positions and textures commonly regarded as igneous. 
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X. THE PETROLOGY OF T" SO-CALLED TON PL IT! 

(I) Petrograiy arid Mtheralog 

As determined by study of 60 70 aerial specimens 

from the "norite" of Craigbrock to the granite south of the 

?lack Garpel, the so-called "tonelite" of the Loch Doon complex 

consists of p1sploclase s  potash feldaper, qunrt, biotitE, Pnd 

hornblende. 	1 lnpioclaae is in excess of notash feldepnr, but  

as the latter Is an essential component, the term tonalite is 

Inanrropriate. 	Piotite Is normally in excess of hornblende, 

and the rock is thus p'operly described so harnblende-biotlte-

granodiorit e. 

'lagioclaae. 	lagioclsse is in excess of potash 

feldspar and has the same charticters as the pleIoclaae of the 

"norite". ?oning from about An to An25  is rather common, 

and oscillatory ?oning with 15 or more zones is occasionally 

met with. Internal IregularIties are frequent and curved 

crystals occur. 	Inclusions, usually of hornblende prenules but 

sometimes of biotite or ')yroxene,. are locally abundant. 

otash Feldar. 	IoroclIne and untwinned potash 

feldspar nre much more abundant than in the "norite, but have 

the same habit as in that rock. Small blobs are common through 

out! 
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throughout the plagioclase and are often elongated along the 

plagioclase cleavages. 	Innumerable examples of "veining" and 

"corrosion" show that potash feldspar develops at the expense 

of the plagioclase. 

Plot Ite. The most abundant ferrcsnagneeian 

mineral Is biotite. 	It is often poikiloblastic and sometimes 

skeletal. 	'leochro1sm is In rattier redder tones than is com- 

mon in the "norlte 1 . 	 1'leochroic haloes, often intensely 

developed, are abundant. 

Hornblende. 	Hornblende is usually, but not Plweyi 

present. The colour is patchy, usually green, but sometimes 

brown or almost colourless. On occasion, hornblende Is more 

abundant than biotite. 	Clots, about 2 mme in diameter, of 

ferromagnesisn minerals, especially hornblende, are fairly commo! 

Pyroxene relics are sometimes found within the hornblende, and 

have been observed as far from the outcrop of nyroxene rocks as 

the south-east of Loch Macaterick. 

Accessories. 	The accessories apatite, zircon, ore, 

*phone, and epidote occur, and *phone is more common than esrilci 

descriptions suggest. 	tnidote In probably an alteration nTvducl 

of/ 
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of the ferroaagne.ian minerals. 

(it) Relation of the Tcaltte" to the norite" of the Worth-

test Corner of the Complex. 

The light colour of the "tonalite" contrasts with the 

dark colour of the "fonts", and the gradual passage between the 

two rocks is easily seen in the field. 	On the eastern slopes 

of Shtel Hill, above the Palloch Lane, 25 serial specimens were 

collected, along a line 100 yards long, to demonstrate the grada-

tion. All the specimens have been sectioned. 

The gradation apparent nrncroacopiclly is confirmed 

under the microscope. 	It essentially involves a decreased 

content of ferromagnesian niineral; increase of quartr and 

potash feldspar; and conversion of pyroxene to amphibole, nnd 

to a lesser extent to biottte. 	It is therefore not surprising 

that relics of pyroxene are common in the "tonolite" where it 

ar,proechea the "nortte", and may occur even at a great distance 

from Its 

Highly crystallobloatic "nonite" is found against the 

aureole, at a maximum distance from the "tonalite". 	It is like- 

wise significant that the "tonalite" is as cryetalloblaattc (e.g. 

with skeletal biotite) Against the "norite" as the latter is 

against the "tonalite". 

(iii) / 



(iii) Relation of the "tofls].it.e_tO the rocks of the Aureoles  

Gardiner and Reynolds state (p. 11): "Throughout a 

large part of the tonnhtte-horTltels margin occurs a very distinct 

type of rock, dark, highly btotittc, and distinctly denser than 

the normal tonalite. 	It is frequently fine-gralned, a charac- 

ter which suggests chilling. 	In some cases this basic marginal 

variety of the tonalite contains nup'ite ...... There are also 

large parts of the margin where the normal tonailte is found in 

contact with the altered sediments. The dark marginal form 

of the tona].ite, with its high density and large proportion of 

biotite, bears considerable resemblance to the dark tisaic 

patches found here and there in the normal tonalite". The 

relation of "tonailte" to the rocks of the aureole was not 

examined thoroughly during the present investigation and the 

augite.bearing "tonalite" described by Gardiner and reynolds 

has not been studied. 

On page 11 of their paper, r.nrdther and Teynolda state 

"on the south-east and south-west of Craigmulloch Hill, which 

lies about 2 miles north-west. of Craigmullocti Far'i, th cuntCt 

zone is particularly impressive, innumerable masses of hor'nfels, 

large and small, being enclosed in the tonalitie s  while tongues 

of tonalite penetrate the hornfels. Sometimes the ipneous rock 

has thoroughly impregnated the metamorphosed rock in a manner 
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'well-known in connexion with the Caledonian intrusions elsewhere 

In Scotland". 	Those exoaires have been examined and many thin 

sections prepared. The interpenetration has actually been of 

a more subtle type than is supgested by the description quoted. 

In many of tti sections it is not possible to separate the 

minerals into those belonging to the granulites of the aureole 

and those belonging to the "tonalite". 	P.  rather reddish blo- 

tite is common to both but, when occurring In undoubted "tona- 

lite", is usually developed as larger crystals. 	orphyroblasts 

of plagioclase occur in the rocks of the aureole Pnd have the 

same composition and characters as the plagioclase of the 

"tonalite". 	'xamples of oscillatory zoning from core to margin 

are given below, but the figures refer only to the major Tones; 

crystals with more than 50 oscillations of Toning have been 

observed 

30-35 -p 45-50 - 50-35 -p 4Ø— 30 - 2o-25 

35 --->3() —o-40-45 --30-45-50 —i-40-45 --->35 —30 -+ 15-20 

one rock (707) from the aureole exposures of Craig 

niulloch Hill consists of decussate blotites set in a background 

of elongated laths of plagioclase, with only a little quarts 

as interstitial grainse 	71rem and apatite are also present. 
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On Craigmullocti Hill the colour contrast between the 

aureole and the "tonalite" makes the intricacy of the contact 

conspicuous in the field. 	Isolated pods have formed in the 

aureole and these are essentially examples, on a larger scale, 

of the same phenomenon as plagioclase norphyroblasts. 'Where 

bedding Is preserved the inclusions retain their parallelism. 

some of the Inclusions have margins very rich in biotite. 

"Veins" of "tonalite" are eometi-'es seen cutting sharply across 

the granulites, but in thin-section the rock of such veins is 

petrographically the same as that of the normal "tonalite" of 

this locality and has, one must suppose, the same genesis. 

(iv) Inclusions: their Ori gin and Evolution 

The number and variety of the inclusions in the 

"tonelite" Is indeed very great, and, as the main object of the 

present investigation is the study of the petrogenesis of the 

"norite", it is not to be supposed that the sampling of the 

Inclusions has necessarily been complete. Nevertheless several 

new observations have been made, and, as these are of consider-

able petrogenetic significance, it Is considered worth while to 

record them. Future work will, doubtless, lead to some modifi-

cations and extensions of the conelusions here drawn from the 

evidence now available. 

Gardiner / 
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Gardiner and Reynolds recognised that the "tonalite" 

"frequently contains inclusion, of altered sediments", and recor-

:ded that these have been found "not only near the boundary but 

at considerable distances from it, as, for instance, 1200 yards 

distant at a spot west of Fri llochlthg Loch, rind, again, near the 

southern enu of Loch Dee about 2•.0 yards from the present 

boundary". (1932, p. 11). 	In the present investigation, inclu- 

sbus in the "tonalite" were observed throuchout the traverse 

from the "norite" of Cralgbrock to the granite south-east of the 

Black Garpel, and a considerable number have been collected and 

sectioned. The point on that traverse most distant from the 

aureole is east of Loch Mscateriek, and about 4.400 yards from 

the present boundary. 

Many of the inclusions are relatively fine-grained 

and with sharp junctions against the surrounding "tonalite". 

Most commonly the matrix of these consists of grains and stumpy 

laths of plagioclase, with or without quart?. 	Some of the in- 

clusions are biotite-granulite with a little 'uacovite and plagio-

clase, and often with a little green apinel. 	Piotite is charac- 

teristic some specimens are highly biotttic - usually highly 

sieved and often redder than the dominant blot ite of the 

"tonalite". Small grains, or, more rarely, highly sieved 

porrihyroblaats, of green hornblende are comnon, and shene is 
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often developed In association* Monoclinic pyroxene Is nearly 

always present either as individual grains or as relics enclosed 

by the hornblende. notash feldspar is usually Absent, but 

when present as locally happens, It is poticiloblaatiO. 

Strings of bronze-coloured ore, often associated with blotite, 

traverse many of the inclusions. !riese strings often intersect 

each other and do not represent heavy mineral bands of sedimen- 

tary origin. 

A rathr coarse-grained and somewhat more igneous-

looking type of inclualo, characterised by poikiloblastic 

plates of potash feldspar, is also rather common. Plotite is 

usually skeletal and has the same pleochroism as the blotite of 

the "tonalite". 	Sieved porphyroblasts of green hornblende 

are characteristic, and these very often contain relics of 

pyroxene. 	11ornblende-biottte-B)ttefle clusters occur an in the 

"tonalite" itself. 	7oned plagioclase porphyroblasts with 

Internal irregularities and numerous inclusions of blot ite and 

hornblende, and sometimes of yroxefle granules as In the plegto-

elsie of the "ncrite", are usually conspicuous. Quartz is 

Interstitial., 	Numerous rather fine needles of apatite are pre- 

sent. Such inclusions are never so shnrr'ly defined from their 

"tonalite" host as the finer-grained inclusions are, and, indee 

the contacts are often quite gradational. 
	Some of the coarse- 
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grained inclusions are ill-defined against the "tonalite"; 

others are more "ghosts" now hardly distinguishable from the 

"tonslite" itself. 	It Is significant that the hornblende of 

the "tonalite" in the vicinity of these coarse-grained inclustoni 

more often contains pyroxene relics than in the normal rock. 

The finer-grained inclusions occasionally contain 

patctiea which are transitional to the coarser-grained and more 

Igneous types. 	There is little doubt, therefore, that there 

is an evolutionary sequence from relatively well-defined in-

clusions through ghost-like reiiniants to "tonslite". 

(v) Summary of Evidence Bearing on the etrogeneais of the 

So-called Tonalite 

It has been demonstrated above that the "norite" of 

the north-west part of the complex represents the Ordovician 

sediments in a highly altered condition, the alteration being 

caused by the diffusion, fixation, and expulsion of chemical 

elements (probably in tonic cundttLn) within the solid rocks. 

Previous Investigators assumed that the three main rock-types 

of the complex, "norite, "tonalite", and granite, were the 

crystallized differentiates frcmi a once homogeneous magma. 

Having shown that one of these rocks is metamorphic rather 

than! 



than igneous, it is at once evident that the other two can no 

longer be assumed to be inagmatic. The work carried out during 

the present invest igat Ion has not been exhaustive whether on 

"tonalite" or on granite. Further research is desirable to 

provide a wealth of detail. Nevertheless, the writer is satia-

tied that sufficient data are now available in the light of 

which the rivnlry between the Magmatic and Solid Diffusion 

hypotheses can be decided. 

Four Independent lines of evidence throw light on the 

genesis of the "tonalite": 

1. M1neraloy and texture  

Internal irregularities are present in the plagioclase. 

The manner in 'which inclusions are "tranped" along the 
boundaries of the Individuals composing the plagioclase 
porphyroblaste. 

(C) The inclusions of hornblende granules in the plapioclese 
of the "tnalite", and their genetic relation to the 
pyroxene inclusions in the plagioclase of the "norite", 
and to the biotite inclusions in the plagiocleae of 
the feldapethised granulite. 

(d) Continuous and oscillatory zoning co-exist in neighbouring 
plagioclase crystals, and even in the some individual. 

(a) "lagioclase crystals are aoTnettes curved. 

In many of their individual chiracters the plagioclasee 
of "tonslite", of "norite", and of feldapathised 
granulite, are identical. 

The potash feldspar has a replacement habit, in particular 
in relation to the plagioclase. 
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(h) The biotite has a poikilobleetic and sometires skeletal 
character. 

(1) yroxene relics are often found within the hornblende, 
forming a link with the emrhiboltttsed pyroxene of 
the "forte" and of the inclusions. 

(j) An described above (p. 72), the order of crystallietion 
in similar rocks as determined by Nockolde, has been 
shown by the present writer to preclude a magmatic 
genesis 

(a-L) implies thnt the "tonalite"-,reserves definite 

traces of the crystal lobinatic textures so well developed in 

much of the "norite". 

2. Relation to the aureole. The growth in the sedi-

mentary rocks of the areole of complex plaplocleses identical 

to those of the "tonalite", the development of obviously 'mixed 

rocks" or migmat- itea, and the occurrence of augite-bearing 

"tonalite" along a large pert of th "tonalite"-aureole contact, 

are of obvious significance. To write that "the tendency 

shown by the tonelite to become more basic at various points 

along the line of junction with the sediments may be attributed 

to differentiation and marginal aegreetton of the more basic 

constituents" is not an explanation of the phenomena as they 

have been observed in detail and analysed above. 

39 The Relation to the "fonts" of the north-west part 

of the complex. Gardiner and Reynolds write (1932, p. 16) "On 

the whole, it seems probable that the relation of the norite to 
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the tonalite is best explained on the supposition that the 

tonalitic followed very shwtly after the noritlo intrusion. 

The temperature of the country rock at the time of the noritic 

intrusion seems to have boon so high that no definite chilled 

margin was formed. 	Similarly, at the time of the tonalitto 

intrusion, the nortte, though practically completely consolida-

ted, appears to have been still so hot that there was little or 

no chilling of the tonalite against it, or inclusions of blocks 

of norite in the tonalite. 	On the other hand, much of the 

sedimentary rock was sufficiently cold to chill the tona].lte 

margin ..........Thers is, occasionally, definite evidence 

that the fonts was completely consolidated prior to its inva-

sion by the tonalite. ........On the other hand, the extreme 

scarcity of xenoliths or norite in the tonalite is remarkable 

If the norite was completely solidified rrior to the tonalitto 

Intrusion* The acceptance of the conclusion that the norite 

was completely solidified prior to the advent of the tonalite 

implies that in places where a rook of transitional type is 

found the host of the tonalite was sufficient to partly liquefy 

the norite and allow diffusion to t -'ke place". 

If the rocks of the complex are to be Recounted for 

by crystal differentiation, then it must be emphasised that 

"norite" is a higher temperature differentiate than 'tonalite". 
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If the temperature in the magma chamber was low enough to allow 

"tonalite" magma to be differentiated, the intruded body of 

"norite" (whether liquid or crystal accumulate) must have become 

essentially solid. There can be no evasion of the conclusion 

"that the fonts was completely solidified prior to the advent 

of the tonaltte tt . 

Now, on the intrusion of "tonslite", the "norite" 

must have disappeared as if by magic, for "the extreme scarcity 

of xenoliths of norite in the tonalite" shows that stoning did 

not take place, just an the presence of unfractured roof-rocks 

shows that there was no upward displacement. But further, 

despite the fact that the country rocks must have been at so 

high a temperature that the intruded "norite" (itself a high 

temperature differentiate) did not chill; and despite the fact 

that the temperature of the country rodça must have  been raised 

by the intrusion of the hot "norite", and the still further tact 

that intrusion of the "tonalite" came so swiftly after the 

"norite that the latter was not cool enough to chill it; des-

pite all those circumstances, the "tonalite", a low tenrnernture 

differentiate, not only chilled against the country rocks, but 

actually fused the "norite" with which it came into contact, 

baked most Intensely that furthest from it, and was itself baked 

against it - presumably by a supposed flow-back of heat from the 
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baked "norite", i.e. by autometaniorphism. 	Such an array of 

inconsistencies and contradictions shows that crystal differen-

tiation is Incompetent to explain the phenomena observed, even 

without considering the evidence that the "norlte" is not an 

Igneous rock. 

The "tonaitte" magma cannot be appealed to as the 

source of the basic emanations which converted the sediments 

Into "norite", for (1) their composition is not that of a pos-

sible residuum from "tonalite" magma, (ii) alkaline emanations 

acted on the sediments actually in contnct with "tonalite " , 

(lit) no explanation would be forthcoming for the gradation from 

"fonts" to "tonaitte", for the crystalloblastic texture of the 

"tonalite" near the "nortt", or for the existence of pyroxene 

relics within the hornblende of tha "tonalite". 

4. The Inclusions. The inclusions in the "tonalite" 

show an evolutionary sequence from undlstu'ed sedimentary types, 

through more or less ipneoua-lookin types and ghost-like relics, 

to "tonalite". 	Just as the sequenee from "norite" to "tonalite' 

involves the conversion of pyroxene to amphibole, so also does 

this evolutionary sequence. From both point, of view the oc-

currence of pyroxene relics within hornblende is of great sig-

nificance. 
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The inclusions show that it is possible - at any rate 

on a wall scale - to convert sediments into "tonalite", with, 

of course, change of composition. The gradation from the 

sediments through the "norite" to "tonalite" shows on a big 

scale that it is possible to convert sediments into "tonalite", 

again, of course, with change of composition. 	In both cases 

the change is accomplished through pyroxene-bearin types, i.e. 

with baaification of the original rocks before the granttiza-

tion of the basified products. The pyroxene-besrinp' types are 

interpreted ar the basic front In which the constituents driven 

from the zones of granitization were fixed. The tendency 

"shown by the tonslite to become bete at various points along 

the junction with the sediments" finds here a more rational 

exrlanntion than attributing it "to differentiation and marginal 

segregation of the more basic constituents", as supporters of 

the magmatic hypothesis are compelled to do. 	It is believed 

that the degree of basicity achieved in the basic front at any 

particular point depends in large measure on how for the front 

Is concentrated and how far it is disrraed through a 1a'-e 

viume of rock. 

All four lines of evidence (1-4 above) point in the 

same direction, namely that continuation of the same process 
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vtilch produced "nartt&' was responsible for the r-neeie of the 

"tonnllt&" that the "tonaitte" is not an igneous rock, but 

represents the Ordovician sediments in an advanced stage of 

alteration - first bnstfted, then grenitised. 

XI. / 
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xi. THE PETROLOGY OF TH! GRANITE 

(I) Petrology and Minera12gy 

The granite of the central ridge is a true granite, 

being rich in quartz and hnving potash feldspar in excess of 

plagtoclaae. The potash feldspar anateta of microcline and 

untwinned crystals, both types up to 2 cm. in length. These 

large crystals of potash feldspar are not normal phenooryets, 

a fact fully realised by Teall when he wrote (1899, p. 811) 

"the alkali-felapar end quartz always belong to the later 

phases of eonalidation, even when the former are develoned as 

large aeudo-porrthyritic crystals, which is sometimes the case." 

(Italic mine). 	They are, in fnct poikiloblastic, and contain 

in1ustona of many of thgI other r,therals, especially of rounded 

grains of quartz. 

Plagioclase is less abundant than the potash feldspar, 

but is still an essential constituent. 	Internal irregularities 

are present and inclusions are aDmetimes common; those consist 

mainly of blot ito and hornblende. One individual showing 

oscillatory zoning was determined to have the following composi-

tion: 

15-20---' 3k) ---o. 15-20 -* 30— 15-20 

The ferromagneatan minerals are less abundant than 
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in the t1 tonalite", but both blotite and Licrnblende are present 

ir 	11 	 ii. 	ce 	 'c' 	 iotite IE' 

refl'r' J , 	'' 	C1 .r; 	jt 	B i' 	i" 	iFOC'i'(lS , ! ,-it,  

lacks redder tones, and has pleochrotc haloes* Piotite some-

times ahows a slight tendency towards the development of 

skeletal form. Hornblende is usually preen, but is sometimes 

brown, and sorneti"ies colourless. A pyrozene relic was observed 

in the interior of one of the hornblende crystals. 71rcon is 

an accessory, but is not conspicuous. 	Clots of hornblende- 

biotite-aphene occur sporadically. 

(it) Relation of the Granite to the "Torialite". 

Gardiner and Rtynolde record that "SO far as our 

observations go, the white, coarse-grained granite of the cen-

tral ridge is everywhere separated from the normal tonalite by a 

rock of transitional character". During the present investipa-

tion this transitional none was examined immediately to the 

south of the Plack (!arpel, where serial specimens were collected 

from which sections have been prepared. The transition recor-

ded by earlier workers is confirmed* 	As the "tonalite" is 

traced towards the "granite" the number and size of the potash-

feldspar porphyroblasts gradually increases and the proportion 

of the dark constituents decreases. 
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inclusions: their Origin and Evolution. 

No detailed examination of the granite or of its in-

clusions has been carried out in the course of the present in-

vestigation. 	Previous worker, did not find inclusions in the 

granite of the central ridge, but the rreaent writer, in a brief 

reconnaissance, found inclusions both in the transitional tone 

and in the true granite itself, right on the crest of the cen-

tral ridge. The reconnaissance, though not sufficient to 

enable the abundance or variety of inclusion, to be estimated, 

made it evident that inclusions in the granite are not rare. 

The inclusions collected were of uniform type; 

granules of monoclinic pyroxene, often mantled by green-brown 

hornblende, biotite, and lathe of pingioclaae with typical in-

ternal irregularities, are embedded in poikiloblastic plates of 

microcline with a little quart?. 	Fine apatite needles are 

rather abundant, and elotI  of the ferromagnesian minerals were 

found. The similarity of such inclusion, to the more igneous-

looking inclusions of the "tonalite" is obvious, and makes clear 

their genetic relettonshin. 

Summary of rvidence Tearing on the etroyenesia of the 

Granite. The problem of the petrogenesis of the granite closely 
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resembles that of the "toria].ite" dealt with above. 	The 

mineralogical evidence indicates, as in the "tonalite", growth 

In the solid, and this hardly requires detailed re-tabulation; 

it is, however, rather less clear than in "tonalite", with the 

notable exception of the potash feldspar, the "pseudo-porphyritic 

nature of which was recognised by ¶reall. 

The significance of the gradation from "norite" to 

"tonailte" has been analysed above and is paralleled in almost 

every respect by the gradation from "tonalite" to granite; 

the points stressed abciie do not need repetition now. 	It 

should nevertheless be pointed out that while, by assuming the 

transitional semi-porphyritic zone to have originated in or 

through the mixing of porphyritic and non-porphyritic magmas, 

It may be possible to explain the decreasing number ct pherio- 

crysts towards the "tonalite", 	it is not possible thus to 

explain their decrease In size. 	In view of Tea1l' observation 

that the potash feldspar Is "Dseudo-porphyrltic", i.e* porphyro-

blautic, even the distribution of the "phenocrysts" cannot be 

explained by inixig of magmas. 

Sufficiently detailed work has not been carried out 

on the inclusions in the granire to determine an evolutionary 

sequence in these. 	If however, the inclusions are inclusions 

of ' 1 tonalite" - as must be assumed if granite magma broke its 
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way into earlier "torialite" 	it is most remarkable that those 

inclusions which have been exvrined are without exception 

pyroxene-bearing. 	The "tonalite" hornblende contains relics 

of pyroxene, thus showing that pyroxene was not a stable phase 

In the supposed "tonalite" magma. 	The granit' also shows this 

phenomenon, though much more rarely, thus suggesting that the 

pyroxene was even more unebithie in the supposed granite magma 

than it was in the "tonallte' t . 	That incentive would a block 

of "tonRlite" immersed in the tnite" magma have for the con-

version of its hnblendes into ryroxena? rven if some reason 

could be given, the Inclusions themselves patently show that the 

pyroxene was being converted to hornblende and nd vice versa, 

there, one may ask, are the stoped blocks of "tonalite"? 

The similarity of the Iniusions In the granite to the 

more igneous-looking inclusions In the "tonalite" is so marked 

as to put beyond question their identical genesis. 	The inclu- 

sions must t1ierefor t regarded as (I) relics of earlier stages 

In the evolution of their host, and (Ii) as concentrations of 

the basic materials driven from the materials being granitised. 

In this connection the clots of hornblende-biotite..spbene which 

are wIdepread in these rocks are significant, and it is hardly 

necessary to emphasise that a single crystal of hornblende is, 

though on a small scale, as basic as an amphibolite. 

These / 
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These considerations make the conclusion inevitable 

that the granite of the central ridge represents the country 

rocks in an extreme state of alteration, and that, before grani-

tiation produced the rocks now called granite, these rocks were 

pyroxene-bearing, I.e. they were the depositories of the basic 

materials driven from zones of granitlEation which was then pro-

ceeding beneath the present level of erosion. 
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XII. SUftFY OF CONCLUSIONS 	C{F1) AS TO THE P1T?O 
'T 	IOC-or Tfl 	P 

 

CUMPLF(. 

The genesis of all te rooks of the complex is aa 

cribed to a single process, namely diffunlon through solid 

rocks. The peochemistry Involved is discussed in detail 

below ('.. 113), but the findings may be so far anticipated as 

to permit tLt,  atctement that the essential process is conceived 

as the advance of three "fronts" of what may be described as 

chemicel metamorphism". f basic front moves in advance of 

the main grnnitiration, while a secondary alkali front, or 

front of felospattitsation, moves In advance of the basic front. 

'ach front represents the derository of the materials displaced 

by the advance of the front rhic itweeedea. 	.t any time, 

the sequence is a sequence in space; at any point, the 

sequence is a sequence in time. 	Inclusions are considered to 

be loci where alteration has not kept pace with the changes 

in the surrounding rock, but not all the inclusions are merely 

less altered than their host, for patches of basic mteria1 tend 

to become still more basic, especially In the more leucocratic 

rocks, and the distinction between inclusion and host then 

becomes augmented rather than diminished. 

In the field one can pass from country rocks to 

granite either by way of "nortte" and "tonalite", or by way of 
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"toralite" alone. 	This is interpreted to mean that the basic 

materials expelled from the 7one of rrcnitt7at ion are driven 

upwards and not simply outwards. The reasons for this view, 

i.e. for the lew that both "tonlite" and "granite" have pesed 

through a pyroxenic ancestry, are (1) that the "norite" Y!IRBB 

''hich has been studied intensively, namely the "norite" of the 

north-west -art of the ccwlex, lies below the bedded root-rocks, 

that "tonalite" is found against the bedded wall-rocks, 

that gradations from cureole to complex are more definite 

where the rock of the complex is "norlte" than where it is 

"tonalit", (iv) that the pyroxene of the "norite" to partly 

converted to hornblende, while the hornblende of the "tonolite", 

and to a lesser der'ee of the granite, contains relics of pyro-

xne, and (v) that although neither "tonalite" nor granite con-

tain pyroxne as a stable phase, inclusions in both rocks are 

pyroxene-be aring. 

It must be assumed, thereforr, that a large mass of 

basic rocks originally roofed the complex. The thickness and 

basicity of this mess were no doubt at a maximum near the centre, 

while both these variables decreased as the gradient of the root 

Increased. 	The most basic front would, in fact, thin out like 

a wedge where the roof became well. The masses ofso-called 

norite represent just these wedging-out margins of a once 
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extensive basic front, the central and thickest parts of which 

may have been considerably more basic than the present "norite". 

As erosion continues, so the "nortte" roof-rocks remaining will 

diminish, until, finally, when the basic front is completely 

eroded away, the most spectacular pert of the evidence of a 

non-magmatic genesis will have diae.peared also. 

Some or the phenomena of grnnittzation per as might 

conceivably be ex11cab1e in terms of granitic ichors, juices t  

watery magmas, and the like, for the source of the incoming 

material causing granittatton is unknown. But the origin of 

the basic front is known. 	The source of the "basic eynnnat ions" 

can be traced to the zone of underlying granittzed rocks. 

They represent the chemical elements driven from the country 

rocks when these were granittzed. The hypothesis of solid dif-

fusion is alone competent to explain the basic front, and there 

Is no reason to suppose that the front of granitization has a 

different mechanism. 

The space problem can hardly be said to exist for the 

diffusion hypothesis, but it becomes serious for adherents of 

the magmatic hypothesis who must, therefore, attempt to solve it 

The problem may be stated thus: If the so-called igneous rocks 

are the result of intrusion of the country rocks by magma, where 
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are the rocks which once occupied the site now occupied by the 

rocks of the complex? There are three possibilities - 

I. The country rocks have been displaced sideways. 

The one Inch geological map shows that there has been 

a certain amount of lateral thrusting away of the country rocks, 

but this has not taken place on a scale sufficiently great to 

account for the volume required. At the north-west part of the 

complex there has been no lateral thrusting at all. 

The country rocks may have been displaced upwards. 

Undoubted roof-rocks are exoaed at the north-west 

part of the complex. This relic of roof Is nether cracked open 

nor is the strike of the bed. altered. There are no fulte 

In the surrounding rocks which could be interpreted as evidence 

of ding of the roof. 	In fact, where the roof can be studied, 

It puts upward displacement of the country rocks out of the 

question. 

The country rocks may have been displaced downwards. 

Two types of mechanism have been eup'ge.ted for downwnr 

displacement of country rocks through magma 

(a) Stopthg. This involves the sinking of blocks prised 

off the roof and walls by 'the moving magma. To have described 
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above how the inclusions both in "norite" and in "torialite" (and 

proba1y in granite also) fill into what are ansrently evolu-

tionary sequences from sedimentary types to types not distin-

guishable from the enclosing rook. It has also been show that, 

while inclusions are to be found within the granite, they are 

much lees common s  and much more altered to igneous-looking types, 

than are the inclusions in the "tonalite" and "norite". 	On the 

magmatic interpretation it must be assumed that the inclusions 

are "made over" to the corresoonding igneous rock-type. The 

relative scarcity of inclusions In the granite must imply dis-

solution of the entire mass of inclusions at a certain depth. 

This implication involves the mapmotion of a volume of country 

rock equal to that of the intrusion, and the "making over" of 

such a mass imolies chemical chnnges for which some explanation 

Is required. 

(b) Subsidence of a central block into an underlying mngiis 

basin. 	If this took place uniformly the spice originally occu- 

pied by the block could perhaps be filled by magma, originally 

homogeneous, which could differentiate in situ. 	If subsidence 

was spasmodic and the underlying magma was lfferentiating in 

depth, successive intrusions of varying types could take place. 

The inclusions would then be explained as pieces which broke off 

from the sinking block. The absence of evidence of faultinp 
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round the ccxnplex, the hour-glass shaped outline of the complex 

the gradations between the three rock-types, and the enormous 

depth to which such a block would have to sink because of its 

steep aides, preclude this from serious consideration. More-

over, the ultimate space problem is not solved, it is merely 

transferred to a hypothetical magma basin in depth. 

To explain the structure of the complex as being 

due to three successive intrusions from a magma differentiating 

in depth, each intrusion breaking its way into the preceding 

one (Gardiner and Reynolds write (p. 14) "the central and, 

presumably less consolidated part of an earlier plutontc mass 

would offer less resistance than any other part to a subsequent 

intrusion"), not only cannot explain the gradation between 

the three rock types and the aarent metamorphism of the 

"norite", but multiplies the apace problem three times. More-

over, if differentiation was in depth, it is necessary to 

assume that large masses of basic and ultrabsaic rocks lie 

below. 

It is necessary to state once more that the hypothe-

sis of solid diffusion meets with no such problem. 

For convenience a sumary is riven of the main points 

which require explanation by upholders of the hypothesis of 

crystal different 1.on: 
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The origin of feld8pathjd and pyroxenieed pods in the 
granulite or the aureole. 

The presence of cryatalloblastic texture, throughout, being 
most intense In the norite arid dec"eninp until almost 
imperceptible In the granite. 

The occurrence of types grading from greywacke through "norite" to granite. 

Internal Irregularities in the plagioclase. 

Inclusion, in ti 'l91oc1n8e pivirr the sequence, bIotite 
-. pyroxene - 1ornhlende on pakip from granulite to "norite", firid to "ton*Iite" reeetively. 

Large and smell plapioclase crystals have the same Corn-
position. 

Continuous zoning, oscillntory ?ofling, and absence of 
toning may co-exist in neighbouring plRg1olaso Crystals, 
or even in the same individual. 

Plagioclase crystals are often curved, 

The plagioclase of the "fonts" and "tonelite" In the 
same as that growing in the granulite, of the aureole. 

10o Potash feldspar hna a demonstrable re - incemerif relation to other minerals, PRrtIcular].y to r'lpioc1nee. 

Biotite is poikiloblastic and skeletal. 

?iotite is sometimes Curved. 

'yroxene is sometimes crystn1loL1t1c, and usually in two orders of size. 

The pyroXrne of the "norite " is nrnphiboliised, while the 
hornblende of the "tonnitte" not infrequently contains relic, cr py'oxene. 

The order of crystallj,tjon as given by Nockolds for 
similar rocks. 
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169 The varieties within the "nor tte' t , and in particular the 
potash feldspar mnrginal zone. 

In the "norite" the sedimentary inclusions show every 
transition to "forte". 

In the "tonalite" the sedimentary inclusions show every 
gradation through pyroxene varieties to "tonalite". 

The inclusions in both "tonaitte" and granite are pyroxene-
bearing, yet neither of these rocks contains pyroxene 
as a stable phase. 

"Norite" is found against the roof, and "tonalite" 
against the walls. 

The augit.e-bearing margin to much of the "tonalite". 

The assumption of a pi'eet mass of basic and ultrabasic 
rocks in depth. 

The gradation from "norite" to "tonslite". 

The gradation from "tonalite" to granite, with special 
reference to the distribution and size of the potash-
feldspar crystals. 

The space problem, and the mechanics of intrusion. 
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X 111. "VS INS" IN THE POCKS OF THF COMPLEX 

Leucocratic "veins" traverse the rocks of the Complex, 

and quartz-veine are common in the rooks of the aureole. The 

width of those cutting the "norite" is generally about in inch 

but is locally an much as a foot. 	In different exposures there 

Is considerable variation in the abundance and directions of the 

"veins"; they are often branching and may locally have a paral-

lel disposition, e.g. at places on the south-east slopes of 

Shiel Hill they trend 80' west of north. The "veins" are con-

spicuous in the field because of their re1&tive resistance to 

weathering. 

The "veins" in the "norite" are composed essentially 

of microcline, untwinned potash feldspar, ana quartz, toFether 

with a little sodic plagioclase and blot its. 	Quartz is preset-it 

as more or lees rounded rrriins, rlagioclnea Ip lcth_shaned and 

often slightly curved,, and potash feldspar is either rather 

shapeless or "peeudo-porphyritic", enclosing rounded quartz as 

It does in the granite of the central ridge, and some of the 

plagioclase contains similar inclusions. 

The pingioclases of the surrounding "norit'" are often 

heavily dusted with minute inclusions, but when projecting into 

the "veins" - as they often do - the clouding stops abruntly at 
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marked "fronts" within the crystals. The "norite" often containi 

abundant, easily recognisable apatite needles; locally the 

quartz of the "veins" contains many minute needles - possibly of 

apatite. Monoclinic pyroxene similar to that of the "norite" 

has been found in the "veins", and there is no evidence that the 

pyroxene was other than a stable phase. 	It is therefore unlike1 

that the z'yroxene is xenocrystic. 	Such crystals cannot be ex- 

plained on the hynothesis that the "veins" are "squeeze-cuts" of 

residual mother liquor from granite crystallising in depth. 

The clearing of the clouded feldspars shows, too, that something 

more was involved than mere injection of liquid. 	Webb (1946) 

has described a ppod example of a relscement "vein"; it seems 

probable that the Loch Doon "veins" are also replacement ptienomeni 

(See also 0.. Goodspeed, 1939, p. 418; E.S. Pastin, 1935, p. 

715.) 

Both aplitic and microgranbic "vrin" re found in the 

granite and there is probibly it gradation between these two tytes 

The quartz and plagioclase feldspar of the granite are often sur-

rounded by rnicropegmntite, and the quartz is sometimes "corroded" 

Xenocryata of "corroded" quartz rimmed with micropeginatite have 

been seen in the "veins", and the rock of such "veins" is very 

similar to the rheomorphic, xenoporrthyritic granophyre of N. 

tJlfön (J.M. Sobral, 1913, p.  121). 	Some of the coarser "veins" 
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contain very dark, macroscopic tourmaline with intense absorption. 

Small quartzoae patches, often no more than an inch 

across, are commonly found in the "norite", and It Is not known 

definitely whether these are "veins" or isolated patches. One 

or the leucocratic "veinlets' has been seen to pass into a three 

Inch broad, quartzoae patch for six inches of its length. 	'l- 

thouph quartzose, these patches are rich in hornblende (rare 

examples containthp relics of pyroxene), often biotite also, and 

some have abundant apatite and apherieo 	eldapnr is usually 

absent. 

The theory that alitea and associated veins represent 

the squeezed-out residual magma, leaves many facts unexplained. 

After an investigation involving field, petrolof'ical, and chemical 

studies, N. Sundius concluded (1926) that the differentiation of 

the aplitea of the Lot tahammar massive cannot be explained by 

crystal differentiation, and that "the most accertsblecplanation 

of the differentiation of the slLtee is that it occurred in the 

fluid state of the magma". 	S.P. Nockolda (1947) is forced to 

call on "Potash metasomatiam" and "albiti2ation" to account for 

certain of the £optip4 aplitea with which he treats. 	Adding to 

the comnlexity of the subject, N. Sundlus (1935) maintains that 

the residual solutions of "wet" rrinite r p-rigs nre rich in 	and 

le. 
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Phase diagrams do not distinguish between the last 

residual liquids of a cooling system and the first-born liquids 

of B rheoniorphic system, yet Nockolde has asked "Is it an accident 

that the last residual liquids of natural magmas should lie on 

the ternary cotectic curve?" To assume in this way that anlites 

were formed with falling rather than with rising temperature is a 

hypothesis which requires evidence for its sup2ort. 	Phase 

diagrams cannot provide that evidence. 
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XIV. OE0CII!MI&TPY 

(i) Relation of Chemical and Geological FvIdence 

Interpretation of chemical Pnelyses involves more then 

mere arithmetic, for the mnterial which the chemist analyses in 

the laboratory Is ftrst collected in the field by the geologist. 

James Gelkie realised the implications of this fact 80 long ago 

as 1867 when he rebuked Forbes (GeikIe, 1867, p. 178) for the 

assertion that chemical analyses "may not improbably entirely 

annihilate" evidence purely geological (see p. 5); yet, so 

easily is this simple truth forgotten, that, three-quarters of a 

century later, S.P. Nockolda has written (1940, pp.  494, 497) 2  

"Any theory of origin (of the rocks of the (nrsbal Hill - (1en 

Fyn c.mplex) must first be capable of explaining the form of the 

variation diagram", and further, "Can this assumed parental magma 

be regarded as a suitable choice apart from its position in the 

variation diagram?" (my italics). 	Quantitative chemical work 

may appear weighty, but it should ever be borne in mind that no 

superstructure is more stable than the foundation on which it 

rests. 	Sederhoim was attempting to restore the correct perspec- 

tive in such matters when he wrote, "Purely theoretical deductions 

whether they may be based on geophysical or chemical consideration 

cannot lead to any definite solution of these problems, nor can 

laboratory experience do so. The sefeet way in geology Is the 
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old way of inductive science, by studying nature's methods in 

her own great workshops, where they are available to our obser-

vation . . . . . conjoined with microscopical research, and of 

course giving due consideration to the important results of 

modern physico-chemical science". 

In earlier sections of this thesis, the genesis of 

the three main rock-tytee of the Complex was traced to difftiri, 

with chemical interchange, through the solid country rocks. 

In the present section an attempt is made to unravel that 

sequence of geochemical exchanges, but it must be emphasised 

again that the evidence used to demonstrate such an origin for 

the complex is petrological (field and microscopic) and not 

chemical. 

(11) The Analy.es,  and the Analysed Specimens 

Three analyses by E.G. Bedley were given by (ercIner 

and Peynolda (1932, p'. 9 9  10), and are repeated on Table 

The specimens analysed by Tadley were 

fine-grained variety of biotite-"norit&', from just 
south-west of Loch Gtrvan rye, 

"Tonalite", from Fore Starr, 2 miles south-south-west of 
Loch Doon; and 

Granite, from a locality between  Hoodens Hill and Mull-
wharchar. 
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In addition to the cuciplete niilyces a number of 

silica percentages and specific gravities were given by C•ardiner 

and Peynolda: 

"Norite": S.G. 2.74 - 3.00, average 2.81 (94 determinations 

SLOB% 58.92; 54.76; 51978; 50.40; 44.56, 

The SI0 of 58.92 refers to a specimen of so-celled 

transitional norite-tonslite mapped by Oardiner and Peynolds 

between the "norite" and the aureole, in the vicinity of Cornish 

Loch. The S1027 of 50.40 refers to a "hornblende-abbro" from 

the south shore of Loch Oirvan !ye. 

The S107 of 44.56 refers to an "olivine-hornblende-

forte", about a mile north-west of V  hite Logan, in the southern 

"norite" mass. 	It is"exceptionally coarse, and consists of 

btotite and hornblende with abundant pyroxene, both rhombic and 

morioclinic, and but little felepar. 	Magnetite is plentiful, and 

small grains of serpentinised o]ivtna are present". This is 

the only at)ecimen from the Loch Doon complex in which olivine 

has been found. 	The S.G. is 3.0). 

"Tonalite": S.G. 2.67 - 2.74, average 2.72 (94 determinaticmi 

Sio% 64.52; 63.88. 

Granite: S.G. 2.60 - 2.65, average 2963 (27 determinations), 

From the detailed description of the so-called norite, 

It is obvious that the geochemistry of the Complex could be 
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elucidated only if analyses were provided of carefully selected 

specimens of "norite", the petrogenetic relations of these being 

known, and If analyses of certain aureole"rocks of great petro-

genetic import could be obtained. 

Seven new -'nalysea by W.H. Herdsman are riven on Table 

• 	The nnnlyaed anecimens are as follows: 

Unaltered greywacke (488) from the south side of Craip1ure 
11111 (see p. 17). 

Crey.ecke-granulite (506) 8, with a little new feldspar, from 
Cow Craig (see p. 25). 

Orey'wacke-grenultte (507), with much new feldspar, from 
Cow Craig (see p. 27). 

Feldepathined and pyroxentsed preywncke-rnnulite (685/5) 9  
occurring as a pod In the altered Freyvackes close to the 
contact, south of the summit of Cratpbrock (see p. 30). 

Fine-rained opda]ite (333), from the west share of Cornish 
Loch. 

Coarse-grained opdalite (18), 100 yrda south of PRiloch 
Lodge. 

7.Quartz-diorite (206), with little potash feld8Dnr and 
pyroxene, but with abundant blotite, quartz and horn-  
blends. 	From the south side of Shiel Hill. 

Nos. 1 - 4 were selected to illustrate the changes that 

take place in the rwreole rocks as these are traced towards the 

contact. 

Nos. 5 and 6 were selected to illustrate the two extreme 

varieties in the opdnlitio margin of the "norite". 

No. 7 illustrates the potash-feldspar-poor inner zone. 
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'norite" to the specimens which have been analysed 

during the course of the rreaent Invest i'et1on, is deterrinable. 

The description and cariera lucida drawing of the analysed 
rock links It to t'e fine-grained ordalite (333), but, 
as the letter has been selected by a system of exhaus-
tive sampling, it isprobably t1nerprained than is 
Gardiner and Reynolds' rock. 

Chemically the analysed rock Is intermediate between the 
fine (333) and coarse (18) opdlitee analysed by 
Herdsman; this fact is seen by comparison of the 
actual analyses, the norms, von Voiff values, and 
Larsen "positions", as given below. 

For these reasons, the nn1ysed "norite" of Gardiner 

and "eynolds Is referred to below as "medium opdalite". There 

a'e, therefore, ten relevant chemical analyses from which to 

determine the geochemical exchanges oerative in the Loch Doon 

complex. 

(Iii) The Choice of Suitable Variation Diagrams 

1. Silica PercentaE 

It was this diagram to which Nockolds referred in the 

statement quoted above "Any theory of origin must first be 

capable of explaining the form of the variation dirgraT!,". The 

Individual constituents are nlotted against the silica nercentage 

directly. The Loch Doon rocks fall into the following order 
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tot its-granite 
lightly feldepathised greywacke-granulite 
eldapathised greywscke-granulite 
ornblende-biot ite-gra nod torte 
yroxeniaed pod 

Fine opdaltte 
Medium opdnlite 
Pyroxene-biot it s-quart E-diortte 
Coarse opdaltte 

Such a sequence is quite without meaning. More 

omission of the feldspathised and the pyroxenised greywacks-

granulites, so as to obtain smoother curves s, is so flagrantly to 

ignore the petrological (field and microeconi) evidence as to 

be unworthy of further consideration. 

2. The Larsen Variation Diag'am 

!.S. Larsen has recommended (1938, p. 508) the use of 

a variation diagram in which one or more constituents (in parti-

cular CaO + MgO + FeO) is plotted against 1/3S102 + K20 - MgO - 

CaO - FeO (the "position"), the main oxides first being summed 

to 100, and all iron expressed as FeO. 

The Larsen "positions" for the Loch Doon rocks are 

given on Table 5 . They fall into the following order: 

I 1.1iot its-granite 
Creywacke, and feldapathised greywacke-pranultte 
Slightly feldapathised preywncke-granulite 
Hornblende-biot ite-pranod torits 
Pyroxenised pod 
Fine opdnitte 
Medium opdeltte 
Coarse opda].ite 
Tyroxene-biotite -quart z-diorIto. 
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rcntge diagram are quite as relevant when applied to the 

. 	ritii i grrr 

 

on a i1ia}ai5 in i'etrologica]. (Field 

and Microscopic) Order 

When the arrnlyaes are arranged in petrolopical order 

(as they are in Table 	), it is observed that Sio 1% decreases 

from greywacke to coarse opdnlite, and increases from the latter 

to biotite-pranite. 	Indeed, there are actually two series, St0 

decreasing in the one and increasing in the other, and these are 

not distinguished in the ordinary silica percentage diagram. 	Si 

suffers a geochemical deression between greyvacke and biotite- 

granite; the sequence is not ehemtcnlly continuous. 	This diffi- 

culty is avoided by combining silten nercentage with petrologicsl 

order, for the two series, baatftcation and granttiation, nre 

then separated. The resulting diagram is shown in Fig. 5 

Total iron is calculated as ReQ, and Si0 2 , A1205 9  FeO, igc, CaO, 

Na 2 0 and X20 are summed to 100. 

4, The von Tolff Diagram 

So successful in the attack of the 'granite problem" 

has Doris L. !eynolda proved the von Wolff diagram to be (see 

especially 1946, P. 389), that no investigation of a granitic 
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cmplex can be regarued as crnlete unless such a dirarn is 

rav'ided and interpreted. 	Discussing the Newry complex, D.t. 

Peynolde has 'written (1944, p. 237) "The chemical relationships 

between the various members of the complex are most easily ex-

pressed on a von V7olff diagram, for not only is it possible to 

plot both chemically underesturated and ch'micnlly oversaturated 

rocks on this diagram, but the dirip'rau, also has the additional 

advantage of separating the felspathic and the ferromagnesian 

constituents, and thus em'-)haeizee the contrast between the rocks 

of the alkali and Mg-Fe 'fronts'". 	This is equally true for th'- 

roch loori coir-lex, and the diagram is riven in Fir. 7 

(iv) Interpretation of Chemical "rinlyses 

To facilitate interpretation, the norms are given in 

Table 3 , the vc'iation diagram on a silica baste in ntrological 

order in fig. 5 and the von Wolff diagram in fig. 7 ; these 

three modes of nresentation of the chemical evidence are the only 

ones which have proved to be of service. 

Both diagrams show clearly the division of the geoctiemic 

changes into 

1. 	preliminary deetlicatton, ie.decrease of silica relative 
to the bases, due In an outer zone to increase in the 
total alkalis, i.es feldspathiantton, and in an inner 
zone to the increase in the cafemic constituents, i.e. 
beetfi cat ion. 
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u en  gariit £sit 	, vs. ior elLy tic ocu were clined 
..iiposttion so as to approach that of Franiteo 

geochemical culminations and depressions of the 

Joi cIbrituente are summarised dtsgraaattcally in fig. 6 

!'oInts of interest are: 

The refuge of the St driven fror the zones of destliention 
is the quartz veins in the aureole and in the country 
rocks. 

Small quantities of Fe, and to a lesser extent of Mg, 
are driven ahead of the main fldenthisat-ton. 

Ns.'i'l, K, Ca appear in that order. 

PI culminates immediately after the alkalis. 

There is a minor culmination of Na along with the Fe-Mg, 
but taking the zone of cafeniio enrichment as a whole, 
there is probably an expulsion of Na. 

K is driven from the zone of oafeznic enrichment. 

Ca introduction is over a wide range, but it culminates 
after the Fe-Mg and in the zone of ailicat ton; this 
fact is more evident fran the norms and the von olff 
diagram than from the StOf per as. 

(ti) The main granitisation involves introduction of Si, K, 
Na and expulsion of Ca, Mg, Fe, Al. 

The minor constituents, P. Ti, and Mn, are somewhat 

irregular in their distribution, but all culminate in the coarse 

opdelite with the culmination of the main Fe-Mg front. 

The predominance of lozenge-shapes on the culmination 

and depression diagram (fig. 6 ) is of considerable significance; 

zones of appropriate elemental expulsion lie below zones of 
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.ntroduction, or, put in a Afferent fori, what one front loses 

by expulsion, other fronts, further forward, gain by fixation. 

These geochemical exchanges are given in generalised form in fig. 

12 • 	Five main fronts can be recognised: 

Si enrichment, mainly as quarts veins. 

ecdary Fe-Mg front, weak, and overla'ed by 3. 

Al-alkali front. 

Ca-Mg-Fe front. 

Si-alkali front. 

The material required for each front is contributed (at least 

qua.littively) by the fronts below. One would therefore deduce, 

that the minimum necessary introduction required to effect the 

changes observed, is the difference between the first and last 

members of the rook series, i.es greywacke and granite. Cal-

culating total iron as FeO, and swimting the main oxides to 100 

in each case, the Introduced material consists of approximately 

K 2.5, Na 17, Al. 0.5 0  the material expelled being approximately 

i•C 3, Mg l,. 	That this is not the clete picture is seen by 

Plancinr at the von rolff  diagram; the rreywacke field does not 

lie between the fields of granite and "norite". Pa for as the 

rocks which are exposed are concerned, the comDlex is poorer In 

Si and probably in Fe, and richer in Al. Ca, Na, and K. than are 

the country rocks. Such a change of composition of the system 
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as a whole corresponds to that undergone by the greywacke-granu-

lites on feldspathisstion. Owing to denudation of the main 

mass of the basic front, and to the probable presence of a son* 

of granitisation below the present level of erosion, there are 

too many unknowns to warrant further speculation relating to 

the geochemical system as a whole. 

In conclusion, it Is lntercsttnr to note that the most 

Important line in the oom"lex is not the inner n,rrrin of the 

aureole, but the locus of the chanpe frm desilication to grant-

tisation, and this, though mappable (see ne 59) cannot be seen 

In the field. 
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and Reynolds (1982, pp. 19.26) who remarked that "No dykes are 

shown in the Survey map cutting the plutonte rocks, and, though 

they do occur, they are certainly tar more plentiful in the 

sediments". Teall, however, did record that "The dykes occur 

not only in the sedimentary rocks but also in the granite masses" 

and, even in the limited area covered by the present investiga-

tion, a dyke cutting the granitic rocks Is marked on the Survey 

map. This dyke is conspicuous on the path from Balloch Lodre 

to the monument erected by the Fishing Club. Cnrdther and P,y -

no]de state that tonalite is "far more frequently penetrated 

than either granite or norite", and that a few of the dykes in 

the sediments "show metamorphism" and must be older than the 

plutonic rocks. 	In addition to the descrintionepiven by Teell 

and by Gardiner and Heynolds, the petrology of comparable dykes 

has been dealt with by a number of workers, notably by H.U. P* ad 

(1926 9  p. 422) A.G. IIac(regor (1930, p. 31), D.L. Peynolde (191, 

Pp. 97 & 155), N.A. Deer (1935, p. 63), M. Lracp'regor (1937, p.. 

465), and P.C. King (1937 0  p. 282). 

The objec b of the nresent Investigation was to deter-

mine the genesis of the plutonic rocks, and the "minor tntrusives 
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were examined only in so far as their study *-,neared relevant 

to this major issue. The age of the dykep relative to that of 

the Complex was clearly the determining factor; if any or all 

of the dyke-like bodies cutting the plutonic rocks were actually 

older than the Complex then they would be, for us, of the utmost 

importance; on the other hand, if no pre-plutonic "dykes" could 

be found enclosed in the plutonic rocks their present value would 

be f?reatly diminished. 	In brief, our interest in the d. kes Is 

structural rather than petrogra hical (cf. J.J. Sederhoim, 1926, 

p. 31, G.E. Goodspeed, 1939, p.  411; T.C. hsmtzter, 1945p. 74; 

H.H. Pead s. 1945, p. 83). 

Although previous workers have suggested that dykes in 

the "nortte" are rare, ó.rthg the course of the present Investiga-

tion thirty dykes with measurable thickness or direction were 

found in the small area Itudied intensively. One dyke with a 

thickness as much as twenty feet was observed, but nearly all the 

others are five to ten feet in width. Only three dykes with 

bearings east of north were found; all the others lie within the 

range from 00  to 200  west of north, and some have a slight wobble. 

This is notable in view of the fact that the dyke-trend in this 

part of the Southern Uplands Is given an 	 by J.E. 

Richey (1939 0  p. 404), and as N.E.-S.Y. by Gardiner and Peynolda. 
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The dykes found are all of the type generally referred 

to 98 "porptiyrite". 	!'henoCrlstS of plagioclase, hornblende, 

and biotite, and occasionally of rounded and corroded quartz 

crystals, occur in a fine-grained groundmass. 	Plagioclase is 

optically positive; oscillations of zoning are characteristic, 

and as many as fifty oscillations have been counted. 	Potash 

feldspar - quartz intergrowths are occasionally found, and may 

perhaps be xenocrysts. 

The following facts are significant for u: 

The dykes run for only short distances, are often found 
en echelon, and are sometimes slightly cur'ved. 

The junctions of the dykes aganat the "norite" are usually 
very irregular, with ernbayments which are sometimes 
angular. 	The junction of a dyke with greywacke near 
the inner edge of the aureole is curved but flowing, and 
without irregularities. 	The regularity of this dyke 
cannot be ascribed to its conformity with the bedding 
of vertical rocks, for it crosses the strike of the 
greywa cke a. 

Their direction approximately corresponds to certain minor 
shatter-belts younger than the "norite", and at least 
one of the dykes is itself shattered. 

In some cases a micro-breccia of "no item  up to 0.5 cm. 
wide has been found parallel to the dyke margins. 

The two igneous inclusions described above (p.  69) are 
interpreted as members of the same suite as the dykes 
under discussion, 

The dykes are fine-graned and flinty-looking twards the 
margin, and while the dyke-centres are aericitised, 
the p].aioc1ase in the dyke mirgins is usually much 
less altered. 	This, boev3r, has been observed also 
in a dyke in the aureole. 

7.! 
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7. The "norite" is not altered apsin.t the dykes. 

8o An inclusion in a dyke just on the sedimentary aide of 
the aureole tnorite" boundary, is rather schistose 
and appears to be slightly leas altered than are the 
adjoining greywackes. 	If this is actually the case, 
the phenomenon could be interpreted as the protection 
of an inclusion in a pro-plutonic dyke. 

The balnnee of this evidence is believed to indicate 

that the dykes are younger than the "nartte". 

XVI. / 
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XVI. TH1 PF'rPOONS IS OF THE LOCH ID ON Cob! LX 

IN RELATION TO THE ORIGIN OF ORINITFS IN (WN!Ri'L 

It is customary to conclude the petrological descrip-

tion of a plutonic complex with some remarks on related areas. 

The conclusions presented in the course of this thesis differ 

so fundamentally from the petrogenetic views previously held, 

that it is certainly necessary to consider the relation of the 

Loch Doon findings to the general r)roblem of the netrogeneaie 

of granite. 

Three aspects will be discussed: 1. The other Galloway 

"Granites" and the "greniter" of the Southern Uplands in general; 

2. Wther complexes which, though similar, have been interpreted 

differently; and 3. Complexes in which a comparable mechanism 

has been recognised. Neither an historical or an exhaustive 

treatment is attempted. 

1. 	miring the last twenty years the "granite." of the 

Southern Uplands received considerable attention. The chief 

workers have been, F. V'nlker, (1925,23), Spango, 'olahill, Cock-

burn Law, 	testlaw, and the small masses of Lumberton Beach, 

Broad Law, Kernielaw, and Lyne eater (the last being outwith the 

Southern Uplands); H.H. Thomas and We Pnderson (1932), Cheviot; 

Vi• Deer (1935,37), Catrnamore of Car.phairn; C. I. Cardther 

and / 
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and S.H. Reynolds (1936,37) 9  Cairnsmore of fleet; Malcolm 

MacGregor (1937,38) 9  Criffell-Dalbeattie; A.S. Jhinpran (1942) 

Cheviot; N. Holgate (1943), l'ortencorkrie; and H.S. Midgley 

(1946), Cockburn Law. The work of 1.0. MacGregor (1930), 

Disttnkhorn, 'yrshire, and of P. Walker (1939), Olenciuckie, 

Fife, may be included here on petrogrephical rather than on 

geograhtcal grounds* 

Before discussing the findings of these wcrkers, it 

must be emphasised that, with partial exception in the case of 

i. MacGregor, the field evidence and suggestions of James 0eikt 

and other early workers have been completely Ignored. For 
(iqi2, j ci-  2) 

example, A.G. MacC.r-gorjwrote: "There is no evidence against 

the assumption that the various members of the plutonic com1ex 

are differentiation products of one magma-basin. 	In fact the 

close sasocintion of similar rock types elsewhere in the south 

of Scotland makes the truth of such an assumption quite certain' 

his is significantly reminiscent of Cardiner and leynolds! 

statement (1932) now proved to be entirely without foundation: 

"It may be safely assumed that the plutonic rocks originated by 

differentiation of the contents of the some magma reservoir" 

(my italics). 	The writer of this thesis has recently {147) 

drawn attention to the frequency of the fallacy of ''etitio 

r1ncipii in discussions on the niutonic rocks: "e can study 

niutonic / 
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plutonic rocks, but we cannot study plutonic magmas. To main-

tain that a given plutonic rock originated from a magma is no 

more than a hypothesis, and as such requires evidence for its 

support". 	Magma has been accepted uncritically as a necessary 

antecedent of any of the plutonic rocks commonly regarded as 

"Igneous". The problem discussed has seldom been: what is 

the evidence for the postulated magma? More often it has been: 

differentiation, in depth or in situ? 

The following review of what Is considered to be aig-

nit I cant evidence, is based on the published work already re-

ferred to. 	It must be understood, therefore, that absence of 

recorded evidence must not be given too much weight; for exainp1 

at Loch Doon early workers reported that inclusions In the 

"norite" are very rare, but this is now known to be incorrect. 

(i) General 

The most acid varieties occur cenra1ly and the basic 

types are present, generally discontinuously, along the margins, 

as at Loch Doon. The proportion of acid to basic Is very 

variable, being high at Cairnsmore of Fleet and low at Cairnamore  

of Caraphairn. The tendency for diopaidic auvite and bypers-

thene to be found marginally is marked, and diopside usually 

extends further into the centre than tiyperathene doeso 	xamrle 

are, Criffell (no hynerathene), Cariphairn, Diatinkhorn, orten- 

corkrie / 
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Portencorkr'ie, Cieviot, and Cockburn Law. Where the more bsaic 

types are absent (as at Fleet), or do not completely encircle 

the complex (as at Criffell), the tendency for the granite or 

granodiorite to become slightly more basic towards the country 

rocks has usually be observed (cf. p. 82). 

In all cases where contacts between the members of a 

complex have been described, these are gradational and there is 

no evidence of chilling. Supporters of the magmatic hypothesis 

meet with a dilemma: the theory thnt differentiation was in 

depth, and emplacement was by successive intrusion "implies that 

In places where a rock of transitional type is found the heat 

of the tonalite (or other intruding rock) was sufficient to 

partly liquefy the jwrite (or other intruded rock) and allow 

diffusion to take place " (Gardiner and Reynolds, 1932, P. 16; 

cf. p. 90 of this thesis); but, "all the evidence is against 

differentiation in situ. 	The contacts between the various type 

although not chilled, are of a rapidly merging character " (Deer 

1935, p.  65). 	Some of the contacts at Crtffell appear sharp 

In the field but all are gradational under the microscope. 

The variable or patchy nature of some of the rocks, it 

particular of the basic marginal types, has been observed at 

Criffell, Carsphairn, Cheviot, and Cockburn Law. (cf. '.I50) 

(ii) / 
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(it) Mineralogy 

Large and small plagioclase crystals have the same com-
position; Criffell, and Cockburn Law (cf. . 40). 

Plagioc].ase, especially that of the bane marginal tyres, 
is often dusted. 	This is discussed on page 138. 

Pyroxene at Caraphairn, and biotite, pyroxene, and 
silitmanite at Cockburn Law, are enclosed in pinpto-
clase (of. p. 70). 

"seudoporphyrittc" potash feldspar is present at Fleet 
(Teall, 1399. p. 618), Caranhairn, and in some of 
the smaller masses (of. P. 95)0 

Plagioclase is corroded by orthoclase at Csrar)hairn and 
"ortoncorkrie (cf. no 54)9 

Skeletal and sieved biotite is described nt Criffell, 
ortencorkrie, and Cockburn Law (cf. p.  56). 

The reaction series, hyret iine—dioratdic - ugite -, 
colourless amphibole -p frown amphibole -k green 
amphibole -> biotite, LE epresented. 	The arnpni- 
bole series was observed at Cnrehatrn as a field 
sequence; it is the some as that determined at Loch 
Doon by study of the mineral relations in thin 
sections (or. p. 58). 

yrcene relics are found in hornblende in pranodiorite 
at Criffell, tona].tte at Caranhairn, and "granite" 
at Portencorkrje (Cf. . 87 ). 

Clotting of terroTnarnesians has been noted at Crtffell, 
Carsrthairn, Ptencorkrie, Cheviot, and Cockburn Law. 
t Cnrsphnirn the presence of s'hene indicates Ti 

culmination, and the field RsFoetat ion or clots and 
basic inclusions Is significant (of. p. 99). 

(5) Aineralopics]ly and chemically the (lencttckie quartz-
diorite is equivalent to the mddlum-grained opdalits 
of Loch Doon and it Is probable 'ht Its genesis is 
similar. 	No details are khown regarding the relntion 
ships of this rock. 

(k) "t Criffell, the fine- "-Pined basic rocks are lees basic 
than the coarse. 

(iii) I 
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(iii) The Couny Rocks 

Chemical investigation of the country rocks has been 

carried out only at Criffell, but the results correspond to the 

Loch Doon findings. 	MacCrgor notes: 'the tiornfelaee, unlike 

normal shales or sandstones, occupy a (chemical) field not for 

removed from that of intermediate or basic igneous rocks". 

Traced torda the contact, the sediments became enriched in 

alkalies (dominantly Na) and Al; poikilolasttC plates of potasI 

feldspar are found in the dtopside-horrifela (of. n. 27). 

't Cockburn Law, Midgley has recorded that, as the 

sediments are traced inwards through the nureole, (a) biotite is 

produced, (b) btoti'e and cordterite develop at the expense of 

the quartz, and (c) a biotito-cordierite rock is formed with  

conapicuoua absence of quart. 	These mineralogical etianpes 

Indicate chemical introduction, probably of K-Fe-Mg, with con-

comitant expulsion of Si. 

At rortencorkrie, ilolgate has observed porphyrobleetic 

plagloclase, with characters similar to the plagioclase of the 

diorite, in the aureole rooks close to the contact (cf. p. 39). 

Gradations from the so-called igneous rocks to the 

rocks of the aureole have been observed at Criffell and at 

Cockburn Low. The Criffell gradation Is described by Malcolm 

MacGregor: "On the inner side of the zone of mobilization fine- 

grained / 
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grained quart?-diorite types occur. Under the microscope these 

types ettU/betray their hornfele parentage by their textures and 

mineralogy; relict hornfela inclusions are common, and some 

varieties contain diopeide derived from calcareous shale or Frey-

weeks hornfela. The reeks as traced away from the margin lose 

their relict features, attain a coarser grain, and become, some-

times within a few yards, sometimes over a distance of quarter 

of a mile, the typical quartr-diorite of the area". Msc(regor 

records that, at one point at least, "the rranodiorite passes 

rapidly into the horntelsea". 

Of Cockburn Law, Talker writes, "i' feature of the mast, 

which Impressed both Stevenson (149) and Sir Archibald (eikte 

(1864), is the gradual transition of the rock from a fine-prntned 

grey 'syenite' at the margin to a coarser pink 'granite' at the 

centre. They also observed that the marginal l oyenite l  was 

practically indistinguishable from the surrounding,  hornfelsed 

greywackes." More recently, Midgley has described the gradation 

from the btottte-cordierite rock of the aureole to patchy 

"hybrid-hyr"rathene-diorite" with numerous inclusions of hornfela, 

large and small. 

(iv) Inclusions 

At Criffell inclusions are often abundant. 	Drscribthg 

the inclusions in the marginal quart -diorite, Macrrepor writes, 
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a few "retain features which suggest an origin in disrupted 

country-rocks, and probably all have been derived from this 

source but have suffered prantti7nt - ion . . . . Their minerals 

are those of the plutonic rocks buf in uifferent proportions". 

Even without chemical analyses, the mineral assemblage indicates 

that this 18 more likely to be baeiftcation than granitization 

(cf. pp. 93 0  101). 

Describing supposed Igneous inclusions in the turnlite 

of Carsptiairn, rear writes of, "the poaFession of a large number 

of small pyroxene and biotite Inclusions in the plagioclass, 

which serve roughly to distinguish It from the riapioclase of 

the tons].ite". (my italiog, Cf. p.  107, No. 5). 	Deer was pro- 

bably describing geochemical culmination when he reoorteci the 

"lack of a simple variation in which the composition of the 

xenolith would be intermediate cv would show liar variation 

between the two and points"; see D.L. reynolds 1946. 

According to Holgate inclusions are rare in o'ten-

corkrie. He repora that they are almost confined to altered 

sediments, with a few "igneous types". 	Uolgate did not find any 

intermediate stages between these. 

At Cheviot, Jhingran reports that "Lt in no exaggera-

tion to any that there is hardly an area in the granite which 

can be singled out as being perfectly tree from inclusions". 
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D.L. Peynolds has recently (1946) reviewed the evince as to 

the origin and evolution of the Cheviot inclusion.; the basic 

Inclusions probably represent desilicated endesite from the 

country rocks, and the roof and marginal types of the granite 

may well be stages in the graniti7ation of the dealliented 

andesite. 

Mtdgley describes the inclusions in the "hybrid-

hyperathene-diorite" of Cockburn Law as consisting of biotite, 

cordierite, and preen epinel, the epinel being absent fran the 

margin of the inclusions. 	In the inner, or "hybrid-diopside- 

diorite" zone, the inclusions consist of augite, with a little 

olivine, blotite, and plagioclase. 	Lack of data make certain 

interpretation impossible, but further research may well show 

that these Inclusions form a good desilicatiori series. 

The etrogenetic Theories Advanced 

(I) Teall, A.O. MacGregor, and Gardiner and Peynolds 

postulated differentiation of a once homogeneous map'ma. The 

overwhelming objection, to this view are given on pp. 70,87. 

The criteria used in recognittbn of "baked" rocks, and for sup-

posed demonstration of a sequence of intrusions, Is now briefly 

reviewed. That the matter is of exceeding comnlexity has been 

shown / 
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shown in a recent contribution to the Geological Magazine entit-

led "On Chilled and 'Baked' 'dges as Criteria of 1 e1attve Pge" 

(McIntyre and Peynolds,, 1947). 

Supposed baking of the baste marginal rocks has been 

recorded at Criffell, Fleet (the Talnotry diorite), Distinkborn, 

Portencorkrie, and with lees assurance, at Cheviot. T, hat is 

the evidnce for this ubiquitous phenomenon? At Crirfell: 

the"exturnl fetu"es and miner'loy" suggest metamorphism. 

See r.132. 

"t ileet: the Talnotry diorite shows "cler signs of 

metamorphism". 

At Dtstinkhorn: feldspars are clouded like those in the 

contet-altered dykes of the aureole. 

At Portencorkrte: granulitic patches of pyroxene, clouded 

plagioclase, corrosion of plagioclase by orthoclase,, and sieved 

biotites are present. 

At Cheviot: clouded plagioclase is found. 

No attempt has yet been made to decide whether these 

textures and mineralogical phenomena represent igneous texture 

"going", or igneous texture "coming" (see p. 73). The evidence 

shows that the basic marginal rocks are not exrhtcb1e in terms 

of straightforward crystallization from magma; the assumption 

that / 
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that they are altered igneous rocks is only speculation, unsup-

ported by evidence. 

That clouded feldspar's cannot always be accepted as 

proof of thermal nietamornhisni was recognised y Jhingran: 

"The plagioclase crystals are sometimes clouded in a manner whic%i 

has been attributed to thermal metamorphism. This type of al-

teration should be a feature of the country rock rather thnn of 

the rock which supplied the heat, causing metamorphism. 	In 

the present rocks, however, clouding is shown by fe18prF in the 

Invading rock as well as by those in the invaded rock". 	etyan- 

kin (1932) is mentioned as having described clouded feldapare in 

on intrusive rock from Cape Medvezhy, rhite Sea, Puts. 

reference may be made to the discussion by C.I. !nderson (1937, 

p. 65). 

At D1mtthkhorn, A.C. MacCregor ascribes the metemor-

phiern to the granodiortte, but records that similar inclusions 

are developed in the plsgiocliae of several granodiorite speci-

mens. MacCregor concluded that "The hyperitec described by 

'rea3.l from the Loch Dee 'granite' mass (i.e. the Loch Doon com-

plex) have go many points in common with the contact altered 

'hyoeritea' of the Dtstinkhorn comolex, notably the clouded fda 

pars, that i seems probable that the former are also contact-

metamorphosed". The present investigation indicates that the 

conclusion should now read "The 'hyperites' described by MacCreg 

from / 
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from the Distinkhorn 'granite' mesa have so many points in com-

mon with the basic-front 'hyperitee' of Loch Doon, including 

the clouded feldspars,, that it seems prob!ie thqt th former 

also represent the basic front". 

Hybridisation of magma has been adopted by Leer, 

Ho1rrit4, n: ig1ey. 	The presence of reochemical eu]ninatione 

(p.135) '11ce !eer realise that simple mixing of magma and In-

clusluns did not exDlatn the observed facts. 	lie concluded that 

"the basic xenoliths in the tonslite have not been contaminated 

or altered by tonalite magma but by a partial magma, 'a quart?, 

potash felspar magma'". What a "partial magma" is; in what 

respects it differs from "complete magma"; how it separates 

from tonalite magma; and what the mechanism of its renction 

with the "basic xenoliths" may be; none of these questions is 

even mentioned, much less discussed or answered. 

!Iolgate and Midpley merely assert that their rocks 

%re "hybrids" without attemnttng either to analyse the mechanism 

or to present any evidence. 

In 1935 Malcolm MacGregor "considered that the 

marginal quar't-diorites of Criftell originated by on acid ichep 

permeating the country rooks (shelee), and as the evidence of 

this process showed only the stages before permeation ceased as 
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a result of waning energy, that the whole mass originated in 

the same way. The gravitational differentiation in situ of the 

eyntebtic magma so formed, had brought about the variation of 

the rocks in the complex". This view was somewhat modified in 

1938 when he wrote: "Metesomatiam brourht the composition of the 

country rocks nearly to the composition of quart-diorite before 

mechenicci mixing with parent-mtpmn started. The amount of 

Introduced magma was email . . . . The quartz-diorite was formed 

almt in place". His view then as to the granodiorites was, 

that "the intruded material, already of granodiorite composition, 

was apparently emplaced mechanically at the level now exrosed". 

It is hardly necessary to point out that gravitational 

differentiation cannot exnlatn an upward increase in density, 

or that gradational contacts cannot be explained by "mechanical 

mixing" of country rocks with "parent magma". 

The propriety of pronouncing on the origin of comniexee 

not personally examined may, of course, be questioned. The 

writer of this thesis feels Justified In doing so in this parti-

cular case because, 

(1) All agree thet the Caledonian oomplexee of the South 

of Scotland are of like origin. For example, Teall considered 

that they were all intruelves from a common parent magma Deer 

stated / 
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stated that "the fundamental similarity of these extensive and 

widely separated caipiexea points to a common process Operating 

with remarkable consistency"; arid M. Ma0Cregor expressed his 

view that "the various outcrops of 'granite' in the Southern 

Uplands of Scotland were no &ubt all parts of one large batbo-

lith and it was to be exected that the same theory of petro- 

genesis would apply to them all'. 

The Loch Doon complex presents what Is considered in-

disputable evidence of Its non-magnettc genesis, 

Workers on other ccp1exes have passed lightly over 

evidence inconsistent with the hypotheses fAhich they have sub-

mitted. This may not be conspicuous in any one instance, but 

taken altogether, as has been done in the present analysis, the 

cumulative weight of such evidence Is great. 	This evidence, 

however, is perfectly in harmony with the petroganetjc hyrotheaj8 

adopted to account for the observations made at Loch D oonW. 

Reactions between solids, and probably tonic reactions 

within solids, are usually exothermic, and therefore a liquid 

phase may have been generated in some of the complexes, but as  
fnr/ 

N The results of work in progress by S.N. Sarkar at Spango, and 
by M.P. Subranrnnyam at Priest],aw and Cockburn Law, are in agree-
ment with the conclusions presented here. 
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rce (eJ- 

trating this has yet been brought forward. Until further 

search reveals such evidence, we may reasonably conclude with 

amen Oeikl.e, that "the crystalline rocks described above have 

- 	t-:.-- 
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2. Complexes whlch, thouhs 4 y!lar, have been interpreted dif-

ferently. 	The Loch Doon complex was once considered to be a 

very typical, small 4 rnoia bathulith, empineed by three succes- 

sive, and rogreive1y eidic intrusions. 	r s workers on c-r- 

tain other plutonic complexes have stated that their arena are 

closely comparable with Loch Loon, a brief review of a few tynicn 

"Igneous" granites 4 9 now riven. 	¶P Is. however, beyond the 

scoe of this thes4s to Viva a deta1ed and exhnusHve ar'lys4s 

of the hole 4t"at'e of ri'(n4 4 e. 

(i) Comr,1exeahch hnveben conpnredd1 rectly w4 th Loch Doon. 

The 'rrochnr complex was descr bed by J.O.C. 'ndarson 

(1935), who stated thnt "the Loch Doon r'aa bears a c 

rsemb1nnce to the main 'rrochor intrusion, differing chiefly in 

its much greeter proportion of 'ntermediate rocks. Tn fact it 

15 the lnre nroportion of basic rock which p'ives a fairly distin 

tive cha"ncter to the preeent --en ( 4 .e. 'rrochnrj." 	Anderson 

nontuinted a sequence of five or six successive 'ntrusiona, the 

lf)s' beinp rrrr 4 te, but did not discuss the multifold apace nro- 

blem involved. 	ced 4 um-ra 4 ned dorite Its the most nburidnr,t type 

and it is said to be identical with the "hyperits' t  of the 

Southern Uplands. 	Pnderson çvea no evidence to show that, at 

rrochar, the magmatic hynotbesis 'e to be preferred to ttvt of 

solid 
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solid diffusion. 	(rpdntiona1 cortrCts are reco'r'ded, and of one 

of these Anderson suggested that, "the annrent merge 4 a really 

the cooled edge of the coiree di or! te passing into the remelted 

edre of the medium". ('4y Italics, of. r. 1). 

Tn their descrirton of the Ontland (Isle of Man) corn-

ülex, J.U. "nylor and T.t. Onmba (1933) emnhnsse the sirnilnrity 

to Cheviot, nnd also remark that "in many ways the Loch Doon 

comlex resembles that at Ontland". 	"t Ontland the granite hr's 

a psbbro roof, contains pyroxene cores to the hornblende, and 

becomes more basic and pyroxene-bearing towards the pnbbro. The 

p'rnnite-gabbro contact 'a stated to be "ntru8ve'. 	uieroua 

basic inclusions  are found In the granites, and thr nuthors be-

lieve that these have been brought upwards from denth by the mngm 

Taylor nnd Gamba also conclude that "the gabbro itself must have 

retnned a considerable amount of heat at the time of the granite 

intrua4on, otherwise the magma could hardly have fr4  led to have 

been cooled at an early store by contact". 	Ontlend 4 a indeed 

comparntle to T.oth .00n. 

Taylor and flambe recoin L3cu f 	ev' iterce of' n s"nce 

problem but left t unsolved: "The outhors are cony' need that the  

gran4o it Qatland has stored its way into its present Dosit4on 

which was formerly occupied by the gabbro; and, unless the 

volume d1e1aced was asa'milnted dur'np the nrocear, It 'a d'ffi-

cult / 
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difficult to imagine by what means the emplacement Was effected. 

The only alternative appears to be the subsidence of a central 

block of gabbro with consequent uprise of acid magma to take its 

place - a process similar to that which gave rise to the ring 

bosses of Mull. 	Although the evidence at Oetland does not en- 

tre1y prit the possibility of cu1iron subsidence, thein-

trusive naure of the pah'bro-rran1te juncticn and the absence of 

anything resembling a ring-fault do not favour it". 

The available data suggest that the relationship of 

these complexes to Loch Doon is petrogenetic as well as petro-

graphic. 	- 

(ii) The concept of a basic front 

Doris L. Reynolds has recently analysed the chemistry 

of rocks associated with granite (1946), and drawn attention to 

the importance of the concept of i basic front (1947). 	The first 

of these most important publications incorporated all complexes 

which had received ndequate chemical study; of these the follow-

Ing are directly comparable, in one or more respects, with Loch 

Doon: Flamanville, Normandy; Dartmoor, Devonshire; Falmouth, 

Cornwall; Poulder Pear,, Tnyo; Giants Inge, Minnesota; Victor 

Harbour, South "ustralia; Boulder, Montana; Stavanger, Norway; 

Orijrv1, Finland; Piddarhyttan, Sweden; and Plue HIll, Maine. 

Detailed / 
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Detailed discussion and full bibliography are given In the paper. 

An important conclusion 18 reached, namely: "Tn none of the 

arena has granitizatlon of pe1tio or allied rocks taken place 

without an initial or complementary stage of desillcnt4on. 

• . , • Moreover, the minor constituents T102, P 2 05 and MnO 

oharcteristica11y reach geochemical culminations during the 

desil1cat 4 on stage of change, unless it be easent4slly one of 

feldapathiration, 4n which case they may decrease. 	They decrease  

i n each example, durl rig prani ti zatl on". 

(i It I ) Feldepattitsation 

V 	 Numerous examples of feldepathisat 4 on of rocks surroun- 

ding pranite masses have been recorded since the publication of 

the Clqssf c work of Barrols (Postrenon, 1384), MIchcl Ty  

(Flamanville, 1 1393), and Lacroix ( yrenees, 1998-190o). 	The 

first conclusive chemical demonstration that silicateforming 

materials could be Introduced to aureole rocks was nrov 4 ded by 

V.M. (oldEchmidt'e inveatigalion of the metamorphism of the peli-

tIc rocks in contact with the Stavanger trondhem1te (1920, pp. 

108-21), where, as A. Harker pointed out (1939 0 p.  251), there 

has been introduction, not of fldspnr, but of We and SI (cf. p.41 

The evidence for and significance of feldepathigatior 

has recently been discussed by F.F. (rout (1937, p.  1539), H.H. 

Pead (1943-44; 1946 0  p. 687), and As Uolmea (1945, P. 412). 

Holmes / 
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Flolnies wrote: "The cruel al nature of the evi donee provided by the 

'big feispare' has long been realized, since no one has seriously 

doubted thnt they must all have shared a common on p4 n. Fl then 

they Frew in solid rock or they crystallized from a magma: 

Identical felapars could not be assumed to have oripinated In two 

entirely different phyeleo-chemical environments". Peed In no 

lees emphatic: "Tf identical complex felapera can be formed in 

two such different environments, then the aprilcation of physical 

chemistry to rock formation becomes meaningless. Tt is clear 

that there can be only one environment s  the one that can be 

proved, that of the solid country-rock'. 	It Loch Doon the 

evidence is particularly clear: (a) the plagioclase crystals 

are exceedingly complex, (b) the distance separating the felds-

pathised pods from the "igneous" rock is measurable in yards, 

(c) there is no evidence to suggest that the crystals were for-

cibly Introduced as such, and the poikilitic potash feldspar 

plates have patently not been so introduced, and (d) the ev 4 dence 

of the Inclusions in the plag4oelaee of both the aureole and the 

"Igneous" rock demonstrates beyond all doubt a community of onipi 

The role of feldsrathleation in the basic front has 

been analysed by Doris L. eynolds, and with thnt 'n-lysis the 

Loch Doon evidence is ompletely 4 n accord. 

Since Ooldschmldt's classic work at Stavanger, chemical 

work / 
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work has been carried out on the aureoles of several complexes. 

V8 may mention F. Brammall and H.P. Harwood (Dartmoor, 1932), 

0.ii. lnderson (Northern Tnyo, 1937), and C. V41son (Kopeonik, 

1938). The dominant role played by Na is strknp. 	Prammall 

and Harwood wrote "at an early stage in the intrusion history 

alkaline diffusions from the magma enriched the sPilea In both 

soda and potash, and, on balance, this Initial imprepnatl on was 

of the nature of albitireton"; the soda/potash rnto increases 

from 0.12 to 0.40 as the contact is anproached. 	Anderson found 

that potash is 'n exceaF of soda at a distance from the batholith 

but that the reverse is true in the vicinity of the contact. 

'ilson considered that "in the hanfela bordering on the granite 

sods seems to have replaced potash 86 mapmnti c impregnation pro-

ceeded. The evicted potash from the sad4  ments has tended to 

enrich the prenodiorlte locally in that const4tuent". 	Such a 

mechnnlsm cannot account for the marginal potash-feldspar-rocks 

at Loch Doon, for, (a) nithouph Na has nenetreted further into 

the aureole than K. both were introduced, (b) in the feldapathise 

pods at Loch Doon the N850/K20 ratio actually falls to unity, (c) 

of iopai k "4 leon wrote: "The enrichment, however i s not at the 

actual marp n  of the granodiorite . . . but further back In the 

intrusion . . . 	. This potash enrichment has caused the locnl 

development of late orthoclase in the form of large poikilitic, 

crystals, sometimes at the expense of the nlapr!oclase". 

Had / 
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Had the final stages of feldepatM8ation of the aureole 

passed unnoticed expulsion of potash from the Loch Doon contact 

rocks might well have been (wrongly) deduced. 	Pn alternative 

source of the "late orthoclase" Is considered below (r. 157 ), 

(I v) Be 81C margins 

Referring to complexes such as are being considered hen 

Nockolda wrote (1934) "basic margins are a Common phenomenon, 

sometimes gabbrolc or noritic, sometimes c1ioritic, and have often 

been supposed to represent the original magma, chilled before 

d!fferentlaton in situ could commence. 	The alternative suppes- 

tion is here made that such material represents an earlier bnsc 

Intrusion in all cases". (My Italics). 	Nockolds' peneralisation 

can no longer be maintained for Doris L. reynolds haa deinonstratec 

(1945) that deal llcation precedes pranitisatlon in all areas whict 

have received adequate chemical study; a demonstration which is  

i n accord wi th the Loch Doon ,V4  dance. 

Tn tejr 4 nvestiFetions at Tr4'aatel.''loumanac'h, H.H. 

Thomas and T. Campbell Smith (1932) considered that basic inclu-

sions In the granite were der4ved from an enn1lr norite mass, 

which now in part roof's the complex. 	Doris I. Peynolds has 

pointed out (1946) that no dee 4  11 catIon correspond 4  np to the 

granittsatton of the norite has been described, justly remarking 

that "the norite itself may represent the beal ficetion of pre-

existing / 
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preexi sting rock". 	Tndeed, in all cases, the possibility that 

the basic margins are basic fronts must be considered. This is 

especially the case where there Is great variation in the basic 

rocks (e.g. H.H. Thomas and r•  Campbell Smith, 1932; S.F. Mockold 

1932). The significance of variation in so-called igneous rocks 

was clearly perceived by 0.13. Anderson who wrote (1937): "The 

writer believes that the Pellieier granite was formed In situ, 

partly by recryrtalii2at4on and partly by replacement of older 

rocks of both eedmentnry and igneous character. 	. . . The 

"ellisier granite Is variable, both in texture and eompostion. 

This is obviously to be expected in 'igneous' rocks formed by 

grani ti rati on'. 

(v) Contacts 

The contacts between the various plutonic rocks of an 

Individual complex may be sharp, as at Pibette Head (S.F. Nockoldi 

1932), or gradational, as at Dhoon (S.F. Nockolds, 1931). there 

sharp contacts oncur, It should be remembered (a) that contqcts 

which appear hair-sharp macros coplcally may be gradational micro-

scopically; numerous examples from Loch Doon hnve been cited nbo 

and (b) that, as 0.F. Goodspeed has pointed out (1939, o. 404), 

although sharp contacts are not usually considered to be indica-

tive of metaaomntfc replacement, they are common in replacement 0: 

ore-deposits; for example, L.C. Oraton, a geoloist well acqua4n 

ted! 
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acquainted with ore-deposits, has written (1924, p. 520), "as for 

the transitional boundary as a criterion of replacement, 

very frequently replacement is complete as far as It goes and will 

yield as sharp contacts as can be produced by simple filling of 

open spaces". 	H.H. Pead has remarked (1943.44) that "circum- 

stances of teerature, pressure, or concentration may rive ri se 

to knife-edge boundaries to the products of grsnitiration reaction 

An example of the production of sharp contacts by solid diffusion 

Is given on page 46. 

The problems raised by gradational boundaries, whether 

differentiation is assumed to have been in depth or in situ, are 

referred to on page 131. Tn several complexes, prdatlons are 

found not only between the various plutonic rocks, but between the 

latter and the nureole (e.g. fl.H. Anderson, 1937; 0. Wilson, 

1938). 	That this Is of considerable significance is otv 4 oue. 

(vi.) Tnclusione 

"Granitic plutons are commonly characterjyed by so-calls 

cognate inclusions of more basic composition than the enclosing 

granite. 	t one time these Inclusions were regarded as segrepa- 

tions of the early crystallized basic constituents of the granite 

magma. During the last fifteen years, however, this conception 

has largely been abandoned, and basic cognate inclusions In 

granitic / 
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grani ti C rocks are now more commonly 4 nterpreted as hybridized 

relics of an early basic intrusion which occupied the site of, or 

roofed, the present granite". (D. L. Reynolds, 1946, p. 427). 

n some cases the inclusion, are known to be of sed 4 mentary origin 

a complete series linking obvious sediments with the more altered 

types (e.g. P.K. Ohosh, 1934); in others the sojrce is unknown 

or hypothetical (e.g. S.R. Nockolds, 1932). 	There the source of 

the Inclusions is supposed to be an early basic Intrusion, grani-

tisation sequence, are found without corresponding deal 11 cat! on 

series, but, In such cases the "least altered" inclusions are 

often characterised by high contents of P and/or Ti (e.g. D.P. 

aranttiam, 1928; S.R. Nockolds, 1932). 	'a DorisL. eyno1da has 

shown (1946, p. 427) "this preclude, the possibility that such 

Inclusions have arisen directly by the grnnitfnt4on of a bneic 

igneous parent". 

Daphne D.C. T'octiin Would recorded (1946) abundant "basic 

dioriticinclusions" In the Foyers "granite", and stated that 

"they are obviously being made over into varieties resembling the 

enclosing tonalita and granodiorite". 	Comparing these basic 

inclusions with the diabrochi tea of J.A. Dunn (1942) and with the 

basic fronts of D.L. Reynolds (1944), she writes: "Tt should be 

pointed out that in the Foyers plutonic complex, no transitions 

from the basic inclusions to ordinary Mothe schists have bean 

found / 
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found, and that if the basic enclaves do represent relics of 

baaifled schist,, the process must have taken place at depth, 

prior to the Intrusion of the complex into its present position". 

Tt is probable that the "xenoliths of feldaputhised schist" found 

In the tonalite represent just such transitions; it is certainly 

significant that these inclusions of feldepathised schist "often 

have a selvage of large, lustrous biotite plates". 

Tt is probable that in every case the sequence in the 

2roductlon of inclusions Is, country rook -) basic "igneous" 

rock > granite. 

s NoCcolds hs pointed out (1933), preservation of 

shape by the n1tered Inclusions 'shows ttit the xenoliths remain 

essentially solid throughout the whole course of their alteration' 

Change of composition must therefore take place, and must be 

effected by diffusion through the solid rock. 	F.F. ('rout has 

written (1937, p. 1543) "there can be little doubt that a magma 

may so change an Inclusion, while it still remains an inclusion, 

that the chemical criteria of origin are lost. 	This is a per- 

fectly logical conclusion from lowen's careful rtudy of the phyei 

cal chemistry of the inclusion in magma. . . . 	All inclusions it 

grariltoid igneous rocks should be expected to have igneous compo-

sitions except those included at so late a magmatic stage that 

they had no time to react". 	This Is a common misconception: 

(a) / 
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(a) Powen qualified the assertion that a magma will tend to make 

Inclusions, over into the phase or phases with which it is satura-

ted, by the seldom quoted phrase "in so for as the composition 

of the sediments permits" (1928, p. 216); (b) either the last 

residual liquids are aplitic or they are cafemic; the magmatic 

hypothesis cannot explain both deellicetton and granitisatton. 

(vii.) "C1ottng" and magmntic strew 

"Clotting" of ferranegneaisn minerals, usually accom-

panied by ephene, is a widespread phenomenon at Loch Doon and In 

the plutonics of the South of Scotland in general; the signifi-

cance of this has been discussed above (pr. 99 9  132). 	rxampl,s 

of the same phenomenon are Dhoon (S.P. Nockolds, 1931), Shap 

(D.R. Grantham, 1928), and Plbette Head (S.P. Nockolds, 1932), at 

all of vihich the abundance of apatite and aphene, and the genetic 

relation of the clots and the basic Inolualone, have been records(  

Describ4 ng tiornfelsed Inclusions in the metaeonwtic granodioritee 

of Cornucopia, Oregon, O.'. Goodspeed has remarked (1939, P. 409), 

'Some of the smaller horn.fels xenoliths are decidedly more basic 

than the average hornfele. 	They may consist almoit entirely of 

hornblende or blotite, and In some occurrences the transition 

from a xenolith to an agrregnte of biotite and finally to a single  

large crystal of btotite seems clerr. 	. . . i'lthough It is pos- 

sible to explain the biotite as a segregation from a magma, it 

would / 
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would not be possible to give the same interpretation to an angu-

lar hornblendio inclusion. 	Since the original bornfels is higher 

In iron, calcium, and magnesium than the granodioritic material 

by which it is replaced, the feldepathization requires the assump-

tion of the removal of these constituents as well as the addition 

of silica and alkalies. 	The large biotite- and hornblende-rich 

xenoliths may represent a local concentration of these coneti- 

tuenta". 	Such a possibility must be considered for all basic 

Inclusions, ferromagnealan clots, and indeed for all ferromapne-

sian minerals. 

F.F. (rout (1937) has considered that "glomeroporphyrttji 

clusters" are probably magmatic segregation, but most workers are 

agreed that the clot, are derived from the bnsic inclusions with 

which they are associnted, a popular mechanism being that of 

"magmatic strew". 	At Dhoon, Nockold. (1931) has shown thnt the 

biotite of the granite has the same pleochroism as thnt of the 

clots, and that Its abundance Is proportional to thnt of the clots; 

at Bibette Head (Nookolda, 1932) similar blotite and hornblende 

Inclusions occur in the plapioclase of both the p'rnnite and the 

Inclusions, and the whole mass is stated to be uniformly contami-

nated; at Kopsonlk, 0. Wilson (1938) described polkilitic green 

hornblende as occurring throughout the Inclusions and the grano-

diorites, and demonstrated that "the euhedral hornblendes are the 

products / 
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products of progressive recrystallization of the earlier anhedral 

crystals." 

There are two possibilities: "The ubiquity of these 

crystals, which have a dominantly sedimentary parentage, throughci 

the granodioritee, suggests that either the batholith now repre-

sents the final product of grenitisatlon in place, or that an 

original magma, arising from an unknown depth, worked its way 

upwards by reaction with and assimilation of the eed 4 ments in Its 

path". 	Against the latter possibility there is (a) the necessIt 

of postulating an apli te parent, and the Incorporation  of some 

30-407 of hornfele for the production of granodioritee. Aplite 

to generally considered to occur in relatively small amounts and 

to be the last residual liquid from the crystalli ration of pranit 

magma* Whether or not that view Is correct, it seems most un- 

likely that aplite is the parent of the granitic rocks; 	(b) the 

necessity of Involing the hypothesis of "magmatic strew", against 

which there is, first, the occurrence of skeletal and highly 

skeletal crystals (see plate 30); second, as O.. Goodspeed has 

recorded (1939, p. 407) 0  "some (xenoliths) appear as extremely 

angular irregular fragments consisting of two larger portions 

joined by a relatively thin connecting link which would be unable 

to withstand magmatic mobility"; and third, C.S. Ross (1935, p. 

12) has pointed out that in certain rocks associated with ore-

deposits / 
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ore-deposits "single needleli Ice crystals may penetrate several 

crystals, as where actinolite needles extend through several 

quarts and plagioclase grains. The formation of such groups in 

a melt seems improbable, and the development of such forms direct-

ly from a hydrothermal solution seems even more improbable. 

Therefore the replacement of quartz and feldspar after its forma-

tion is the only reasonable explanation of the radial groups des-

cribed in this paper". 	The tourmaline of luxullianite "radiatinp 

tapering needles of bluish t4nte spreading outwards through the 

quartz" (J.S. Flett, 1907 0  p. 56; As Harker, 1935, fig. bA), 

Is generally accepted as due to replacement, nnd even In 1877 

T.G. Bonney (p. 220) thought itrather strange" and "very per-

plexing" that "the aciculer echorl passes from grain to grain of 

the quartz". 	Although the apatite needles of the granitic rocks 

being discussed are not so remarkable as the luxullianite tourma- 

line, the marked basal cleavage increases the probability that the 

mineral is not of magmatic origin, and makes it certain that there 

was no magmatic turbulence. 

(viii) Late potneti feldspar 

The late development of replacement potash feldspar at 

Kopaonik has been referred to above (p. II-8 ). 	Deuteric micro- 

dine has been described by J.F. Spurr and 0.11. Carrey (190), S.L 

0111 son / 
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GIllion (1927), A.L. Anderson (1934). and E. Gibson, T •  Campbell, 

and W.F. Jenks (1938). For reasons which apply equally to Loch 

Doon, Doris L. Reynolds (1943) 1s doubtful whether the term 

deuteric should be applied to the microcline of the replacement 

bodies of Gorsgtiwood Quarry, Co. 'rmagh. 	'Deuteric" as defined 

by Sederholm (1916, P. 142) refers to changes "etiloti have taken 

place In direct continuation of the consolidation of the magma of 

the rock Itself". Reynolds has shown that the Goraghwood bodies 

"are not the products of the crystsl1Izaton of magma, as general 

ly understood", but remarks that "if on the other hand it be per-

missible to apply the term 'magma' to the mobile antecedents of 

an igneous-looking rock, even though they were of the nature of 

a succession of emanat'ons, then the microcline may be proterly 

de.cr4  bed as deuteric". 

(Thrabal Hill :  

The Garabal Hill-Glen Fyne complex has been interpreted 

by S.B. Nockolda (1940) as an example of crystal differentiation. 

The Implications of this interpretntion have recently been pointe 

out (Mcintyre, 1947; of. p. 113 of this thesis), and it 18 not 

necessary to repeat these here. it Is believed that they make 

the hypothesis of crystal differentiation at Garabal Hill unfenab 

The Aberdeenshire Norttes 

The norites of Aberdeenshlre are more calc4c than the 

so-called / 
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so-called norites of Loch Doon (cf. pp. 48 0  61). 	H.H. Read, 

however, has recorded (1935) quartz-biotite-'norite, sometimes 

containing a little orthoclase, from Haddo Housee if the Aber-

deenshire noritem are actually of magmatic origin (Read considered 

that they represent contaminated magma), they must not be confuse 

with the basic front "noritea" of Loch Doon. Further research 

may show that in their genesis the rocks of the two areas are  in-

deed comparable, for H.H. Peed has demonstrated (1923, p.  473) 

that at Arnage "the strike snd dip of the bedding of the larger 

xenoliths npree with those of the adjacent country rock", and 0. 

Whittle at macti has recorded (1939) not only skeletal biotite 

In the contaminated rocks, but betfication of the inclusions, 

the abundance of apatite in which suggests ' culmination. 	The 

hypothesis that the Aberdeenshire noritea represent basic fronts 

In undoubtedly one that deserves consideration. 

(xi) Opda1-!neet 

Reference has already been made (p. 62) to the petro.. 

gre - hic similarity of the Loch Doon "norite" and the opdalite of 

V.1!. OoldechmIdt (1916). 	Tn a personal communication 0oldachmfd 

writes (1946): "There is no indication of any nietneomatic origin 

of the original opdalite, it contains angular fragments of horn-

feb. Put the geograhical dietrbution of the rock nrefers the 

regions near the contact oureole". A.M. Bateman, however, has 

demonstrated / 
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demonstrated (1924) that angularity of Inclusions does not pre-

clude a replacement origin for the deposit that contains then. 

Moreover, although in 1946 Ooldichmidt evidently had no doubt that 

the Inclusions were of hornfela, In 1918 he stated that the fine-

grained dark greenish-gray Inclusions  found abundantly In the 

opdnllte south & ustberg consist of plagioclase and hypersthene 

and suggested that they might be fragments either of a fine-

grained marginal fades, or of a tiypersthene-horritels. Tt Is 

obvious that the inclusions of hornfels must be "igneous looking". 

Ooldachmidt has emphasised that the series biotite 

norite 	opda].ite ___ trondtijemite is characterised by a rather 

high proportion of biotite: "Der vesentlictiste linterachied dlesex 

Art von StHmmen gegenilber dein Im 1ormaldiagraimn dargesteliten 

Fall bestebt In deni action frühsei ti gen und aehr rei chil then 

Auftreten von iotit". (1922, P. 6). 	Tt is not surprising, 

therefore, that Ooldsohmfdt never seriously discussed the possi-

bility of a genetic relation between the blotite-poor inclusions, 

and the opdalite. 	It is important to recall that in the d1opsid 

hornfele 	opdallte series of inclusions at Loch Doon, biotite 

is usually not conspicuous until a fairly late evolutionary stage 

(p. 6'?). 

Further work In undoubtedly required at Opdal-Tnset, an 

It is obvious thtt the solid diffusion hypothesis deserves aeriou 

consideration, 

F.' 
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F.?. Grout has written (1941): "There are Tnaby ev!dencei 

that granite magmas exist as normal magmas, that they inject the 

crust as normal magmas, and are capable of forming such rocks as 

the 'orthodox' magma should". The review given here shows that 

such statements must be accepted with caution. 

3 Complexes in whi ch a comparable mechanism has been recogni sad 

The production in situ of igneous-looking rocks of granitic and 

allied character Is well established in post-. as well as In syn-

tectonic belts. 	There Is, for example, the work of A. Keith 

(1913), W.H. Emmons and P.!. Laney (1926), T.T. Quirks and WoH. 

Collins (1930), A.L. Anderson (1934), G.F. Goodspeed (1937), G.R. 

Anderson (1937), H.O. !ac1und (1938), B.C. King (1942), D.L. 

Peynolda (1943, 1944), irid.t'. Tugge (1945). 

For us the r:sestlgnt':s of Doris L. Peyriolde at Newry 

and of P.C. King at Cnoc nan Cuilean, have especial significance, 

but G.. Goodspeed's early recop'nition of basic fronts and of the 

stages in the development of plagioclase parphyroblasts, must be 

mentioned. 	Of the former he wrote: "Tt Is noticeable that ad- 

jacent to some of the more leucocrati C granodioriti a masses there 

Is an increase of mafic constituents In the hornfele. 

Under / 
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Under a metasonatto explanation of additive metamorphism, it 

would be expected that the Introduction of activating siliceous 

solutions or emanations would promote felepothisation and remove 

Iron,, lime, and magnesia from the loci of Intense replacement. 

Tfl other words, accompanying the additive chemical action con-

temporaneous with the grsniti2at4on of an area, there would be a 

complementary outward movement of such elements as iron, calc4um, 

and magnesium" (1939 0  p. 405). 	Of plagioclase porthyroblaste he 

wrote: "They can be seen in various arrested stages of growth. 

Some appear to hove been formed by the coalescing of many small 

crystals which are in alignment so as to produce the necessary 

optical continuity in the larger crystal" (1937, p. 16; see also 

1937 9  p.  1133). 

Comparing Newry and Cnoc nan Cuilean, Doris L. reynolds 

pointed out (1944, p. 238) that these areas "differ In the energy 

levels of the comparable 'fronts'. This Is evidenced by the 

fact that in the Newry area the main Mg-Fe 'front', the secondary 

alkali 'front', and that part of the secondary Fe-Mg 'front' 

which Is represented by the mobilired sed 4 nients, lie within the 

Igneous boundary, whereas in the Cnoc nan Ciii lean area the boun-

dary of the Igneous maer falls within the main Fe-Mg 'front', so 

that part of this 'front', together with the secondary alkali 

'front', lie outside the igneous contact". 

To! 
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To these two complexes may be added Boundary Peak (see 

D.L. eynolda, 1946, p. 404) and Loch Doon. The position, in 

relation to the Inner marg!n of the aureoles in each of the four 

complexes, or the basic front, and, where known, of the secondary 

alkali front, n re shown dl agrrnnmcitl cally in fi g. 10 . 	It is 

evident that a basic front associated with prnntisHon may lie 

(a) entirely within the plutonic rocks (e.g. Newry), (b) mainly 

within the plutonic rocks (e.r. Loch Doon), (c) mainly within 

the aureole (e.g. Cnoc nan Cuilenn), or (d) entirely within the 

aureole (e.g. Boundary Peak). 

Tt is a fact of the utmost significance that lines 

easily observed in the field may be of little petrogenetic import. 

That the so-called margins of thies complexes are of much lees 

Importance than has hitherto been believed is a fact which places 

their non-magmatic genesis beyond question. It Is clear, more-

over, that the so-called norite of Loch Doon is actually much 

more closely related to the iron-schist. of Boundary peak, to 

the aeger!ne-augite- and hornblende-achists and the basic eyenitei 

of Cnoc nan Cuileen, and to the biotite-py -roxenite and tne ultra-

basics of Newry,, than to any igneous or contaminated rock, how-

ever alike petrographically. 

Conclusion / 
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Conclusion 

During recent years there has been published a large 

number of general papers on the subject of granite; notable 

are those by 1a1oo1m MacGregor and C. 'I loon (1939), 11 .11. Read 

(1939; 1943-44; 1946), A.Ho]jiea (1945), R.H. Pastall (1945; 1947) 

J.A.. ?ugge (1945), H.O. !ack1und (1946), O.W. Tyrrell (1947), 

and Doris L. Reynolds (1947). 	'n the first of these an importan 

principle was stated: "During metasomotisni such rock types as 

are already saturated for one or more components V 11 not show 

any reaction to those particular components should they be preseni 

In the penetrating medium* Different sediments will not have to 

order by special delivery from the ascending migmatization front 

their own exclusive transmuting emanation. Rattler they take 

their pick of a selection brought around on arproval, and plve in 

exchange equivalent amounts of those commodities which the new 

purchases are expected to replace". 

The term emanation was originally "a neutral term 

free from genetic implication", but It has now come to Imply "a 

migration of ions within solids by way of structural faults, de-

formations, and crystal discontinuities,, and by means of potential 

differences of lattice energies" (H.G. Packlund, 1946). 	!.J. 

Bowen (1946) and Kathleen Lonedale (1947) have recently pointed 

out that discontinuities are present even in "ideal" crystals; 

one/ 
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one cannot doubt, therefore, that In such obviously imperfect 

crystals as the plagioclase of the Loch Doon rocks, crystal de-

formittes are of major Importance. P replacement mechanism not 

requiring crystal discontinuities has been described by G.V. 

Douglas, N.R. Goodman, and O.C. Milligan (1946). 	The state of 

aggregation of the diffusing material has recently been discussed 

by . iiolnies and Doris L. Peynolds (1947), and the evidence for 

regarding "emanations" as an tonic disperse system has been 

summarised. 
J.ft .W. Bugge has emphasised the importance of diffusion 

In the solid state, and pointed out that, from a formsl point of 

view, transport in the intergranular film may be classified with 

diffusion In the solid state. High pressure, moreover, tends to 

diminish the Interstices between tne crystals, and therefore de-

creases the po'enttal barrier passed by a particle transferred 

from a surface position on one crystal to a surface position on 

another. 	to lateral pushing aside of the country rocks has take 

place locally, the Loch Doon complex must have suffered compres-

sion during its formation, which would facilitate migration by a 

process of solid diffusion. 

To the factors recognised by "enann (1935) as Influen- 

cing large scale diffusion, namely differences In concenl-rat4on, 

temperature / 
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temperature (the Soret effect), end electric potential, !ugge 

added specific gravity, external pressure, vapour tension, and 

chemical potential. 	Of the last he writes: ""rn the same way as 

electric conductivity depends on differences in the electric potori 

tial we may say that diffusion depends on d'f'ferencee in chemical 

potentials. The chemical potential  is a thermodynamic intension 

quantity, and is a funct4on of the free energy F and of the 

thermodynamic potential c". Indeed he goes so far as to state 

that "the only exact method to study the currents of molecules 

or ions between two phases Is by means of the chemieni otent1als" 

Naturally diffusion always tends to eliminate differences in 

chemical potent ala. 

long-distance migration of matter through the crystal 

Is still a hyotheais; but when m.et of the reactions between the 

individual minerals In a heterogeneous rock complex of great ex -

tension are found to take place In the solid state, it may be 

justified to conclude that also the migration of materiel to and 

from the reaction places has passed in the solid state". 

ugge, 1945, p.  38) 

Discussing the origin of the terromagneaian minerals 

associated with the Ducktourn ores, C.S. Peas wrote: "Only two 

probable sources of ferroinagnealun minerals seem to treaent them-

selves / 
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themselves. 	First, there may have been two distinct magmas, or 

two dat1nct phases of that was or4ginally a single magma, which, 

on differentiation,, formed ferromagnesi an-free and ferromagneel en 

rich fractions, both high in minereht7ere, which acted as trans-

porting agents. 	Second, there may have been a single magma high 

in m4neralizers In which the ferromagnesinn materials had been 

eliminated by their early crystallization, followed by their par-

tial restoration to the residual magma by re-solution, rerilacenieni 

or base exchange". (1935, p. 52). 	He himself inclines to the 

second pos&billty, but rdri1ta that the d ff1 culty Is to account 

for the reassociation of two fractions once separated - "that 4, 

to restore a relationship that has been lost". 	rose, of course, 

accepted the magmati C hypothesi a a pr4 or!: "The ye4 ns were no 

doubt derived froni some differenttat'ng magma, but no parent 

Igneous rock has been identf4ed in the repion". 

The poss 4 bility that ore deposits are a particular form 

of the basic front must be considered in every ease. 	This is 

especially so in view of A. Holmes' f4 ndtnp (l46), based on Nier'i 

Isotopic analyses, that it is probable that "ore-lead was a con-

centration from lead that was dispersed through crustal rooks 

before their grani ti zati on", and that "naturally, if this were 

true for lead, it was likely to be equally true for many of the 

other elements geochemically associated with lend ores". 

F., 
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R. H. Tlastall has recently (1947) directed attention to 

the association, and lack of association, of certnn ores with 

certe4 n granites, and concluded that "Tt can hardly be denied 

that most of the phenomena here briefly discussed are most easily 

explicable by some theory of magmoti c differentiation". 	Further 

work Is undoubtedly required, but that the magmatic theory offers 

the correct explanation of the genesis of ore-deposits, most cer-

tainly can be qiaat 4 oned. 

That there Is aclose connection bet een metamorphism 

and "Igneous act! on" is now certain. 	Since H.H. read's suppea- 

tion In 193, the work of T. errin and M. Poubeult (1941), of 

Doris L. Teynolds (1942; 1947), and of P. Lapadu-Hargues (1945) 

has clearly shown thRt during repional metamorphism there is 

migration of an ionic disperse system, 	a suecresion of over- 

lapping emanations", s 4 milar to the diffusions which have produced 

the plutonic rocks discussed above, 

t's we more clearly perceive tho genetic relation between 

such apparently diverse phenomena Ps plutonic complexes, ore-

deposits., regional metamorphism, and the cementaton of sediments, 

so we may more fully understand that "according to the hypothesis 

postulated / 
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postulated, one continuous process alone Is invoked, which Is 

closely supported by the continuity in the phenomena observed". 

(1.C. King, 1942). To understand the genesis of a plutonic com-

plex we must study a physico-chemicnl system lnrger than that en-

closed by the inner margin of the aureole; but, in order to 

solve the broader petrogenetic problems, th' :nit studied must 

be increased In proportion. (rent earth movements disturb the 

balnnce of chemical potent4 nis, and the geological Consequences 

of the resulting rnigrtiona can hardly be overestimated. 

"Here on their knees men swore: the 
stones were block, 

1nck in the people's minds and words, 
yet they 

Were nt thnt time, es now, in colour 
grey." 

.iordsworth. 
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APPENDTX. 

The process found to have been operative in the Loch 

Doon complex has been termed "solid diffusion" throughout the 

course of this thesis (see pp. 1-2). 

The following Is a list of other terms which were con- 

al dered: 

Diadromic 	running across; wandering through or about. 

Diamel psi c 	to exchange, e.ge one thing with another (Plato),  
one thing for another (Plato and Solon), mala 
for 1urope (i.e. Desslng Into - - from - -: 
Euripides); making a journey (Aeschylus); 
passing over or through (Aeschylus); changing 
or altering (Herodotus); to requite (lex 
talionis: Dio Cassius). 

Diamudainic 	filter through. 

Dianaic 	percolate. 

Di aperasl ml c 	penetrating. 

Diapinnetic 	wandering (going astray). 

Di apneuti C 

DI aporeuti C 

DI aprasal C 

Di ascorpi c 

Diastrenhi C 

Dl atori C 

Di el ml C 

Di erchomati c 

Metapkiraae / 

dispersion In vapour (evaporate). 

going through and out* 

making one's way through. 

di spers4 on. 

turning or twisting about (as 4n a dance); 
distorted. 

p1 ercl ng. 

roaming about. 

going through and out 



Ketapbraae 	a word-for-yard translation as distinct from a 
paraphrase* 

ycnogenetic originating in the eold. 

Transform 	to change in form, shape, or appearance: to 
metamorphose 

Transfuse 	to cause to 'flow' from one thing to another; 
to diffuse into or through something; to 
cause to permeate. 

Translate 	to change in form, appearance, or substance; 
to transmute; to transform. 

Transmute 	to alter or change in nnture, properties, 
appearance, or form. 

The author is indebted to the Rev. R.E. McTntyre and 

to the Rev. r1rofessor rm. Hanson for advice rind suggestions. 



NOTES on the - TABLES 

The analyses are arranped In petrological (field and 

microscopic)  order: 

Oreyvacke (485) 

Slightly feldepattitsed greyvacke-granulite (506). 

Fully feldepathised grnu1ite (507) 

OpdalltiC pod (685/5) 

Nne-grained opdalite (333) 

Medium-grained opdalite (532 of Gardiner end Reynolds) 

Coarse-gr9ned opdalite (19) 

Be Potashfeldsp8r-POOr "norlte" (208) 

9."Tonalite" (749 of Gardiner and Feynolda) 

10. Granite (755 of Gardiner and Reynolds) 

For details of these rocks see p. 114. 

Tn Tables 2 and 3 

Summation 6 	includes (Co, Ni)0 	0015 

' I 	9 	" 	" 	 0.09 

	

10 	 ft 	 0.05 



TABLE 1. 

Zonal range of greptolttes occurring in the C"atglure 
Old Lodge Shale Quarrtea. 

Sub-zones. 	 4 	5 	6 7 	8 9 10 11 	12 	l 

t4smag. gracili. c 

Nemag. pertenuls 

Nemag. nitidulue + 

Dtcellog. moffatene4e 	 + + 	? 4 + + 

Dicel]og. divaricatus + 	+ + 4 ?. 

Dicellog. aextans c + 

Dicellog. patulosus c 

Cliinacog. bicornle 0 4 C 	+ 

Climacog. tridentatue + + 

Climacog. Schiirenbergt 	 4 + 	4 C C C 

Dlplog. euglyphue 4 C c 4 

IY!plop. fol!aceue c 

D1p1og. rnucronatue c + 

Dioranop. ramosue r 4 	c 

Cryptog. tricornie 	+ 	+ 4 	+ C c c 	+ 

Leptog. capillarie + 	C 

Olosaog. Hincket + c 

Sub-zones 8, 9, Rnd 10 together constitute the acne of 
Neniagraptus grad 115. 



Chemcal Analyses 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 

Sf02 68.68 67.79 64.20 60.29 60.06 56.90 55.34 55.78 62.95 70.63 

1203 12.84 13.83 15986 17.53 16.14 16.49 16.18 16.36 14.59 14.65 

Fe202 0.16 0.41 0.71 Ti'. 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.53 1.00 0.54 

FeO 5.58 5.77 4.57 5.31 4.95 5.66 6.13 6.41 3.87 1.93 

MgO 2.95 3.03 2.81 4.49 4.65 5.64 6.02 5942 4.02 1.45 

CaO 1.32 1058 2.35 5.02 5.64 5.14 6.06 7.34 3.81 1.83 

N*aO 2.04 3.06 3.64 2.68 3.43 3.86 3.92 3.32 3.36 3.55 

K20 1.47 1.96 3.62 2.28 2.04 1.92 2.21 1.78 4.52 4.29 

1120+ , 2.98 0.94 0.82 0.36 0.32 0.31 0.36 1.22 0.69 0.42 t% 
105 

H20 - 0.10 0.22 0.16 0.18 0.04 0.18 0038 0.17 0.22 0.12 

CO2 Nil NIX Nil Nil NI]. 0.40 W1 !fll - - 0.18 

T10 2  1.12 0.98 0.96 0.98 1.07 1.13 1068 1.42 0.73 0.41 

P202 0.17 0.13 022 0.20 0.21 0.04 0.25 0.21 0.01 0.07 

)4riO 0.23 0.27 0.14 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.3 0.31 0.19 0.09 

99.64 99.77 100.06 99.59 99.69 100.04 99.83 100.27 100.05k  100.21' 

Total Fe 
as FeO 5.72 6.14 5.21 5.31 5.73 6.54 7.00 6.89 4.77 2.42 



Norms 

Quartz 

Orthoclase 

A 1M to 

"northtte 

Corundum 

(FeS4O3 
( 

(gS 0 

(CsS!03 
( 

(F.S 03 
( 

(MgSi 08 

Magnett te 

I imeni te 

pot! to 

Vater 

1. 2. 3. 40 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 

40.50 31.23 17.68 15.13 11.67 3.70 0090 4.37 11.14 26.53 

8.68 11.58 21.37 13.47 12.08 11.35 13.08 10.52 26.71 25.33 

17.29 25.90 30.78 22.75 29.00 3267 33.14 28.10 28.42 30.02 

5.42 6.06 10.17 23.61 22.57 21.98 20.03 24.48 11.39 8.61 

5.91 4.48 2.23 2.00 - - - - - - - - - - 
1.02 

.70 9.13 6.47 8.61 6.29 6.90 747 7.97 2.60 

7.35 7.55 7.00 11.18 10.54 12.07 12.90 10.90 8.09 3.61 ? 

-- -- -- -- 1.66 3.42 3.50 4.40 3.10 -- 

- - - - - - - - 0.60 1.18 1.17 1.79 1.05 - - 

- - - - - - - - 0.99 2.06 2.13 2.45 1.99 - - 

0.23 0.60 1.05 - - 1.41 1.41 1.41 0.77 1.46 0.79 

2.12 1.87 1.82 1.87 2.03 2.14 3.19 2.70 1.39 0.78 

0.41 0.31 0.54 0.47 0.51 0.10 0.60 0.51 - - 0.17 

3.08 1.16 0098 0.54 0.36 0.49 0.74 1.39 0.91 0054 

99.69 99.97 100.09 99.63 99.70 100.02 99986 100.35 100.07k  100.23w 



recalculated Percentapes 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7 8. 9. 10. 

Sb2 72.11 69.55 65.63 61.60 61.32 58.22 57.01 57.38 64.10 71.42 

A1 2 03 13.48 14.19 16.22 17.91 16.47 16.88 16.66 16.83 14.86 14.81 

FeO 6.25 6.58 5.47 5.69 6.12 6.97 7.55 7.41 5.05 2.54 

IlgO 3.10 3.11 2.87 4.59 4.75 5.77 6.20 5.58 4009 1.47 

CaO 1.39 1.42 2.40 5.13 5.76 6.29 6.24 7.55 3.88 1.85 

N.20 2.14 3.14 3.72 2.75 3.50 3.95 4.04 3.42 3.42 3.59 

K20 1.54 2.01 3.70 2.33 2.08 1.96 2.28 1.83 4.60 4.34 

100.01 100.00 100.01 100.00 100.00 100.03 99.98 100.00 100.00 100.02 



von Tolff values. 

10 2. 3. 4. 5. 61 7. 

Q 	44.16 33.52 18.84 16.65 12.36 4.11 0.69 4.47 

L 	35.46 45.71 63.34 58.76 61.00 63.32 63.64 60.40 

M 	20.31 20.59 17.52 24.60 26.26 32.32 35.28 34.91 

99.93 99.82 99.70 100.01 99.62 99.75 99.61 99.78 

9. 	10. 

12.17 28.71 

54.00 62.90 

23.43 	8.20 

a' 
99.60 99.81 

Larsen "Positions". 

+ 	14.84 14.08 14.94 	7.47 	5.89 	2.35 
	

1.29 	0.42 	12.91 21.99 



EX PLA NA ?T ON of PLATES 1 - 3. 

PLATE 1. 	(485) 	Greyweoke from Craglure HIL11. 
Fragments of quartz, muddy material, and 
niuscovte, and a rounded apHt1c pebble 
are seen. P. 16. x 35. 

PLATE 2. 	(685/1) BoMte-cordeHte-granulite from 
Cralgbrock. 	A cordierte crystal occupies 
a central position. 	P. 28. 	x 35. 

PLATE 3. 	(685/1) 	Is Plate 2, but with crossed nicole. 
x 35. 
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EXPLANATION  of PLATES 4 - 7. 

PLATE 4. 	(509) 	Blotlte-granulite from Cow Craig,, 
with bedding visible. 	P. 23. 	x 35. 

PLATE 5. 	(727) 	Slightly fe1dpth!sed b1ott€,- 
aiu]te from Cow Craig. 	P. 26. 	x 20. 

PLATE 6. 	(400c) 	Contact on Shepherds' Cairn between 
slightly feldepatMsed biotite-granuitte and 
pyroxene-bear ng "i gneous-1ook rig' rock with 
p1egioc1ee porphyroblasts. Pyroxene is 
not seen. 	P. 34. 	x 20. 

PLATE 7. 	(685/3) 	Intensely feldapathised blotite- 
granulite from Craigbrock. 	x 35. 
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EXPLANATTON of PLATES - 8 -- 11. 

PLATE 8. 	(509) 	Biotite-granu].ite from Craigbrook, 
with bedding visible. 	Cf. Plate 4. 	Crossed 
nicole. 	x 35. 

PLATE 9. 	(727) 	Slightly feldapaf;hised btotite- 
grariulite from Cow Craig. 	cf. 'late 5. 
Crossed nicols. 	x 20. 

PLATE 10. 	(400c) 	Contact on Shepherds' cairn between 
slightly feidspathtaed botite-rranulite and 
pyro:ene-bearing "Igneous-looking" rock with 
plagioclase porphyroblasts. Pyroxene Is not 
seen. 	cf. Plate 6. 	Crossed nicole. x 20. 

PLATE 11. 	(685/3) 	Tntensely feldspathtaed biotite- 
granulite from Craigbrock. 	of. Plate 7. 
Crossed nicole. 	x 35. 
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EXPLANATION or PLATES 12 - 15. 

PLATE 12. 	(727) 	P1agtoc1ase porpbyroh].sst In b!otlte- 
granuflte, Cow Craig. 	P. 26. 	Crossed 
nicols. 	x 20. 

PLATE 13. 	(506) 	Plagioclase porrthyroblust In Motlte- 
granullte, Cow Craig, showing quartz Inclu-
sions, 	'. 25. 	Crossed nIcole. 	x 35. 

PLATE 14. 	(687) 	An early stage In the trapping of 
Inclusions by the development of plagioclase 
porphyroblasts. 	Craigbrocic. 	'p. 27, 54. 
Crossed nIcole. 	x 20. 

PLATE 15. 	(545/6) A further stage in the development 
of plagioclase porphyroblasta. 	Cralgbrock. 
Crossed nicole. 	x 20. 
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F''LAN1TT0N of PL/TF5 16 - 19. 

PLATE 16. 	(507) 	Tnclusions in plagioclase porphyro- 
blest in feldepathised biotlLte-granulite. 
Cow Craig. 	P. 27. 	x 20. 

PLATE 17. 	(507) 	As Plate 16, but with crossed nicole. 
That the line of biotite inclusions is the 
junction between two individuals in the 
plagioclase mosaic, Is clearly seen. 	x 20. 

PLATE 18. 	(70) 	Detail of plagioclase mosaic. 	Opda- 
its from N.E. side of Shiel Hill. 	The two 
black circles are air-bubbles. 	P. 54. 
Crossed ncols. 	x 35. 

PLATE 19. 	(5) 	Plagtoclese irregularities. 	Opdalite 
from N. aide of Shie]. Hill. 	P. 54. 	Crossed 
nicole. 	x 20. 
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FY 	 of  

PLATE 20. 	(351) 	Plagioclase Irregularities and Inclu- 
sions. 	Opdallte from S. side of Cornish Hill. 
P• 54, 	Crossed nicols. 	x 35. 

PLATE 21. 	(MF/12) 	Plagloclase Irregularities. 	Craig- 
brock. 	P. 54. 	Crossed nicole. 	x 35. 

PLATE 22. 	(327) 	PstchIneat In plagtoclase. 	Opdalite 
from Cornish Hill. 	P, 54. 	G'ossed nicole. 
x 35. 

PLATE 23. 	(252) 	Curvature of plagioclase. 	Pyroxene- 
biotlte-quartz-dtorlte from S.Y. side of 
Shiel Hill. 	P. 53. 	Crossed nicole. 	x 35. 
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PfNtTTLN of 7,  LtS24 - 27. 

PLATE 24. 	(151) 	Curvature of plagioclase. 	Pyroxene- 
Motite-quart-dorite from S.F. side of She1 
Hill. 	P. 53. 	Crossed nicols. 	x 35. 

PLATE 25. 	(390) 	Curvature of plagloclase. 	Pyroxene- 
biotite-quartz-dtorite from S. side of Cornish 
Hill. 	P. 53. 	Crossed nicols. 	x 35. 

PLATE 26. 	(334) 	Plagioclase with a zone of inclusions. 
These are mainly pyroxene, w 4 th some ore and 
apatite. 	Opdalite from I. side of Cornish 
Hill. 	P. 52. 	x 30. 

PLATE 27. 	(334) 	As plate 26, but with crossed nicols. 
Oscillatory zoning also seen. 	x 30. 
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F) -: 	-•'- 	 : 	f 

LiiE 	. 	('iu) 	e1eti b otte. 	jua1te from I.. 
aide  of SMel Hill. 	P. 55. 	x 35. 

	

PLATE 29. 	(185) 	Skeletal hiotti. 	Pyroxene-biottte- 
quart-dior1te from S. side of hie1 1I11. 
P. 55. 	x 35. 

	

PLATE 30. 	(401) Highly skeletal botIte surrounding 
highly skeletal pyroene. 	Feldepathised 
blotite-grnriuilte from Shepherds' Cnlrn. 

	

PLftTE 31. 	(401) 	As Plate 30. 	x 35. 
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1X LA1I\TTON of "LES 32 - 315. 

PLATE 32. 	(357) 	Curved biotite. 	Opdalite from S. 
side of Cornish  iii 11. 	P. 55. 	x 35. 

C.! 

PLATE 33. 	(116) 	T'yroxene rimmed by amphibole rimmed 
by skeletal hiotite. 	)pdalite from E. side 
of Shiel Hill, 	P. 58. 	x 20. 

PLATE 34. 	(79) Rectangular skeletal crystal of pyro- 
xene. 	Opda3Ate fron E. side of Siziel Hill. 
P. 56. 	Crossed nicole. 	x 35. 

PLATE 35. 	(79) 	Sieved pyroxene. 	Opdalite from E. 
side of Shiel Hill. 	P. 56. 	x 35. 
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EXPL.&NATTON of PLATES 36 - 38. 

PLATE 36. 	(254) 	Poik1lob1stjo potash 
tthcttori position. 	Opda].tte 
Shiel Hill. 	P. 54. 	Crosse 

PLATE 37. 	(415) lrregular development 
Opdaljte S. of Cornish 11111. 

feldspar in ex- 
from S. side of 

1 nicole. 	x 35. 

of potash feldspar. 
P.54. 	x35. 

PLATE 38. 	(415) 	As Plate 37, but with crossed nicole. 
x 35. 
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PLANATION of PLATES 39 - 42. 

The di opatde-tiornfels - opdalfte series of inclusions. P.63. 

PLATE 39. 	(24) Angular quartz, granules of pyroxene and 
ore, in a fine-grained groundrnass. 	Inclusion, 
6 ft. in diameter, from N. side of Shiel Hill. 
x 35. 

PLATE 40. 	(531) 	Quartz grains, sieved plagioclase, 
pyroxene granules. 	4 1 n, inclusion from N. 
side of Shiel Hill. 	x 35. 

PLATE 41. 	(118) 	Pyroxene granules/in a plegioclase 
background with some quartz and potash feldspar. 
Skeletal—biotite, ore, and apatite needles are 
also seen. 	Inclusion, 10 ft. in diameter, 
from E. side of Shiel Hill. 	x 35. 

PLATE 42. 	(78) Pyroxene granules and i di omorphi c 
crystals; also p1agoc1ase porphyroblast. 
6 in. inclusion from F. side of Shiel Hill. 
X35 
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EXPLANATION of PLATES 43 - 46. 

PLATE 43. 	(333) 	Fine-grained opdaltte from E. side of 
Cornish Hill. Sieved pyroxene, poikiloblastic 
blotite, inclusions of pyroxene granules in the 
plagloclase, and irregular potash feldspar are 
seen. P. 50. x 35. 

PLATE 44. 	(63) 	Fine-grained opdalite from N.E. side of 
Shiel Hill. 	Sieved pyroene, and irregular 
potash feldspar are seen. 	P. 5. 	x 35. 

PLATE 45. 	(325) Inclusions of pyroxene granules in 
plagioclase. 	Fine-grained opdalite from F. 
side of Cornish Hill. 	P. 52. 	x 35. 

PLATE 46. 	(325) 	4A8 Plate 45, but with crossed nicola. 
Zoning also seen. 	x 35. 
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PLATE 48. 	(531) 	As Plate 40, but with crossed Wools. 
x 35. 

PLATE 49. 	(118) 	As Plate 41, but with crossed nicole. 
x 35. 

PLATE 50. 	(333) 	As Plate 43, but with crossed nicole. 
x 35. 
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PLANA TI ON of 'MATES 51 -54. 

PLATE 51. 	(63) 	Fine-grained opda].te. 	As Plate 44, 
but with crossed nco1s. 	x 35. 

PLATE 52. 	(702) 	Sieved hornblende. 	Quartz, potash 
feldspar, and botte also present. 	aranite 
from Hoodens Hill. 	P. 95. 	x 20. 

PL1'TE 53. 	(703) 	Tncluson In granite of Hoodens Hill. 
Pyroxene granules (a little amphbo1e), 
biotite, and feldspar. 	P. 97. 	x 20. 

PLATE 54. 	(703) 	As Plate 53, but with crossed nicols. 
PoikI1ob1atic niicrocline is shown. 	x 20. 
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PLANATTON of PLATES 55 - 58. 

PLATE 55. 	(728) 	Junction of pseudo-vein. 	Cow Craig. 

PLATE 56. 	(728) 	As 'late 55, but with crossed nicole. 
x 20. 

PLATE 57. 	(738/3) 	Contact between the fine-grained 
biotte-granulite,, nnd the coarser and felds-
pathsed biotite-granulite of the Shepherds' 
Cairn. 	P. 34. 	x 35. 

PLATE 58. 	(748) 	Contact of muscovite - potash feldspar 
pseudo-vein. 	Crslgbrock. 	P. 37. 	Crossed 
nicols. 	x 35. 

14 
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3rouen black lines are l,bciu ft contours. 
Full black line is aureole-"norite" contact. 
Trig, point 1,665 ft is the swnrriit of 3hiel Hill. 

Nos. 1-15 (in red) are the localities of specirieris after the 
potash feldspar 1X line (in red) had beer, drrn. 

Nos. 1-3 1  10-12, nnd 15 contain more then i% of potash feldspar. 
Nos. 4-9, 13, end 14 contain less thrn i% of potash feldspar. 

See page 60. 

Fig. 4. 

ShowinZ breaking up of bedding by local xnobilisation, the 
distribution of smell potash-feldspar - muscovite pods, end one 

larger pod (irregular). 	Locality: Creigbrock. See page 37. 
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ig. (j. 

Diagram showing 'Loci of eochomicl culminations and depressions. 

Rocks numbered as on tables. 
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Fig. 12. 

Geochemical exchanges operative in the Loch Doon complex. 
[Generalised] 
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rnitisation 	 Ca 	Fe  (i < - 	 Si.K.Na. 

1 
Symbols: 

+ material introduced and fixed. 

- 	 mnterin], expelled. 

X X expelled, but not fixed in the front immediately preceeding. 

Y] Y, in small quantity. 


